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Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes:    
 
I have tried to be consistent with the layout of the craft in this book.   Unfortunately some have been made according to 
different rules, notably ‘Sailing the Black’.     The major difference with this is its use of ‘Inherent Armour’.   Inherent 
armour grants additional armour to a vessel based on its strength die size – d2 gives 1pt of armour, d4 gives 2 pt of 
armour etc.   Inherent armour is not part of the core set of rules – use it as you see fit, but if you do then you should 
take the time to download ‘Sailing in the Black’ from the downloads section of the site.  
 
Several boats have incorrect values, mainly to do with Strength.    Strength is a value of the tonnage of the vessel in 
question.   This book treats all of these craft as ‘space craft’ and so any vessel that masses under 100 tons has had its 
Strength characteristic reset to d2 with a consequent recalculation of Life points. 
 
In several cases I have recalculated costs as some of the weapons systems are only stated as medium, heavy etc and 
the cost of guns have not been included in those calculations.   Admittedly the cost of cannon vs. missiles is, and has 
been openly admitted to be, wrong.     I have used the Serentiy RPG core-book to calculate the cost of weapons used 
in this book.     
 
This Third Volume of Cortex Shipyards continues the compilations made by Lynn LeFey in Volumes 1 (parts 1 & 2) and 
Volume 2 and represents fanfic ships that were posted to the Cortexsystemrpg.org forums as completed vessels 
between 2008 and up until August 2011.   Specifically this volume contains Fighters, Shuttles and Warships that were 
posted in that time frame (the numbers posted prevent compilation into a single volume). 
 
Where-ever possible credit is given to both the artist of each design and the person who has designed the statistics for 
use in the Role Playing Game. In some cases the artist is not known. In such cases if you do know who it is, please let 
me know so I can credit them correctly. 
 
I am not the creator of most of the ships that are listed here. If you use the designs listed please give credit where it is 
due – to the artist and designer noted for each design. Only those ships designed by myself – Limerickcot – 
are my own property. 
 
The Legal Stuff:The Legal Stuff:The Legal Stuff:The Legal Stuff:    
The Serenity, Battlestar Galactica, Cortex System Role Playing Game’s are property of Margaret Weis Productions. 
This is a fan created document and is not to be sold. It may be freely distributed, assuming it is not modified. This 
product requires the Serenity Role Playing Game, Battlestar Galactica Role Playing Game, or Cortex System Role 
Playing Game to use. Content is the intellectual property of specific creators. In layman’s terms, don’t sell our stuff, and 
don’t claim it was your creation.
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Alliance Fast Attack ShipAlliance Fast Attack ShipAlliance Fast Attack ShipAlliance Fast Attack Ship    

Gunboat Killer:Gunboat Killer:Gunboat Killer:Gunboat Killer:    
by QMX (Sean Kenby QMX (Sean Kenby QMX (Sean Kenby QMX (Sean Kennedy)nedy)nedy)nedy)    
stats by Lynn LeFey 
 
Alliance Fast Attack Ship  (AFAS) 
Agi  d12 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d10 Int d6 Wil  d10;  
Init  d12+d10; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (Major), Gas Guzzler, 
Branded  (Major) 
 
Skills:  Covert d6, Perception d4, Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:   L45xW50xH10  
Tonnage 25 tons  
Speed Class 7/11 full burn  
Crew   cockpit for 2  
Fuel Capacity   0.05 tons (40 hours of operation)  
Cargo Capacity none  
Passenger Capacity  0  
Armament   Turret Guns: Four dual-mounted 1 lb. guns (d6W vehicle scale), 500 round magazine for each turret. 
 Nose Guns: 10-lb. gun (20,k). wt. 1.5 ton, (d0W Ship Scale, d12 Vehicle Scale), Armour Piercing Ammo (Ignore first 3 points 
 of W Armour), 50 round magazine 
 six short-range missiles with 100-lb (d6 ship scale) warheads. 
 50   10-lb decoy ‘Chaff’ warheads deployed from countermeasure launcher  
 
Gear  nil  
Complexity   Very High  
Price   27,250  
Maintenance Cost   120 credits annually   
Armour:   W2  
 

Those of you who have been following the Cerberus posts here know what a flexible and powerful design the Series 3 Military variant was. You 
also know practically none survived the war and that the Cerberus and most of the 12th Cavalry gunboats were destroyed in a single skirmish at the 
Battle of Sturges. Which begs the question: What could have happened to so swiftly shift the balance of power to the Alliance? 

 
What happened was the Alliance Fast Attack Ship (AFAS) – the boat responsible for taking space superiority away from the Independents and 

making the gunboat all but obsolete. First deployed in significant numbers at Sturges, the AFAS was a sleek and manoeuvrable short-range fighter 
created with one purpose – destroy the Independents advantage in the ship-to-ship guerrilla battles that had defined space combat up to that point in 
the war. As such, the AFAS was small and quick, making it difficult for the gunboat’s railguns and plasma cannons to target. It had minimal armour, 
which it traded in favour of a couple small calibre turrets and two big cannons on the front. 

 
The tactic it used to down a gunboat was simple and effective: Attack in small three-ship wolf packs. While two AFAS hem their target in, firing 

turrets while staying clear of the gunboats big weapons, the third drops in behind and cuts loose with those forward cannons. 
 
Among the Alliance, the AFAS were known simply as gunboat killers. Among the Independents, they were called “Shinigami”, fast and silent death 

for anyone caught on board a ship like the Cerberus. 
 
We asked Sean Kennedy, the CG designer who did our Cerberus renderings, to bring the infamous AFAS to life following the design specs 

developed in the original Firefly timeline.  
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Archangel Archangel Archangel Archangel –––– class strike fighter class strike fighter class strike fighter class strike fighter    

by John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawk 

 
Archangel Class Strike Fighter 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d10 Wil  d8;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits:  Nimble-Atmo (Minor), Short Range (minor), Fast Throttle, Heavy Lifter 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d2, Mechanical Engineering d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    24 X 7 X 10 feet 
Tonnage   30 tons 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 9 hard-burn (reaction thrusters only) 
Crew     Pilot, Gunner 
Fuel Capacity    3 ton (400 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  None 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Armament    1 fixed (forward firing) 10 lb (d10 vehicle damage d0 ship damage) autocannon w/ 1100 round magazine;  
   4 500 lb short-range missiles (d10 ship damage),  
   9 20 lb medium-range missiles (d2 ship damage) 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Average 
Price     81300 credits 
Maintenance Costs   338 credits/month 
Armour:     1W 
 

One area where the Alliance held a significant advantage over the Independent Navy was in the area of dedicated strike fighters. Certainly, the 
Independents could and did field craft that could perform the role well, but the best craft of its type bar none during the Unification War was the 
Archangel – class. A two-man fighter weighing in at 30 tons, Archangel nonetheless was very manoeuvrable, and possessed good speed. 

 
It's offensive punch came from it's missile load, with hard-points capable of handling up to 7 tons of munitions up to and including the famous AIM-
497 “Gabriel's Trumpet” medium-range heavy anti-ship missile, and a powerful targeting and tracking suite that allowed them to be fired at range with 
great accuracy. A medium cannon and 1100 rounds of ammunition were mounted for close-in fighting and defence. 
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Interstellar Alliance Interstellar Alliance Interstellar Alliance Interstellar Alliance 

IAF 11 (Black) IAF 11 (Black) IAF 11 (Black) IAF 11 (Black) 
Condor Condor Condor Condor FighterFighterFighterFighter    

by Jakkby Jakkby Jakkby Jakk    
Stats by Limerickcot 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d10 
Wil  d8;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (Major), 
Lightweight 
 
Skills:  Athletics d6, perception d6, pilot d4, Weapons d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    64Lx44Wx18H 
Tonnage   86 tons  
Speed Class  6/10 hard-burn 
Crew     1 cramped 
Fuel Capacity    0.86 tons (60 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  100 lbs 
Passenger Capacity   0 
Armament    2 50lb EM Cannon (d4) 80 rounds;  20 10lb Flare-decoys; 12 50lb (d4) short-range missiles,  
                                                4 50lb (d4) medium-range  Missiles; 2 50lb long-range missiles 
 
Gear    Escape Pod 
Complexity    Average 
Price     5160 Credits basic + 123579 for weapons systems 
Maintenance Costs   172 credits per year  
Armour:     W3,  S3 
 
 

 

 
 

 
The Intek Aeronautics Sub-Orbital IAF 11 Fighter is a twin engine, all-weather tactical fighter designed to obtain atmo/black superiority in 'dog 

fighting' combat. The IAF 11 functions as both a missile platform and a tactical fighter. Relying heavily on lessons learned through the Unification 
War, squadrons of these fighters can be stationed on carriers as well as planet based installations, and are capable of both breaking atmo as well as 
survive re-entry.  
 

A variety of ship-to-ship weaponry can be carried by the IAF 11. Automated weapon systems enable the pilot and navigator to perform combat 
manoeuvres safely and effectively, using an integrated helmet based targeting system and weapon controls located both on the engine throttles and 
the control stick. These controls are duplicated on both seats for left or right-handed individuals. 
 

The missiles platform, located inside the main fuselage, is capable of housing multiple forms of both forward and rear firing missiles and electronic 
jamming systems known collectively as chaff or squawkers. This platform is complimented by dual forward rail guns that are underneath the cockpit. 

 
 
Despite the cost of installing cannon, the fighters ability to strafe targets and engage them once its missiles have run out, make the Black Cobra an 

excellent ground support fighter, especially when combined with its integral armour which allows it to function even if heavy EM fields.   Although the 
missiles listed above are a typical ‘war-load’, the bay dimensions allow the fighter to carry a mix of 50 lb missiles (to a total of 7900 lbs). 

 
One of its best features is undoubtedly the independent life-pod contained as part of the cockpit.   This allows the pilot of a crippled fighter to 

abandon ship – the life-pod will keep the pilot alive for up to fourteen days and has a limited thruster (giving it the ability to move away from an 
exploding vessel) and broadbeam distress beacons.      

 
So far, the ship has proved itself capable of quick and easy repair in the field – an aspect of the design, which actually means that it is likely to 
continue in use for decades to come. 
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Argon Industries BusterArgon Industries BusterArgon Industries BusterArgon Industries Buster----class Medium fighterclass Medium fighterclass Medium fighterclass Medium fighter    

by Barnest2by Barnest2by Barnest2by Barnest2    
 

 
Buster Class Medium Fighter  
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 8 
 
Traits:   
 
Skills:  Weapons D6 Pilot, D2; Perception D6      
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    36x31x15 
Tonnage   25  
Speed Class  5/7  
Crew     2   
Fuel Capacity    0.25 tons fuel/ 150 hours running             
Cargo Capacity  None  
Passenger Capacity   None  
Armament    6x1 pounder gun w/ 150 rounds per barrel (Planetcraft scale Skirmish Range D6 KEW) 
   4 x wing pylons (Max load- 4 x short range 100 pound missiles-Spacecraft scale Capital range D6 missile)     
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    high  
Price     8550 credits (not including missile load)  
Maintenance Cost    80 credits per annum 
Armour:     4W, 2S 
 

A second fighter from the manufacturing lines of Argon Industries, the Buster is larger and tougher than the Discovery. It is armed with six cannons 
of the same design as the Discovery, four on the wings and two in the nose cone, which gives it a heavy forward armament. It can also be loaded 
with four small anti-ship missiles, or up too ten Air-to-Ground missiles with ten pound warheads. It is a much more popular design than the 
Discoverer, due to it's sturdier frame, much larger armament, and well armoured design, while it is only four thousand cubits more new, and only a 
few cubits more to run per month, 

 
[ED Note:  Correction to costs & Strength made] 
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Derringer deterrent fighterDerringer deterrent fighterDerringer deterrent fighterDerringer deterrent fighter    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey 
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d4 Ale  d4 Int d0 Wil  d10;  
Init  d10+d4; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Seen Better Days (Minor), Gas Guzzler, Fast Throttle (Major) 
 
Skills:  none 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    20Lx10Wx10H 
Tonnage   10 tons  
Speed Class  6/10 hard-burn 
Crew     1 cramped 
Fuel Capacity    100 pounds (80 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  200 pounds + ½ ton of ordinance 
Passenger Capacity   0 
Armament    .1” gun (only basic damage to Starships), 
200 rounds ammo. Can carry ½ ton of ordinance on external hard points  
 
Gear    none  
Complexity    Low  
Price     375 Credits New (which are not available), 
94 credits cobbled together from parts 
Maintenance Costs   12 credits per year (18 with minor ‘Seen Better Days’) 
Armour:     W3,  
 
Got problems with pirates? Want an ace up your sleeve? Well, me and my grease monkey come up with a novel solution. We call it the Derringer. 
She’s cobbled together from standard shuttle parts and heavy hull plating. The gun’s a scratch built, starting with that high pressure pipe, every ship’s 
got sitting in their engine room. My Mechanic friend here’s gonna post his ‘blueprints’. 
 
Here’s my caveats and addendums and the like: If you don’t know your pulse drive from your toilet, don’t try to make one of these. It ain’t my fault if 
you get yourself corpsified trying to build this contraption. 
 
Even though the wings should hold her stable in atmo, I sure wouldn’t advise it. The black is all kinds of forgiving with things that air gets real finicky 
about. Start off real careful when you’re calibrating those navigational thrusters. This little gem will turn on a dime, and while you should be close to 
rotational centre, you could pass out if you pull your first turn too hard. Same with the main thrusters. Also, because of the high cockpit position, she 
ain’t real fun to pull negative pitch in… ever. Nor hard rolls for that matter. I’d pretty much keep hard manoeuvres to positive pitch and yaw. Don’t hit 
hard burn until you get your primaries synced. 
 
I recommend putting your emergency batteries and comm. equipment inside the pressure hull. She’ll last more than a few days in the black just on 
batteries, but that don’t do no one no good if someone don’t find you. 
 
We sized her to fit into half a standard cargo container. Use a standard hatch and she’ll marry up with other ships if need be. She opens from the aft, 
and she’s a little tricky to get into the pilot’s seat, but you get what you paid for. We had some problems with hydraulic lines in our first one, but the 
designs I’m sending out have ironed out that problem. 
 
We built a couple hard points on our hull in the event we ever get some good cry-babies built. That oughta keep missile lock from happening. Truth is; 
she’s got enough thrust to manage about a thousand pounds of ord before she gets squirrelly… MORE squirrelly. 
 
This sounds like one of those obvious things, but since the hatch is right by the main thrusters, make sure you don’t touch them on accident. Nothing 
makes for a learning lesson like the smell of your own flesh sizzling. 
 
Anything else? Oh, you might want to get all fanciful, but we just put fixed skids on ours for landing. I don’t even know if our crazy pilot is crazy 
enough to try an atmo landing, but in case he does, it ought to stand a pretty harsh hit. 
 
Recommended parts lists are with the blueprints, as well as some variety. The two we built so far have put us back about 100 credits each and taken 
maybe two weeks a piece to build, with three of us working on it. 
 
Lastly, if the Alliance catches you with this thing, that’s YOUR problem. 
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Argon Industries DiscoveryArgon Industries DiscoveryArgon Industries DiscoveryArgon Industries Discovery----class scout fighterclass scout fighterclass scout fighterclass scout fighter    

by Barnest 2by Barnest 2by Barnest 2by Barnest 2    
 

 
Discovery Class Scout Fighter  
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 8 
 
Traits:  None    
 
Skills:  Weapons D6:  Pilot, D2:  Perception D6      
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    33x19x16 
Tonnage   15 
Speed Class  7/9 
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    0.15 tons fuel/ 100 hours running            
Cargo Capacity  None 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Armament    4x1 pounder gun w/ 200 rounds per barrel (Planetcraft scale Skirmish Range D6 KEW)      
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    high 
Price     6,960 
Maintenance Cost    48 credits per annum 
Armour:     1W 
 

A foray into the world of military fighter design was next on the cards for Argon Industries. The discoverer was designed as a light scouting 
fighter for merchant and mercenary groups who couldn't afford to buy new fighters or to maintain older ones. It carries four light 30 mm cannons in it's 
nose cone, and relies on it's very high speed to defend it in combat, as it is has minimal armour. It has done reasonably well, several small trading 
concerns buying them to defend their convoys from piracy. The Pilots are known as Mavericks, flying what essentially constitutes a framework with 
guns and engines strapped to it. 

  
[ED Note:  Correction to costs made] 
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FalconFalconFalconFalcon Newtech Alliance Gunship  Newtech Alliance Gunship  Newtech Alliance Gunship  Newtech Alliance Gunship  

by Romnipotentby Romnipotentby Romnipotentby Romnipotent 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d10 Int d8 Wil  d8;  
Init  d10+d10; LP 14 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient, Healthy as a horse, Sharp Sense: Radio & Sensors. 
 
Skills:  Aerial Transport Operations/Gunship D6; Space Transport Operations/Gunship D6; Collision Avoidance systems/Gunship D6; Automatic 
Targeting/Gunship D12; Stealth Programming/Gunship D8; Sensor Routine/Gunship D10; Autopilot/Gunship D10; Autonav/Gunship D10; Interactive 
Encyclopaedia/Gunship D6; Interactive Maintenance manual/Gunship D10; Musical Entertainment/Combat inspiring battle songs D4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    43ftLx47ftBx16H. 
Tonnage   34 tons 
Speed Class  8 Cruise/10 Full Burn 
Crew     2 
Fuel Capacity    2 Tons (1800 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  400lbs 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    2 5lb newtech railgun cannons with 600 rounds,  
   up to 1000lbs of (Newtech: 3000lbs) bombs, up to 14,000lbs (Newtech: 28,000lbs) of missiles. 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Extreme 
Price     Alliance/Illuskian Prototype, approximate value of ₡315200 per unit in production (if it makes production). 
Maintenance Costs   ₡3060 a year , ₡255 a month 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
This little birdy sits in its Illuskian nest, being tested, finalised, and painted after the Reaver threat was revealed to be an Alliance cover-up. This is 
one of many projects, along with micro pulse thruster missiles, and a reversing biological contaminant. The Falcon gunship currently has power 
issues, however they are giving in to the idea that they may need to expand its hull slightly and fit in some more batteries.  
 
Please note: This thing should be more of a "I need you to go steal this" mission target, but not something in service, which may be 4 years after the 
movie...  
 

    
    

    

Hrafn Class Assault CraftHrafn Class Assault CraftHrafn Class Assault CraftHrafn Class Assault Craft    

by Koerenby Koerenby Koerenby Koeren    
 
Model:  PD-H.A.C.-01-004-92 
Class:  Hrafn 

 
Agi  d12/d8 in atmo Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d10;  
Init  d12/d8+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Covert [m], Fast Throttle [M], Fuel Efficient [m], Nuthin' Fancy [M], Shaky Flier [m] 
 
Skills:  Heavy Weapons d4, Perception d6, Pilot  d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    66'x18'x18' 
Tonnage   40 tons 
Speed Class  10/14 
Crew     1 Pilot and 1 weapons/sensor officer. 
Crew Quarters:   1 cramped bunk at back of cabin. 
Fuel Capacity    2 tons (100 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  4 ton. Distributed over 2 Ventral Sections, a 3 ton. forward section, designed to house either an Iskellian 90mm EM 
Cannon, or a Prowler EW/Surveillance Package, and a 1 ton. rearward Ordinance Bay. 
Passenger Capacity   Nil 
Armament    2 x 20mm Vulcan Cannon (d6W Vehicle Scale), 1000 rounds 
   4 x Decoy Launchers: 10 x 10 lb. SRM. 10 Decoys. 1 mounted on the back of each of the Drive Extension Arms 
   1 ton Internal Weapons Bay  Typical Load:  
   Muninn: 2 x 50 lb. MRMs (d4W, Ship Scale) and 2 x 100 lb. SRMs (d6W, Ship Scale). 
   Huginn: 2 x 50 lb. MRJMs (d4S, Ship Scale) and 2 x 100 lb. SRJMs (d6S, Ship Scale). 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very High 
Price     11,280 Credits (excluding munitions). 
Maintenance Costs   24 Credits per Month.  
Armour:     3W 
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Background/Information:   
 

The Hrafn Class Heavy Assault Craft is designed to take the Alliance Navy into the future.  Not intended to replace the current Warhammer 
Interceptors, but instead to compliment them and increase the Alliance Navy's capabilities.  With their Stealth Characteristics, and Long Range 
capabilities, the Hrafn will be used as the Navy's eyes and ears.  The Hrafn will be able to scout ahead of fleets, for as long as 4 days of independent 
operation.  Additionally the Hrafn will act as an effective combat wing in their own right.  A typical wing is intended to consist of 1 Huginn and 2 
Muninn Variants.  The Huginn will take the lead, using it's EW systems to screen their advance, while it's powerful sensors will scan targets and send 
the target data, via a short range laser communications system, to the Muninn craft in it's wing.  Allowing them to take full advantage of their Iskellian 
90mm EM Cannon. 

  
VARIANTS   
 
Muninn Attack/Interceptor   
In addition to the standard Gear the Muninn Variant also has the following upgrades:  
1 x Iskellian 90mm EM Cannons   
Damage:  d4W Ship Scale 
Magazine:  20 rounds 
Gun Tonnage:  3 ton. 
Magazine Tonnage:  0.2 ton. 
Price:  40,000 Credits 
Notes:  Mounted under the nose.  While the weapon appears to mounted in a fixed, forward 
firing position, it's actually capable of slight adjustments, 6 degrees to either side of the centreline and 6 degrees downward.  Allowing the weapons 
officer to fine tune his aim during an attack run. 
 
 
Huginn EW/Recon   
In addition to the standard Gear the Huginn Variant also has the following upgrades:  
Prowler Electronic Warfare and Surveillance package .  
Price:  8,400 Credits.  21 Credits per Month maintenance. 
Notes:  This package mounts a sophisticated bundle of equipment in the forward section.  This 
package increases the ships Alertness to d12, and increases it's Covert Asset to Major. 
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IncomIncomIncomIncom    

GalahadGalahadGalahadGalahad    ––––    
class fighterclass fighterclass fighterclass fighter    

by John by John by John by John 

StarhawkStarhawkStarhawkStarhawk 
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 
Ale  d4 Int d6 Wil  d4;  
Init  d10+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits:   Healthy as a 
Horse, Heavy Lifter, New 
Fangled, Branded, 
Memorable 
 
Skills:   Heavy Wins d4, 
Pilot  d2, Perception d4, 
Mech Engng d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   20  
Speed Class  6/8  
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    400 hours 
Cargo Capacity  0  
Passenger Capacity   0 
Armament    2 50 lb Cannon (d4) 
   Hard points for four missiles (3000 lb per point) 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    High 
Price     106,920 credits 
Maintenance Costs    64 credits per annum 
Armour:     5W 

 
If the Locksley - class blockade runner was the shining star of it's type in Independent service, then surely the Incom F-1 Galahad fighter was it's 

counterpart among small craft. The Galahad was the brainchild of Vance Kedrick, one of the most noted designers of atmospheric and small 
spacecraft of the last 50 years. The design actually dates back to just before the Unification War, and was a proposal for a new type of Alliance heavy 
fighter 

 
The Galahad was an excellent design, despite not quite being "state of the art". Well armed and armoured, it carried wingtip mounted 30lb cannon, 

and had options for either two in-wing missile launchers and two external hard points or four external hard points, each of which could carry anything 
from ECM pods to extra fuel to heavier missiles such as the "Brimstone" anti-ship missile..  

 
However, Incom lost the contract to another company, and with no real other market for the design, it became so much junk data in Incom's 

mainframe. (Kedrick blamed the loss on corrupt procurement officers in Alliance Supply.) 
 
Then the War broke out. One of the engineers who assisted Kedrick with the design was an Independent sympathizer. Knowing that the 

Independent Navy would need fighters, and that a fighter that wasn't part of the standard TO&E (and thus well known) would be even better, he 
approached someone who passed word to someone until High Command was made aware of the craft. After spending a few weeks feeling out 
Kedrick's attitude, the decision was made to approach him with an offer. 

Unfortunately., the Alliance got word of this, and targeted Kedrick for “disappearance”. In one of the first covert operations conducted by the newly 
minted Independent Special Forces, Kedrick, his family, and the two existing prototype Galahads were successfully extracted before the order could 
be carried out.  

 
Production began 6 weeks later. A testament to the ingenuity of Independent construction crews, the initial units were all but literally hand-built in 

"garage factories" scattered throughout the outer Border worlds and inner Rim. As soon as could be managed, construction space was set aside for a 
formal assembly line. Construction then continued until just over half way through War, when the main assembly line was destroyed by the Alliance. 
From that point, few units were produced, as it was all the original distributed production networks could do to keep the existing units in spare parts. 

 
The Galahad was popular with Independent pilots for both it's versatility and ruggedness. Many of the top "aces" of the Unification War for the 

Independent side flew Galahads, and squadrons who flew them quickly established a reputation with Alliance pilots for being seriously bad news.  
 
After the surrender of the Independent Navy, the surviving Galahads were integrated into Alliance service as 2nd line garrison support fighters. At 

least two squadrons remain on semi-active duty with reserve units to this day, a fact that makes more than a few former Independent fighter pilots 
somewhat less than happy... 

 
[Ed Note:  I have changed ‘inherent’ armour to standard Wound armour and incorporated it into the costs.  I have also changed strength value (and 

so Life points) to standard values based on mass] 
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Lockblade Deterrent FighterLockblade Deterrent FighterLockblade Deterrent FighterLockblade Deterrent Fighter 

by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn 
LeFeyLeFeyLeFeyLeFey 
 
 
Dimensions  30Lx8W 
(20 with wings 
extended)x8H 
Tonnage:  15 tons  
Speed Class:   8 cruise/ 
10 Hard Burn 
Crew:  1, cramped 
Fuel Capacity:   12.5 
pounds (10 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity:  500 
pounds + 1 ton of 
ordinance 
Passengers:  1, very 
cramped (seated behind 
pilot) 
 
Agility d10 / d12 
Strength  d2 
Vitality  d6  
Alertness  d2 
Intelligence  d0 
Willpower  d10 
 
Initiative d12+d2 
Life 12 
Seen Better Days 
(Minor), Gas Guzzler, 
Aerobatic (+1 shift to 
Agility in atmosphere), No Pulse Drive 
 
Complexity:   Low 
Price:    720 Credits New (which are not available), 180 credits cobbled together from parts 
Maintenance Cost:   18 credits per year (27 with minor ‘Seen Better Days’) 
 
Gear:  Armour W3, .1” gun (only basic damage to Starships), 200 rounds ammo. Can carry 1 ton of ordinance on external hard points. 
 

For those of you that found our designs for the Derringer useful, here’s our next frightening contraption. We call it the Lockblade. While she’ll fly 
fine in the black, she is purpose built to fly in atmo. While we were at it, we decided to give her a back seat, so she can actually be used to ferry folks 
about. Atmo insertions being a major wear on your boat, it’s nice to let a shuttle-size craft do the business. She’s got a little cargo room too. Nothing 
to write home about, but enough. 

 
Sad to say we couldn’t get her into a half-size cargo container, nor could we figure a good way to fit her with her own airlock. She WILL fit into a 

full-size cargo container, with her wings folded, with room to spare.  
 
Her single engine design makes her a little less trouble to keep running.  
 
I suppose I should say that she is a bit more finicky in the precision needed to make her than the Derringer. You don’t get her aligned right and she 

will buck you in atmo. Her form is an old-timey proven shape, but she is particular in her dimensions, so be warned when cutting her pieces. As 
before, parts lists and alternates are provided, and as before, feel free to send us your mods to share with other folks who feel self-defence is the 
best kind of defence. 
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Minaret GunshipMinaret GunshipMinaret GunshipMinaret Gunship ('Fortune and Glory') ('Fortune and Glory') ('Fortune and Glory') ('Fortune and Glory')    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey 

 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d4 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d12;  
Init  d6+d2; LP 16 
 
Traits:  Seen better Days (minor), Healthy as a Horse (minor). 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2; Perception d2. 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    60x70x75 
Tonnage   400 
Speed Class  4/6 hard-burn 
Crew     4 single bunks 
Fuel Capacity    10 tons (600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  30 tons in main cargo bay. 20 tons in 
deck 2 cargo hold, 5 tons in various cargo lockers. 
Passenger Capacity   3 
Armament    None, however see below for stock armaments 
 
Gear    nil 
Complexity    Average 
Price     16,000 when new (4000 for model inc Seen Better Days)  excluding weapons (1600 used for 'Fortune and Glory') 
Maintenance Costs   320 new (480 used for 'Fortune and Glory' 
Armour:     nil 

 
Stock Armaments:  

The original weapon configuration for the vessel included two twenty-pound guns in the top turrets (d2 starship scale damage), each had a 
magazine of 10 rounds. These weapons have a full sweep of all directions of the ship, except for about 30 degrees in the rear of the ship when in 
flight. Two one-pound guns on the gun deck (d6 vehicle scale damage) have arcs allowing fire on the 'ventral' side of the ship, about 45 degrees up 
or down, from the landed position. These have 50 rounds each. Two racks of missiles (5 missiles each) with 200 pound warheads (d8 starship scale 
damage) supplied the anti-starship firepower for the ship. In addition, the 'ventral' side of the ship also has six small ports which can be opened to 
allow small arms fire when planet side.  
  

With the weapons removed, there are two areas to either side of the airlock now empty which used to hold the missile racks. The deck five 
pentagonal rooms held the two-pound guns and are now empty, as well as the deck five cargo area, originally meant to hold ammo. Some systems 
from deck six were removed, which were hydraulic systems used to swivel the guns, both on deck five and deck seven. In some cases, these 
hydraulic systems were left intact simply because they were too time consuming to remove and posed no real threat, and guns are not strictly illegal 
weapon systems. 
  
Deckplan 
 

Note that the plan includes both stock and current configuration of deck 2. Current stats show passenger and cargo capacity for current 
configuration, (3 passengers, 55 tons of cargo). This leaves a bunk on deck one unaccounted for, which is intended to be a small infirmary. I think my 
deck plan is missing the door into the cargo area on deck 5. It should lead into the square with the ladder. 
 
Description:  

In the early days of the unification war, the Independents created a small gunship made primarily for close ground support, called the Minaret. It 
was intended to be a mobile tower to support ground operations and a light transport to bring a few additional troops or vital supplies to the front line. 
The basic shape was a crude octagonal tower, with extended pods and fins used both for atmospheric control and as heat radiators in vacuum. It was 
intended to be a very cheap mass-produced vessel, so design simplicity, both in fabrication and maintenance was high priority. The fins served a 
further purpose, allowing several Minarets to be set in a circle planet side, where the fins would be closed tip to tip from one minaret to the next, 
creating a defended courtyard.  
  

Nearly four hundred of these ships were produced during the course of the war. Of those, more than half were destroyed in the war. In that time, 
they made a name for themselves as robust and dependable weapon platforms. They were ultimately a failure as close ground support. They could 
not carry enough supplemental troops to be of any real use. However, they were fairly reliable at extraction operations, being more than capable of 
withstanding enemy fire and creating a safe pickup zone. They were also reasonably good at supply escort, particularly when the main turrets were 
refitted to carry larger guns. Virtually anyone who saw action on either side of the Unification War will recognize this ship. Many of those ships in 
pristine condition were purchased by museums or private collectors in the core. Those in less than perfect condition were stripped of their weapon 
systems and sold as light freighters to border worlds. A few of those in worse condition are still operating on Rim worlds. 
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Argon Industries NovaArgon Industries NovaArgon Industries NovaArgon Industries Nova----class Fighter bomberclass Fighter bomberclass Fighter bomberclass Fighter bomber 

by Barnest2by Barnest2by Barnest2by Barnest2    
 

 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d8 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d18+d8; LP 8 
 
Traits:  None  
 
Skills:  Weapons D6 Pilot, D2 Perception D6      
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   40 
Speed Class  6/8  
Crew     2  
Fuel Capacity    0.4 tons fuel/ 200 hours running            
Cargo Capacity  0.2 tons 
Passenger Capacity   0 
Armament    8x1 pounder gun w/ 200 rounds per barrel (Planetcraft scale Skirmish Range D6 KEW) 
   2 x Integral launchers (space for 2 tons of missiles in each, max size 1000 pounds)  
 
Gear    Experimental FTL Drive 
Complexity    high 
Price     12780 credits without missiles or FTL  
Maintenance Costs   128 credits per annum 
Armour:     7W, 2S Tonnage    
 

 
 

The Nova class is Argon Industries heaviest addition to the small craft field of engineering. With it's 
large internal missile bays and huge number of linked auto-cannons, the nova is a master of ground 
attacks, and is also quite capable in attacking capital ships. It does, however, lack something in a 
dogfight, and is usually outmanoeuvred by other, small craft, like the colonial viper. It is very well 
armoured, and can stand up too most defensive gunnery, at least for long enough for it to deliver it's 
deadly payload. It has a small FTL drive, enabling it too make minimal jumps into target zones.  
 

 
 

Couple of notes: 
I'm experimenting with a way of adding an FTL drive using the serenity design system. Basically, FTL drives are rated on a scale of 1-10, 1 being 

the fastest and 10 being the slowest. An FTL drive takes up a percentage inverse to its rating, so a rating 10 takes 1% of a ships tonnage, and a 
rating 1 takes 10%. The rating 9 seen on this nova-class takes up 2% of it's tonnage, about 0.8 tons. It's very short range. 
Also, yay for ridiculous numbers of missiles. Also, I discovered inherent armour, which makes this bird very, very tough. 

 
[Ed Note:   Of course, we don’t have FTL drives in Serenity but that doesn’t mean that folk don’t keep trying!    I have included the inherent armour 

as normal armour – assume its NewTech.    I haven’t allocated a cost for the FTL but I suspect that it starts around the 1 million credit price-range – 
and maintenance should be assumed to be 1280 credits per month for the FTL drive.] 

Some weapon loads:  
4 x 200 pound short range missile 
OR 
4 x 100 pound medium range missiles 
OR 
2 x 100 pound medium range missiles 
2 x 200 pound short range missile 
OR 
8 x 100 pound short range missiles 
OR 
20 x 10 pound long range air-to-
ground/air missiles 
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SantiniSantiniSantiniSantini----Hawke Attack BugHawke Attack BugHawke Attack BugHawke Attack Bug    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 

Probably one of the ugliest boats in the known 'Verse. 
 
Santini-Hawke Attack Bug  
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d2 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 8 
 
Traits:  Nimble-Space (Minor), Short Range (minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d2, Mechanical Engineering d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    24 X 7 X 10 feet 
Tonnage   10 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/ 3 hard-burn (reaction 
    thrusters only) 
Crew     Pilot, Gunner 
Fuel Capacity    .25 ton (600 hours) 
Life Support Capacity:   5 man-days  
Cargo Capacity  None 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Armament    2 fixed (forward firing) 10 lb 
autocannon w/ 100 round magazine, and 1 quad mount 1-lb 
autocannon w/    200 round magazine, and up to six short range 
missiles 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Average 
Price     12300 credits 
Maintenance Costs    20/year, 1.7 credits/month 
Armour:     None 
 
 
 

 
   The Santini-Hawke “attack bug” was conceived as an inexpensive, homebuilt interceptor/patrol craft for use by Browncoat forces at the start of the 
Unification War, and saw service throughout the Rim.  Ungainly and vaguely insect-like in appearance, the attack bug was rugged, dependable, and 
effective, and earned the service nickname “roach” (shortened from “flying roach”). 
 
   “Attack bugs” were comparatively fast, nimble, and packed a very respectable punch for their size.  Crew accommodations consisted of a pair of 
acceleration couches (sited back to back).  The cockpit was entered through a hatch panel on the forward/starboard side.   
 
   Almost 5,000 “attack bugs” were built during the Unification War and, for a time, were a staple of Browncoat militias.   With the signing of the 
Armistice (and the subsequent disarmament),  nearly all of the survivors were relegated to scrap yards and destroyed.  It is widely accepted that 
several hundred “attack bugs” were ferreted into private hands- mostly smugglers, pirates, and Resistance cells. Private ownership is illegal 
throughout the ‘Verse, and Alliance commanders have been known to destroy these vessels out of hand wherever they may be encountered.   
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Stiletto Stiletto Stiletto Stiletto     

by Dalflyby Dalflyby Dalflyby Dalfly    
 
Agi  d12 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d12+d8; LP 6 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (minor); Branded (Alliance; minor) 
 
Skills:  d2 Heavy Weapons, d6 Perception 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    35Lx20Wx7H 
Tonnage   15 tons 
Speed Class  10 cruise / 13 hard burn 
Crew     1 or 2 
Fuel Capacity    100 lbs. (50 hrs) 
Cargo Capacity  500 lbs. 
Passenger Capacity   nil 
Armament    2 1-lb. Newtech box guns (d2 to d12W vehicle scale; 450-rnd mag),  
   4 20-lb. medium range missiles (2 of which are typically defensive (d2) 
 
Gear    nil 
Complexity    Average 
Price     22750 (including guns but not missiles) 
Maintenance Costs   30 per annum 
Armour:     2W, 2S 
 
Description:  

In most ways the Stiletto is not a significant departure from other fighters in its class, but it does have one unique feature – the “box guns” mounted 
on its wings.  This Newtech weapon is basically a cluster of gun barrels (9 each in the case of this model), with 50 rounds loaded end to end in each 
barrel.   

 
The rounds are triggered by electric pulse within the barrel itself, which enables not only greater flexibility in munitions selection and a extremely 

high rate of fire, but also a cumulative effect when multiple barrels are fired simultaneously.  In the case of the Stiletto’s guns, firing all 9 barrels at 
once has the equivalent impact of a 10-lb. warhead (d12 vs. vehicles, Basic damage vs. boats), making it an effective weapon against spaceships.   

 
This all-barrel fire can also be done in quick succession, creating the equivalent of a 3-round burst from a 10-lb. gun (3 attacks in a single Action, 

each at -2 die-steps to hit), though this does tend to deplete ammo rather 
quickly (author’s note:  this technology already exists in our time) 
 

Scorpion Class FighterScorpion Class FighterScorpion Class FighterScorpion Class Fighter    

by john Starhawkby john Starhawkby john Starhawkby john Starhawk    
 
 
Agi  d8 (d12 in atmo) Str  d2 Vit  d4 Ale  d4 Int d6 Wil  d4;  
Init  d8/12+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits:  Atmospherical, Newfangled, Lightweight 
 
Skills:  Heavy Weapons d4, Mech Engng: d2, Perception d4, Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   12  
Speed Class  7/9  
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    300 hours 
Cargo Capacity  Nil  
Passenger Capacity   Nil 
Armament    Dual 50lb cannon (d4) 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Average 
Price     100,840 credits 
Maintenance Costs   24 credits per annum 
Armour:     nil 
 
[Ed note:  the Atmospherical asset is assumed to be included in the stats 
above] 
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Alliance “Thunderfighter” Alliance “Thunderfighter” Alliance “Thunderfighter” Alliance “Thunderfighter” ---- class fighter/interceptor class fighter/interceptor class fighter/interceptor class fighter/interceptor    

by John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawk    
 
Agi  d12 Str  d2 Vit  d8 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d10;  
Init  d12+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:   None 
 
Skills:  Perception d4, Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    (LxBxH): 30x20x7 
Tonnage   17 tons 
Speed Class  9 cruise/11 hard-burn 
Crew     2 or 4 
Fuel Capacity    100 lbs. (48 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  none 
Passenger Capacity   - 
Armament    Two 2 lb. autocannon (d2 vehicle scale damage),  
   2000 round magazine or 1500 round magazine 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    High 
Price     7,051 credits 
Maintenance Costs   54 credits per annum 
Armour:     W7 (newtech, weighs half normal tonnage) 
 

The Alliance Thunderfighter is a ship/ground-based fighter/ interceptor contemporary to the Warhammer. Approximately 10 feet shorter, and 2 tons 
heavier, the Thunderfighter lacks external hard points for bombs/missiles, but it's magazine is expanded to 2000 rounds standard. Its overall 
performance characteristics are roughly similar to the Warhammer. While it is slightly slower, it has slightly more armour.  

 
The fighter comes in two configurations: 1 pilot/1 passenger version with one behind the other, and a 1 pilot/3 passenger version with two pilot 

seats side by side in front and 2 passenger seats behind them. The later features dual flight controls, allowing the craft to be used as a trainer for the 
type, or the second pilot can act as weapons officer. 

 
The Thunderfighter mostly operates from ground-side installations, though a few squadrons can be found aboard Longbow and Crete class ships. 

It is sometimes used by ground-side police forces as an alternative to the much larger ASREV. 

The Thug Automated Kill Vehicle and it's kin on the Alliance side were responsible for more 
shipping damage after the War than during. Hundreds of these missile-carrying monsters were 
scattered through the 'Verse, and with the collapse of the Independent command structure, 
most of the recall codes were lost. 
The Thug is equipped with a heavy war head of its own for suicide runs against large or 
valuable targets. 
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Black Mirage Shipyards APBlack Mirage Shipyards APBlack Mirage Shipyards APBlack Mirage Shipyards AP----10KW Thunderbolt X 10KW Thunderbolt X 10KW Thunderbolt X 10KW Thunderbolt X     

By bas975By bas975By bas975By bas975    
Art Art Art Art –––– unknown artist unknown artist unknown artist unknown artist    

 
Agi  d6 Str  d4 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d10 Wil  d12;  
Init  d6+d4; LP 18 
 
Traits: Tough as Nails (minor), Over-gunned (minor), Born-to-the-Black (Major), Ugly as Sin (Major), Nuthin’ Fancy (minor), memorable (minor) 
 
Skills:  Hvy Wins d6, Perception d6, Pilot d6, Knowledge d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   105 tons 
Speed Class  6/8 
Crew     4 - pilot, co-pilot in tandem and 2 gunners, one in each turret 
Crew Quarters   seats 
Fuel Capacity    100lbs of liquid fuel (9.5 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  none  
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    d6-ship scale Plasma cannon,  
   6,000 lbs of missiles 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     208,432.50 
Maintenance Costs   10.5/month 
Armour:     7W/2S 
Subcraft:    none 
 

Based on the fictional Star Wars K-wing and the real 20th Century Fairchild Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II “warthog,” the AP-10KW, nicknamed the 
“FIRE HOG” (and other names that are unmentionable in polite company), incorporates the best and ugliest features of both platforms. The Fire Hog 
was designed with a single purpose, to take out sensitive areas of a large capital ship before risking one’s own capital ships.  The Alliance asked for 
and received a heavy-hitter with high survivability. Designed like the A-10, the AP-10KW was built around the requirements of its main gun and like 
the A-10 it is designed to take a lot of punishment.  To ensure the Fire Hog makes it to its target and back to its carrier, it has also been equipped with 
two twin 0.5-lbs gun turrets with 250 rounds for each gun/500 round per turret. One turret is slung low in front underneath the cockpit and one high 
and to the rear similar to the Star Wars K-Wing. As the Allies discovered in WWII however, turrets prove a poor match to Fighter/interceptors, 
therefore the Fire Hog is usually accompanied by a fighter escort like a pair of Warhammer Interceptors to take on fighters that threaten the Fire Hog.  
Due to the shortage of actual head-to-head space battles in the Unification War, no one is sure how many of the Fire Hogs were manufactured or 
deployed but due to the number of nicknames like: Fire Ant, Sarog, Ugly Dragon, and Funeral Pyre it must have seen service in at least one 
squadron. 
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L71L71L71L71----LEI Thunder Strike FighterLEI Thunder Strike FighterLEI Thunder Strike FighterLEI Thunder Strike Fighter    

by Yellowjacketby Yellowjacketby Yellowjacketby Yellowjacket    
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d10 Int d10 Wil  d10;  
Init  d10+d10; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (Major), Gas Guzzler, Branded  
(Major) 
 
Skills:  Covert d6, Perception d4, Pilot d6, Weapons d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:   31x23x13  
Tonnage  46 tons  
Speed Class 7/11 full burn  
Crew    cockpit for 2  
Fuel Capacity   5 tons (40 hours of operation)  
Cargo Capacity none  
Passenger Capacity  nil  
Armament   Nose Guns: two 20-lb. gun, (d2W 
Ship Scale, d2x10 Vehicle Scale), Armour Piercing 
Ammo (Ignore first 3 points of W Armour), 40 round 
magazine 
12 short-range missiles with 20-lb (d2 ship scale) 
warheads. 
2 Long-range missiles with 500 lb (d10 ship scale) warheads 
5 10-lb decoy ‘Chaff’ warheads deployed from countermeasure launcher  
 
Gear   none  
Complexity   Very High  
Price    47,797 inc guns (missile costs not included)  
Maintenance Cost   221 annual cost 
Armour:    3  

 
With the War of Unification in decline, and with waning sales in custom transport ship manufacturing pushing them into chapter eleven 

proceedings, Pangu Corporation was in dire need of a cash cow.  Their publicly traded stocks were down and material costs, while on the decline, 
were still taxing them into the red.  Efforts to court wealthy sponsors out of Londinium and Bellerophon had proved fruitless, so Pangu's governing 
body decided to team up with the all but defunct Leigong (a leader in military aircraft from before the war). 

 
Now while it is true that Leigong was well positioned at the start of the war to be a driving force in the fighter industry, they had suffered significant 

losses early on.  Their heavy strike fighters had been considered all but invincible, but the Series 3 Firefly gunboats had shot down more than 85% of 
them before the war was even half over.  Leigong could not put them in the air fast enough and it was reported that the Independents shot down two 
Leigong fighters for every one that came off the line.  Leigong rushed to replace their boat with something faster and meaner, but it was too late.  The 
Alliance had lost all confidence in them and they did not renew Leigong's profitable contracts, so Leigong formed a new alliance with Pangu. 
It was a marriage of superpowers in the aerospace industry.  While both companies had suffered separately, together they were a force to be 
reckoned with. 

 
Leigong had always been favoured for their powerful weapon systems. Their range finding and target identification technologies were almost 

unmatched by any other designer in their specific field of fighter aircraft and space support craft, but they had never matched these technologies with 
an adequate airframe.  This made Pangu the logical choice, for Pangu had long been know for their superior manoeuvrability in air and spacecraft 
designs and unparalleled performance in engine proficiency.  They had been supplying orbital and long range hotrod spacecraft for years, so once 
they wrapped one of their designs around Leigong's artillery, missile and defence systems, they set themselves well on the road to full financial 
recovery and neatly under a golden umbrella that would last a thousand years. 

 
Now, what was said in those early meetings between Pangu and Leigong, remains classified under article 2818 of the AIA, but this much is know.  

The CEO of Pangu and the acting president of Leigong both agreed that their new design should 'have it all'.  Far from being conservative, they 
mutually agreed that the new ship should be over-engineered to the point of pure bravado.  Nothing short of everything would go into it and it would 
be capable of carrying almost every fighter ordinance on the market.  Thus the L71-LEI was born. 

 
She was considered by her detractors to be too much of a good thing.  The moment that the Thunder was introduced, she put as many as four 

different companies out of business.  While she lacked some of the finesse of her other contemporaries, she made it up for it in deft practicality, for 
with the war at its end she was seen as an excellent post war fighter for the 'support and maintenance of peace'.  She was in short, that 'little bit of 
everything' that the Alliance needed from Core to Rim.  

 
She was also seen as a classical fighter in a way that comforted those who railed against a heavy post war build-up.  As she replaced other fighter 

programs, she was regarded as a comfortable solution to military spending (though the public's understanding of her actual price tag was always 
understated).  

 
She was shipped everywhere in the Core to serve as a support fighter for marshals and military alike.  Even the outer worlds of Deadwood 
and Highgate eventually saw the arrival of L71s to ease the settlers of the Rim shortly after the Mira nda broadcast.  In the end Pangu and 
Leigong prospered and still do.  Their contracts we re not only filled, but taxed to the extreme.  Leig ong opened up two additional plants 
and Pangu fell back comfortably on former pet proje cts. 
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VALKYRNVALKYRNVALKYRNVALKYRN    
 
This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe.  
Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow.  
 
Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey".  
 

 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d4 Vit  d8 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits  None 
 
Skills  Athletics d6, perception d6, pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    74x73x17  
Tonnage   100 tons  
Speed Class  7/9 hard-burn 
Crew     2 seats 
Fuel Capacity    2 tons (600 hours)  
Cargo Capacity  10 tons 
Passenger Capacity   2 seats 
Armament    Nose Guns (2 linked); 0.2 lb projectile (d2 vehicle scale damage), 2000 round magazine  
   Standard missile load (4 tons allocated): 4 medium-range 100-lb missiles (d6 starship scale), 4 long-range 50-lb  
   missiles (d4 starship scale)  
Gear    none  
Complexity    Very High  
Price     18,880 base (an 
additional 800 for ammunition and 680 for 
missile load) 
Maintenance Costs   528 per year 
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Alliance “Viper” Alliance “Viper” Alliance “Viper” Alliance “Viper” ---- class fighter/interceptor class fighter/interceptor class fighter/interceptor class fighter/interceptor    

by John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawk    
 
 
Agi  d8/d12 in atmo Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d10;  
Init  d8/12+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Atmospherical, Newfangled, Fast Throttle, Lightweight, Sensitive 
Controls 
 
Skills:  Perception d4, Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    25x15x7 
Tonnage   13  
Speed Class  11/13  
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    100 lbs. (48 hours)  
Cargo Capacity  none 
Passenger Capacity   none 
Armament    2 lb. autocannon (d4 vehicle scale damage), 
1500 round magazine 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    High 
Price     8,888 credits 
Maintenance Costs   74 Credits per year  
Armour:     4W (newtech, weighs half normal tonnage) 
 
 

The Alliance Viper is an experimental ship/ground-based fighter/interceptor 
contemporary to the Warhammer and Thunderfighter. Approximately 10 feet 
shorter, 5 feet narrower, and 2 tons lighter, the Viper lacks external hard-points 
for bombs/missiles. It comes in two configurations: 1 pilot, and 1 pilot/1 
passenger with one behind the other. 

 
The design sacrifices both external load and some armour in exchange for 

speed. In normal flight the craft is slightly faster even then the Warhammer, 
and it's experimental “Turbo” system makes it possibly the fastest ship in the 
Verse in hard burn. 

 
The Viper has yet to enter full-scale Alliance service, and may not, as some 

members of Parliament object to the cost per unit, and point out that there is 
little need for yet another fighter craft by the Alliance Navy. 
 
[Ed Note:   
• Vehicle scale damage uprated to d4 and assumed cost of 2000 credits 

per cannon added to price 
There is nothing to show that the atmospheric agility includes the 
Atmospherical Trait so the +d2 step imparted by that trait should be added 
onto the D12 agility in atmosphere]
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40 ton shuttle 40 ton shuttle 40 ton shuttle 40 ton shuttle  

by Romnipotentby Romnipotentby Romnipotentby Romnipotent 
 
Art by alxshipyards-d3ia6lx 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d2 Wil  d4;  
Init  d8+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits: Everybody has one, Short range shuttle. 
 
Skills:  Aerial Transport Operations/Mid Bulk Transport D2; Space Transport Operations/Mid Bulk Transport D2; Life Support System D4. 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    43Lx14Bx12H 
Tonnage   40 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/3 Hard burn. 
Crew     1 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    3 Tons (1500 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  3 Ton, in floor. 
Passenger Capacity   6 fold down bench's  
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    low 
Price     ₡240 
Maintenance Costs   ₡48 per annum 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
 

The 20 ton shuttle is standard, its good, and occasionally its too small. Custom jobs usually lengthen the hull out, wings, and fuel. Other extras in 
the 40 ton shuttle include a life support system, it will purify the air and water for 4 people for 5 weeks... then it kinda gets worse. 140 Man days of life 
support... pray you don’t need it. At full capacity (about 30 crammed in people) you can make it a few days, which is a lot better than nothing.  
One common mod is to install a toilet, its just better that way.  
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Alliance Research and Rescue Vessel (ARRV)Alliance Research and Rescue Vessel (ARRV)Alliance Research and Rescue Vessel (ARRV)Alliance Research and Rescue Vessel (ARRV)    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey    
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d8+d8; LP 6 
 
Traits: Fast Throttle 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Scientific Expertise d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    48Lx26Wx17H 
Tonnage   50 tons 
Speed Class  3 / 7 full burn 
Crew     2 
Crew Quarters   seats 
Fuel Capacity    2 tons (1200 hours of operation) 
Cargo Capacity  32 tons 
Passenger Capacity   10 on an emergency basis  
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear    Science Lab (gives +2 die shift to Scientific Expertise rolls) 
Complexity    Average 
Price     1850 credits 
Maintenance Costs   100 credits per year 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 

 
Description:   

Some ten years before the Unification War, the Alliance developed the Nielson class long range shuttle. However, it was determined that there was 
virtually no operational need for such a craft.  The design prototypes sat in a hangar unused for several years, until Dr. Alta Morbius requisitioned it 
for a long-range survey. The cargo area was filled with a science lab, and the mission was an astounding success. Alliance higher-ups, looking to 
save face on what would have otherwise been a waste of Alliance resources, spun the notion that the Neilson was just a design looking for its true 
purpose. 
 

Since then, the vessel has been produced in moderate numbers, classified as the Alliance Research and Rescue Vessel, and used in cases where 
sending larger forces would be seen as wasteful.  The most famous, or infamous, of the ARRV, is C-57d, the ill-fated vessel that sent Dr. Caron and 
her pilot to their demise on Miranda. 

 
It's a very simple layout. - The slight indentation fore of the ring on the port side is the entry hatch. From it, there are a few steps down into an 

airlock, and then a door forward leading into the main body of the vessel. This is (in normal configuration) a 15x15 room, where the science lab is 
situated the door leading to the airlock is in the centre of the aft wall. In the centre of the forward wall is a 5' wide door leading forward into the 
cockpit. On the aft wall of the main room, on the Starboard side is a door leading into the engineering area. 
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Barn SwallowBarn SwallowBarn SwallowBarn Swallow ( ( ( (JiJiJiJiā Yàn  Yàn  Yàn  Yàn 家燕家燕家燕家燕) ) ) ) 

ClassClassClassClass    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 
 
The Barn swallow class shuttles are basically bicycles with 
pretensions at 30 x 13 x 8  feet stowed.  In-flight 
configuration is 28 x 21 x 12 ft.  
 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d2;  
Init  d8+d2; LP 4 
 
Traits: Short Range (minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    30 X 13 X 12 feet 
Tonnage   19 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/ 3 hard-burn (reaction 
thrusters only) 
Crew     Pilot ( no provision for co-
pilot) 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    1 ton (1500 hours) 20 man-
days Life support 
Cargo Capacity  10 tons or up to 6 passengers  
      on fold-out benches.  
Passenger Capacity   as above 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     76 credits new 
Maintenance Costs   15.2 credits per year 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 

 
 
 
 
   Simple, economical, and decidedly 
“low-tech”, Barn Swallow class shuttles 
are basically space-going bicycles with 
pretensions.  Designed to fit in a 
standard docking berth, the Barn 
Swallow shuttle measures 30 feet x 13 x 
8 in the stowed configuration and 28 x 
21 x 12 ft “in-flight”. 
 
   The Barn Swallow class shuttle was 
designed as a light, inexpensive (and 
almost disposable) service craft for use 
aboard light, mid-bulk, and bulk 
transports.  They are fast, agile, and 
dependable.  Although roughly the same 
dimensions as a standard-short 
shuttlecraft, the Barn Swallow is a 
slightly narrower, more streamlined 
design and carries a shade less cargo 
(ten tons, versus twelve on a standard-
short) and two fewer passengers.  The 
Barn Swallow is also a far simpler and 
considerably cheaper vessel- costing 
one-sixth the new-ticket price for a 
standard short shuttlecraft.   

 
   Barn Swallow class shuttles lack the pulse drives and regenerative life support systems necessary for prolonged or deep-space voyages, but are 
more than able to travel from their base ship or homeport to nearby planets, vessels or moons and returning.   
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics:   
 
   The Barn Swallow Class are fitted with a variable-geometry wing system that rotates in two dimensions, cycling both forward and down when 
adjusting between the stowed and in-flight configurations.  Agile, aerodynamic, and fitted with the Kieran trademark “fighter-style” cockpit, Barn 
Swallow shuttles are rumoured to be very popular among smugglers and stunt-flyers due to their smaller in-flight configuration (when compared with 
a standard-short).  Tales persist of desperate smuggler pilots (and borderline lunatics) threading Barn Swallows through extremely narrow passes in 
order to shake pursuers.   
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Dancing FlyDancing FlyDancing FlyDancing Fly    

by Darrenby Darrenby Darrenby Darren    
 
Ship Name: Little Dragon Fly 
 
Model: Dragon Fly Courier / Taxi /Ambulance   
Class: Shuttle 
 
Agi  d12 Str  d2 Vit  d4 Ale  d6 Int d2 Wil  d2;  
Init  d12+d6; LP 4 
 
Traits: Memorable, short ranged 
 
Skills:  Pilot D2 , Athletics D2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    L30xB20xH12 
Tonnage   30 
Speed Class  1/3 
Crew     2 , pilot and Co-pilot 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    1 tons {3 volume} 600 
   Hours 
Cargo Capacity  10 tons (2 tons in taxi 
   model)  
   (2 tons of Med gear in 
   Ambulance model) 
Passenger Capacity   None (4 seated in Taxi 
   Model)  
   (2 Medics and 2  
   casualties in  
   Ambulance model)  
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    None (2 ton Med  
   gear in Ambulance  
   model) 
Complexity    very low  
Price     1,080 Courier 
   1,200 Taxi 
   1,800 Ambulance 
Maintenance Costs   24 per year – 2 per 
month 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 

 
Background/Information:  
 

The dragon Fly Shuttle is a fast and nimble Shuttle 
built primarily for use in core world cities and star 
ports. In all three of its roles it is a very fast and 
nibble way to get around the huge core City's or up 
to the orbiting space stations or ship.  
 

The hold is very small with room for only 4 seats 
and luggage space in the taxi model or 2 Medics and 
2 casualties in the Ambulance model.  
 

By its very nature the dragon fly makes a very 
good racing shuttle. It is rumoured that some have 
been refitted as make do fighters by pirates.  
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DDDDerrinerrinerrinerringergergerger    ----    Prototype Special Insertion CraftPrototype Special Insertion CraftPrototype Special Insertion CraftPrototype Special Insertion Craft    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek 
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d4 Ale  d4 Int d2 Wil  d4;  
Init  d10+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits: Lightweight (minor), Memorable (minor), Fast 
Throttle (Major), Gas Guzzler (minor 
 
Skills:  Perception d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    68 X 32 X 22 feet 
Tonnage   85 tons 
Speed Class  7 cruise/ 11 hard-burn 
Crew     Pilot 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    2 tons (400 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  up to 8 passengers in 
conditions that would shame an Alliance jailer.  
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament     
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     4760 credits new (assault pod 
sold separately.  
Maintenance Costs   130 credits/yr. 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    1 “Assault Pod” (see below) 
 
   As the Unification War raged on (and Alliance naval forces 
tightened their blockades of Browncoat friendly worlds), 
planners in the Independent High Command became 
concerned about their ability to land special operations or 
other forces on worlds despite the Alliance’s tightening grip.  
 Consultation with Beylix-Celestine Industries and with senior 
planners from the Kieran Yards resulted in the development 
of the Derringer Project. 
 
   Using parts and materials available on-hand, the Project 
engineers conducted a thorough (and savage) overhaul of a 
pair of Bullfrog cargo sledges, stripping away external 
plating, redundant systems, and any other piece of gear that 
could be classified as non-essential or “dead weight”.  They 
then fitted the modified boats with a special docking cradle 
for their “assault pod”, and with two pair (four engines) of the 
most powerful thrusters available.  The resulting boat was 
small, agile, and lightning-fast.       
 
   The mission profile of the Derringers was a simple one, yet 
dangerous.  Operating from a nearby mother ship or shore 
base, the Derringers would approach the target planet at 
high speed, “skip” across the upper atmosphere, jettison the 
“assault pod” and withdraw (again at high speed).  Once free 
of the Derringer itself, the “assault pod” would locate the 
designated landing spot and fire its main thrusters and 
approach at high speed, meteor style (passengers aboard the pod were expected to endure between six and eight G’s during descent and landing).  
 
   Parachutes and other descent systems were considered liabilities as they would “suspend” the pod above the ground for far too long (and make it 
easier for Alliance search teams to detect).  At an optimal point above ground (but below Alliance radar coverage), the flight computer would fire the 
craft’s braking thrusters and slow the craft for a bone-jarring “controlled crash”.  Gravity damping technology and crash-worthy restraints (as well as 
built in “crumple zones”) reduced the shock of landing to the point that the passengers would be “fit to fight” following landing.  The embarked team 
would then use explosive bolts to jettison the main hatch and deploy, putting as much distance as possible between them and the assault pod before 
search teams arrived.   
 
   As with many other military strategies, the idea looked good on paper, but suffered a number of operational flaws- not the least of which was finding 
special forces teams suicidal enough to entrust themselves to a computer-controlled assault pod.  Another serious operational consideration was the 
Alliance’s “shoot-first, shoot-some-more,-and-ask-question-later” policies regarding unidentified objects falling towards planets under their control.   
 
   Ultimately, though, the Derringer Project suffered because the vessels had a very limited operational profile and were extremely expensive for what 
they did.   
 
   Of the two prototypes built, one suffered an unidentified malfunction and crashed, killing the pilot and all aboard.  The wreck was recovered for 
analysis, and then captured by Alliance forces when Beylix was finally overrun.  The other prototype disappeared (along with her test pilot) and was 
never recovered.   
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics:   
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   The Derringer is fitted with a short, cramped passageway (mind your head) in the dorsal spine and a crew area aft.  Normally a one or two person 
area, this was expanded to accommodate a six to eight man assault team under extremely austere conditions. 
 

 
 

 
Notes:    
   Observant readers will note that the Derringer price and maintenance costs are extremely high- twice what the book specifies a ship like this should 
normally cost.  I feel this is justified because the Derringers were unique, purpose-built craft and did not have the economies of scale which normally 
reduce construction costs.   
 
   “Call her the Derringer- because she’s only got one shot, and you’d better make it count.”- an unidentified Kieran engineer during the Project 
planning stage. 
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Derringer Assault PodDerringer Assault PodDerringer Assault PodDerringer Assault Pod 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d4 Ale  d4 Int d2 Wil  d4;  
Init  d10+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits: Short Range (minor), Slow Throttle (minor), In Plain Sight (Major)- The Derringer assault pods are made of radar transparent and radar 
absorbent materials, rendering them invisible to Alliance radar sweeps and many other sensors.  Their standard operating profile also makes them 
appear to be a meteor or other harmless object.  The Derringer pilot gains a +2 Skill step to rolls to allow the pod to hide and avoid detection any 
bonus die gained from spending Plot Points (toward these tests) is increased by a +2 step. (If the Derringer pilot spends 1 Plot Point to get a d2, it 
gets increased to a d6.) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    30 X 14 X 12 feet 
Tonnage   8 tons 
Speed Class  1 
Crew     None- Flight Computer handles final touchdown. 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    0.4 tons Life Support: 20 man-days. 
Cargo Capacity  6 tons or up to 10 passengers in crashworthy acceleration couches.  
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     32 credits new 
Maintenance Costs   6.4 credits/yr. 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
   The Derringer Assault pod is essentially a heavily 
reworked standard-issue life pod.  Stripped down to a 
bare airframe, the pod is retooled with radar-transparent 
and radar absorbing materials to cut down on its sensor 
cross section.  It is fitted with powerful thrusters for 
acceleration and breaking, and high-intensity, short 
duration batteries and gravity systems, allowing the 
passengers to survive the descent.  The main hatch (on 
the dorsal side of the pod) is fitted with explosive bolts allowing it to be jettisoned for faster egress. 
 
   Once the Derringer pilot has fired the pod, all anyone can do is hold on and pray they make it to the ground intact. 
 
NPC’s:  
Tapman, Jacob-    The Derringer Project was notable as the last known location and employment of Jake Tapman, Kieran’s lead test pilot and 
Browncoat sympathizer (and according to many accounts, a certifiable lunatic).  Tapman flew for the Alliance prior to the War (from 2501 to 2504), 
but was given a medical discharge following a near fatal crash.  In 2506. he was hired by Kieran Shipwrights and served as their lead pilot until the 
firm was “nationalized” in 2509. 
 
   Tapman was noted for his independent nature, showmanship, and…um… sense of personal initiative.   
 
   According to legend and rumour, Tapman decided that the flight plan for the Derringer’s second demonstration flight (the proof-of-concept trials for 
the Browncoat brass) , failed to adequately demonstrate the boat’s potential.   As the story goes, Tapman, the ground crew, and his Special forces 
passengers “modified” their flight plan- without telling Keiran or the Browncoat observers. 
 

Strapping on a number of light, “burn-away” shells containing aluminized Mylar fragments (and any piece of scrap metal his team could lay their 
hands on), Tapman approached the target area as planned, but then plunged his ship deep into the planet’s atmosphere.  As the atmosphere’s 
ablative forces burned away his “burn-away” shells, Tapman corkscrewed the vessel towards the ground in a very convincing imitation of a dying 
spacecraft.  When the shells finally burst and filled the air with radar-reflective debris, Tapman jettisoned the assault pod, cut all telemetry, and -when 
the Derringer dropped below radar coverage- pulled out of his “idiot’s dive” and headed for the airfield.      

 
What the observers on the ground saw on their monitors was the ship veer disastrously off course, tumble into the atmosphere, and break up.  Their 
first indication that they’d been had was Tapman and the 
Derringer completing a low-altitude, high-speed pass of the 
field (breaking the sound barrier and shattering several 
windows).  The second indication was the lost “assault” team 
taking the Search and Rescue teams “hostage”.  The story 
concludes by saying that the Browncoat generals were 
favourably impressed and Kieran himself was livid… 
 
When the Beylix-Celestine Industries airfield was finally 
captured by the Alliance, there troops found the notes and 
technical plans for the Derringer Project, for of  the five 
completed  “assault” pods, and the wreckage of the second 
prototype.  Kieran himself, Tapman, and the remaining 
prototype were never seen again.
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Detector class shuttle.Detector class shuttle.Detector class shuttle.Detector class shuttle.    

by Shrimpby Shrimpby Shrimpby Shrimp    
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d8 Ale  d12 Int d12 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d12; LP 8 
 
Traits: Good Name (minor), Gas Guzzler, Sensitive Controls, Ugly as Sin (minor), Slow 
Throttle (major) 
 
Skills:  Athletics d8, Perception d12, Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    36 x 18 x 10 feet 
Tonnage   27 tons 
Speed Class  2 (long distance capable) 
Crew     1 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    2 ton (534 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  4 tons (fold down seating behind cockpit) 
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    High 
Price     ₡ 918 
Maintenance Costs   ₡ 11/month 
Armour:     2 wound armour 
Subcraft:    none 
 

Originally designed for asteroid field navigation purposes, scouting missions, and any other 
purpose a highly advanced sensor suite would be required. Very popular even with it's major 
problem, it required a careful hand in landing, or the shock would require a recalibration of the 
sensors.  
 
The Laredo Modifications:  
Ale d8, Int d10 
(complete assets/complications) Fuel Efficient, Seen better days (minor), Ugly as sin (minor) 
Skills: Athletics d8, Heavy Weapons d4, Perception d4, Pilot d4 
Speed: 2 (4 at hard burn) 
Fuel: 3 tons (1600 hours) 
Cargo/crew area: 8 tons 
2 wound armour, 1lb cannon with 1000 rounds forward mounted under the 
pilot's seat 
maintenance: ₡ 17/month 
 

With the sensor suite mostly removed, sometimes it will cause a glitch, 
where the sensors will produce a blind spot. Once found, it only requires the 
occasional diagnostic to fix. The past captain of the ship, Jerrick of Jiangyin, 
decided that speed would be more useful than the large sensor suite, so he 
modified it to carry a little more cargo. He also hid a small compartment in 
the cockpit where he kept his backup pistol. 
 

It was abandoned on Pi Gu about two years ago, when the captain went 
to a bar and ended up in a fight and killed a man in self defence. He was 
thrown in the local jail, then transported to a maximum security prison on 
Londinium. The ship will have a musty smell from the rotten food stored in 
the small cabinet to the left of the cockpit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plan Key 
Green: door 
Red: fuel 
Yellow: cockpit 
Brown: extra engines 
Blue: sensors 
Dark red: subsystems 
grey: open areas for storage, passengers, 
shelving, halls, etc 
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Duat Class Duat Class Duat Class Duat Class CommercialCommercialCommercialCommercial Shuttle Shuttle Shuttle Shuttle    

by by by by 
KKKKoerenoerenoerenoeren    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model:  PD-M.P.S.-01-00-002-90 
Class:  Duat 

 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d4 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d4; LP 8 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient [m], Healthy as a Horse [m]: Nuthin' Fancy [m], Short Range [m] 
 
 
Skills:   
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    29' 10 1/16" x 12' 1" x 8' 2 1/2" 
Tonnage   20 tons 
Speed Class  1/3 Reaction Drives only. 
Crew     1 Pilot and 1 Co-pilot 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    1/2,400 
Cargo Capacity   
Passenger Capacity   7 Passengers comfortably, or up to 10 in cramped conditions. 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament     
 
Gear    The Cargo bay contains a single, cramped bathroom 
Complexity    Low 
Price     120 Credits 
Maintenance Costs   1 Credit per Month 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
 
Background/Information:  Rather than outsource for another company's shuttle, Pantheon Designs has created their own.  The Duat, for their 
Commercial Division, and her variants, the Litochoro (for their Industrial Division) and the Bifrost (for their Military Division).  Most notably some 
Bifrost Models have been purchased separately and are in use by Law Enforcement or as transports for Financial Institutions. 

  
VARIANTS   
Litochoro Industrial Shuttle   
Cargo:  11 ton. volume, 55 ton. mass. This replaces the Passenger Capacity of the Duat and the bathroom. 
Strong as an Ox [m]: The Litochoros' gravity systems have been boosted, allowing it to carry heavier cargo. 
Price:  200 Credits 
Maintenance Cost:  1.67 Credits per Month. 
- - 
Bifrost Military Shuttle   
Cargo:  11 ton. volume, 45 ton. mass. This replaces the Passenger Capacity of the Duat and the bathroom. 
Strong as an Ox [m]: The Bifrosts' gravity systems have been boosted, allowing it to carry heavier cargo. 
Price:  1,040 Credits (not including munitions.) 
Maintenance Cost:  1.67 Credits per Month. 
Armaments:  1 x 20mm Vulcan Cannon  (d6W Vehicle Scale), 1,000 rounds -Turret mounted externally, under the nose. 
 1 x Decoy Launcher, 10 x 10 lb. Short range decoys., Mounted ventrally, just below the aft hatch 
Armour:  3W (1 Inherent, 2 additional) 
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FinchFinchFinchFinch Class Light Shuttle Class Light Shuttle Class Light Shuttle Class Light Shuttle    

by Sby Sby Sby Selekelekelekelek 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d2 Int d6 Wil  d2;  
Init  d6+d2; LP 4 
 
Traits: Lightweight (Minor), Short Range (Minor), Slow Throttle (Minor), Seen Better Days (Minor); 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    15 X 11 X 8 feet 
Tonnage   7 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/ 2 hard-burn 
Crew     1 or 2 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    14  tons (280 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  500 lbs 
Passenger Capacity   2, in lieu of cargo 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     28 credits new, 7 at auction. 
Maintenance Costs   8.4 credits per year.  
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
 
 
   Following the success of the license-built Sparrow class shuttles, a number of Kieran's competitors began applying the licensed designs to other 
craft under development.  The most blatant abuser of the proprietary designs was the Thorne Corporation, which quickly marketed the derivative 
Finch class. 
   By the time the charges of breach-of-contract and corporate espionage reached Alliance courts, the damage had been done- and more than 10,000 
Finches had been delivered to the market (undercutting sales of the parent Sparrow design). 
 
   The Finch class shuttle is one of the smallest exo-
atmospheric craft in service, and a number of compromises 
were made in its design.  The shuttle seats either two or four 
people (or the equivalent amount of cargo), but interior space 
and amenities are all but non-existent.  In fact, one historian 
and ship-watcher described the Finch class as “the 'Verse's 
answer to the Yugo.” 
 
   As a cost-cutting measure, the designers kept the avionics 
and system redundancies are dirt-simple, and after several 
crashes, earned the early Finches the derisive nick-name 
“Kieran Koffins”- despite the fact that Kieran had nothing to do 
with the vessel's production or design standards. 
 
   The Finch class are under-powered, with a single low-power 
hydrogen turbine, and a separate high-power “booster” system 
for surface-to-orbit burns.   In reality, the “booster” simply 
bypasses the primary turbine and dumps fuel into the 
combustion chamber (similar to an afterburner).   Trials indicate 
that the maximum safe burn time is just over two minutes.  This 
is sufficient to reach a high-orbit, but only at the cost of 80% of 
the boat's fuel reserves.   
 
   In practice, the Finch has only a single surface-to-orbit climb 
on a standard load of fuel, and most operators prefer to “top-
off” the fuel cells between every hop.   
 
   In service, the Finches proved to be difficult to maintain, 
difficult to modify, and had no “growth margin” for equipment 
upgrades or enhancements, but despite their flaws and 
drawbacks, the Finch class proved to be cheap and reasonably 
economical, and found a home on many vessels too small to 
operate a standard-sized shuttle. 
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Type HType HType HType H----G Pod G Pod G Pod G Pod (Salvage Tug)(Salvage Tug)(Salvage Tug)(Salvage Tug)    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d2 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 6 
 
Traits: Born to the Black (Major),Seen Better Days (Minor), Short Range (Minor), Slow Throttle (Minor), Strong as An Ox (Minor) 
 
Skills:  Athletics d2, Pilot d4, Perception d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    30 X 9 X 20 feet 
Tonnage   27 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise 
Crew     1 pilot's seats, 1 fold-down, jumpseat) 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    1/2 tons (1000 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  13 / 49 tons maximum external load 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    4 small/light manipulator arms (¼ ton capacity) w/a variety of tool attachments (plasma welder/torch, cutting/grinding 
   arm, etc). 
      1 heavy lifting arm (10 ton capacity) 
Complexity    Very Low.  
Price     65 credits at auction. 
Maintenance Costs   32.4 credits per year.  
Armour:     None 
Subcraft:    None 

 
The Type HG Heavy Construction Pod is a single-user spacecraft designed to facilitate extended EVA in a  deep-space construction environment.  

The craft is fitted with a heavy grappler arm and four smaller manipulator arm, each of which can be customized with a variety of construction, repair, 
and salvage equipment. 
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Lamda Class Shuttle Lamda Class Shuttle Lamda Class Shuttle Lamda Class Shuttle ---- Corellian Edition Luxur Corellian Edition Luxur Corellian Edition Luxur Corellian Edition Luxury Shuttlecrafty Shuttlecrafty Shuttlecrafty Shuttlecraft    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d4 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits: Gas Guzzler (minor), Good Name (minor), Lightweight (minor), Overgunned (minor), Poor Flier (minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d4, Mechanical Engineering d4, Heavy Weapons d4 (armed variants only) 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    66 X 66 X 46 feet (Landing Configuration) 
      66 X 92 X 105 feet (In-flight Configuration) 
Tonnage   320 tons 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 8 hard-burn 
Crew     Pilot (co-pilot and up to two communications  technicians, depending upon configuration) 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    1 ton (400 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  150 tons or up to 15 passengers (depending upon configuration). 
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Passenger Quarters   “luxury” configuration is  5 passengers.  
Armament    see Text 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Low 
Price     11,520 credits new 
Maintenance Costs   384 credits/yr. 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
Variants    
   Armed variants are rare, but come in a variety of packages.  The most common (listed below) sacrifices 5 tons of cargo space, and costs an 45,000 
credits. 
 
Armament Package 1: 

By Gladius25 
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Twin laser cannon (wing mounted):    Vehicle Scale   d2   RoF: 1    Targets suffer -2 step to Dodge tests, range penalties reduced by one category for 
laser weapons. 
 
Two plasma cannon (hull-mounted):   Spacecraft scale    d2    RoF: 1    Limited to medium range or less. Armour Piercing (Ignores up to 3W) 
 
   The penultimate expression of Core world opulence and an ostentatious display of wealth, the Lambda Class shuttle was built by Sienar-Sihnon 
systems to provide fast, short-range interplanetary travel to wealthy business executives, influential courtesans, and powerful politicians in a manner 
to which they’d become accustomed.  Passage on a Lambda Class shuttle is almost certainly a sign of favour and influence among the wealthy and 
the powerful. 
 
   Despite their comparatively long range (400 hours of flight-time between refuelling), the Lambda class is not intended as a “long-haul” boat.  Her 
fittings and systems are 
optimized for travel between the 
Core worlds (and perhaps an 
occasional run to the Border 
moons), and not for long-term 
travel in the Black.   
 
   “Economy” versions remove all 
of the luxury fittings, and provide 
space for up to fifteen 
passengers or 150 tons of cargo- 
just the sort of thing you might 
need to shuttle parts and 
technical crew to a major 
construction project.   
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics: 
   
 
   The Lambda Class shuttle has 
a unique tripod arrangement for 
its landing gear.  Two large 
“main” landing gear are precisely 
placed to allow the shuttle to 
balance on the two main gear, 
while a third, far lighter personnel 
ramp extends forward beneath 
the cockpit.  
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MorganMorganMorganMorgan Class Pinnace Class Pinnace Class Pinnace Class Pinnace    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d8+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits: Everybody Has One (Minor), Fuel Efficient (minor),    Seen Better Days (minor), Short Range (minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d2, Mechanical Engineering d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    42 X 28 X 11 feet 
Tonnage   50 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/ 3 hard-burn (reaction thrusters only) 
Crew     Pilot 
Crew Quarters   Life Support Capacity: 20 man-days 
Fuel Capacity    1 ton (800 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  30 tons or up to 20 passengers on fold-out benches.  
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Passenger Quarters   see above 
Armament    Armed variants add two 5lb auto cannon with 200 round magazine at a cost of one tons of cargo/passenger space  
   and 11,000 credits (new).  Original run Morgan class (when armed) generally run 4400 credits at auction. 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low.  
Price     200 new, 50 at auction. 
Maintenance Costs   40 (new), 60(used) 
Armour:     None 
Subcraft:    None 
 
   A large cargo sling fitted to a shackle point in the 
undercarriage allows the Morgan class to carry oversized 
loads outside the hull. 
 
   The Morgan class pinnace was conceived as a heavy 
workboat for bulk and mid-bulk transports by the Kieran 
Yards and enjoyed an initial production run of just over 
fourteen hundred units.  Over the intervening years, many 
thousands more were built under license throughout the 
Verse. 
 
   A short-range vessel, the Morgan class is equipped to 
move cargo and passengers from surface to orbit 
(standard-short range), and can reach most moons from 
the parent planet’s surface and return.  They are not fitted 
for prolonged or deep-space voyages in the Black. 
 
   Built during an era when the Alliance’s control over the 
space lanes was less than secure, most units of the 
Morgan class were fitted with a pair of 5-pound 
autocannons (with a 200 round magazine) for self-
defence.  Needless to say, the temptation of a well armed 
vessel able carry a large number of people led to the 
vessel being used as a makeshift assault craft by pirates 
and letters-of-marque.   
 
   The Black Star group, which terrorized sections of the 
Kalidasa system early in the Unification War also used the 
Morgan class as assault craft, and rumours persist of 
these vessels being used in Reaver raids.  The hijacking 
and looting of the liner Princess Marguerite in 2499 was 
carried out by three Morgan class pinnaces operating from 
an Atlantis Class auxiliary cruiser (see Cold Steel for 
additional information on the Atlantis Class). 
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics:    
 
   Unlike most small craft operating off a larger vessel, the 
Morgan class have only a single personnel hatch on the 
port side (instead of the more usual port and starboard).  
This means that the Morgan class can only dock on its 
port side, and complicates boarding operations. 
 
   The large armoured glass canopy of the cockpit 
provides an excellent field of view, but can be a bit 
unnerving to pilots accustomed to a more restricted field 
of view (many pilots complain that their first experience piloting a Morgan class felt like “they were sitting outside” the ship).   
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Patrol Skiff Armed ShuttlePatrol Skiff Armed ShuttlePatrol Skiff Armed ShuttlePatrol Skiff Armed Shuttle    
(Also known as the Morgan Class as a civilian shuttle)  

 

This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe.  

Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow.  

 

Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey". 
 

Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d10;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:  None 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d4; Heavy Weapons 4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    27Lx18Bx11H 
Tonnage   30 tons. 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 8 Hard burn. 
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    500 lbs. (200 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  500 lbs 
Passenger Capacity   4 
Armament    (Military version only)  
   Turret Guns (2 linked); 0.2 lb projectile (d2 vehicle scale damage), 2000 round magazine 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    High 
Price     1680 (military version), 480 (civilian version) 
Maintenance Costs   96 a year 
Armour:      
 
 
 

Morgan Class XL StatsMorgan Class XL StatsMorgan Class XL StatsMorgan Class XL Stats    
 
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d10;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:  None 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d4; Heavy Weapons 4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    37Lx18Bx11H 
Tonnage   40 tons. 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 8 Hard burn. 
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    600 lbs. (200 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  500 lbs 
Passenger Capacity   10 
Armament    (Military version only)  
   Turret Guns (2 linked); 0.2 lb projectile (d2 vehicle scale damage), 2000 round magazine 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    High 
Price     640 (civilian version) 
Maintenance Costs   128 a year 
Armour:      
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Space BusSpace BusSpace BusSpace Bus    

by LaVioraby LaVioraby LaVioraby LaViora    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d2 Vit  d10 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d2; LP 8 
 
Traits:  Fuel efficient, Healthy, Lightweight, Short range 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    48Wx80Lx39H 
Tonnage   30 tons 
Speed Class  4 cruise/ No Hard Burn 
Crew     1 
Fuel Capacity    3 tons (100 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  each passenger's module can transport 
150 people (most of them standing, some seated) 
Passenger Capacity    
Armament    nil 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     720 
Maintenance Costs   36 
Armour:     0 
 
Notes : 
- the passenger's module is attached to the ship's hull in the departure spaceport and de-attached when the ship arrives to her destination. This bus 
is basically a container transport, but the container is filled with people. 
 
- short trips means there's no need for seats, and basic screening makes hangs and security belts a redundancy. 
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Puddle JumperPuddle JumperPuddle JumperPuddle Jumper    

by Limerickcotby Limerickcotby Limerickcotby Limerickcot    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d6 Int d10 Wil  d4;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 6 
 
Traits: Submersible (major); Healthy as a Horse (minor), Jury-rigged (main 
Engines) (minor), Gas Guzzler (minor), Hooked (Anti-corrosion on main 
engine feeds) (minor), Slow Throttle (Major) 
 
Skills:  Autopilot  d6 Detection d6, Monitoring  d6, Database  d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    41 x 34 x 28 
Tonnage   30 tons 
Speed Class  5 
Crew     1 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    Fuel Capacity: 2 tons (400 hours flight, 100 
hours submerged) 
Cargo Capacity  6 tons or 10 passengers (seats only), self-
contained bridge compartment 
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Armament    None 
 
Gear    Launch tube for 'homing beacon' 
Complexity    Low 
Price     ¢930 
Maintenance Costs   ¢54 per annum 
Armour:     2 wound 
Subcraft:    none 

 
It is an odd thing that the oceans of New Melbourne could bear a 

smuggling trade, yet it does.   The mass trade in fish related industry is 
dominated by a number of large concerns (including a number of Blue 
Sun Subsidiaries).    The export of these products is tightly controlled 
by the ‘Cartel’ which effectively imposes a quota on a vast array of 
products directly or indirectly produced from the Oceans.    Effectively 
it binds the smaller producers into a closed market system.   There’s 
enough competition to allow the smaller, and more remote fishers to 
make a living, just not enough to let them compete directly. 
 

Out in the remoter areas are the free-fishers of Pearl.    They 
harvest beds of Oysters for their pearls.   Since Alliance controls 
became more widespread, the fishers have found the value of their 
Pearls dropping, although the price in the outside market is rising.    
Cartels want to bind the fishers into a ‘Company Store’ policy.    This 
created the ‘Puddle Jumpers’.   These skilled pilots use a variety of 
shuttles to land supplies needed by the fishers and pick up the Pearls 
and transfer them off-world.    The major problem with this is that many of the shuttles are easily destroyed on the ground. 
 

‘Puddle Jumper’ is a strange shuttle.    Modified by one Fisher Clan as their own trade ship, she flies between the various Pearl areas (known as 
Puddles) either by flying or submerging, where she is relatively safe from damage.  This also allows her to dock directly with the submersible 
constructs used by the Pearl fishers.     Some uncorroborated reports state that the Puddle Jumper had used torpedoes in one engagement with a 
Cartels 'Police Submersible' but legally all she carries is the regulation 'homing beacon' launcher. (100 lbs, short range). 
 

She has also acquired a better set of main engines to replace her original ones, giving up cargo space for speed to avoid the Cartel’s interceptors.  
  Once in space, she transfers to a regular trade ship and off loads her cargo. 
 

She is a perfectly legitimate craft, and has never been found to have broken any regulations on the occasions that she has been boarded by 
Alliance personnel.   The reason is really quite simple.   The fuel tanks house false compartments that can each take up to 25 kgs in weight.     
 

Puddle Jumper disappeared about 10 months ago after departing the Wavelett family’s farm on New Melbourne.      The Cartel have been blamed 
for this, but an official investigation has failed to find any evidence that they had a hand in the missing ship. 
 

Floating off your ships bow is a large shuttle.    Entry to her is simple – her rear doors are open and there is no atmosphere in the ship.    There is 
no cargo and no pilot.   And no fuel in most of the tanks 
(although the control indicator shows that there is fuel in 
the ‘sftanks’.  A look will show the fuel feeds to the main 
engines are corroded. 
 
As soon as the ship is reported as having been found the 
ship discovering her can file for a ‘finders’ fee of 1/10th 
her cost (doubled if they bring her in).    Unfortunately, as 
soon as they do so, they will find another ship chasing 
them.    Someone thinks the Pearls (worth about ¢8000 
perhaps) are still on board and they thought they had 
stashed the ship.   They hadn’t banked on the players 
finding it first. 
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RamRamRamRam----Class Class Class Class ReReReRe----entryentryentryentry Vessel Vessel Vessel Vessel    

by jjb1138by jjb1138by jjb1138by jjb1138    
 
 
Agi  d4 Str  d2 Vit  d8 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d10;  
Init  d4+d2; LP 12 
 
Traits: Strong as an Ox, Short Range, Slow throttle(major) 
 
Skills:  Sensors D2, Evasion D2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    24 x 18x 11 
Tonnage   16 Tons 
Speed Class  1 (non-pulse only) 
Crew     1 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    3 tons of fuel for 3600 hours 
Cargo Capacity  None  
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     80 credits 
Maintenance Costs   6 credit per year (semi-annual maintenance cycle) 
Armour:     2W 
Subcraft:    none (see text)  
 
Developed By:Noh-Jay Space Vehicle Development and Construction Yards 
(NSVDCY) 
Use: Large cargo ships are not always able to land or even fly in atmo. The Ram was designed to fill the gap. 
 

Layout: The Ram's cockpit is large enough for the pilot to have a small food/water barrels on either side of the (orange) pilot's seat between a wall 
and his (blue)computer area. Immediately behind the pilot are 2 (yellow) doors that slide out from the centre of the ship to the sides. The area behind 
the doors contains the head, and a ladder to the entry/exit hatch on the top of the ship. Also, this room contains engine control and access panels. 
The head components fold out from the wall. Once out of the Ram, the pilot walks to the fore end and climbs down over the cockpit using handrails. 
(Climbing up is an EASY task (3 difficulty))  
 

The purple area at the aft of the vessel is where the Ram and it's cargo container dock using a mechanical grappling system. The Ram is backed 
up into position and attaches to the cargo container. An emergency detach lever is located in the aft section of the internal that will function even if the 
power system fails. The added armour was added to protect the vessel from multiple entries into atmo during short periods of time. Featuring 4 
separately controlled engines, the failure of one will only hinder flight slightly. 
 

The Ram is used by many cargo transport companies as well as smaller, 
independent operations. Launched from ground and space locations, several 
companies have built docking stations in orbit of the Core worlds that house 
docking locations, quarters for the Ram pilots, and refilling bays. Space wise, 
the Ram is also carried by large cargo vessels. On land, a 100 ft runway of 
stable, mostly flat land is required.  
 

Armoured cargo containers are sometimes used by private contractors, 
decreasing cargo capacity to 24 tons, but the added armour makes them 
safer. 
 

 During the War, Rebel forces used Rams for troop deployment and 
weapons transport. Alliance Special Forces are also rumoured to have used 
them during the war to slip into Rebel-held areas and conduct their 
operations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 )  
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Sawbones ShuttleSawbones ShuttleSawbones ShuttleSawbones Shuttle    

by Mysterion by Mysterion by Mysterion by Mysterion     
 
Sawbones - City Lights Class Airship Tender 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d4;  
Init  d8+d2; LP 6 
 
Traits: Healthy as a Horse; Heavy Lifter, Short Range, Twitchy (Proximity Alarms go off for minor issues), Heightened Sense (Metal Detector), Easy 
to Spot (+2 steps to other's Sensors) 
 
Skills:  Aerial Transport Operations/Shuttle d2; Space Transport Operations d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    25 x 15( 25) x 10 feet 
Tonnage   30 tons. 
Speed Class  1 cruise (3 hard burn thrusters only). 
Crew     Pilot, Co-pilot, Tender Operator. 
Crew Quarters   Life support: 20 man-days. 
Fuel Capacity    2 ton (1,500 hours). 
Cargo Capacity  15 tons, seating for up to six passengers on fold-down benches.  
   *Can tow up to 100 tons at Speed 1 using Hard Burn (100 hrs max)  
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear    Grapple, Cutting Laser mounted on dorsal turret 
Complexity    very low. 
Price     ₡ 600. 
Maintenance Costs   ₡ 20 per year. 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 

 
The City Lights class shuttle is used in major core worlds to transport the numerous tethered airships used for advertising, communications and 

surveillance. The specialized shuttle was designed to tug the airships into place, assist in mooring them, and move them when necessary. An 
articulated telescoping tow arm allows the shuttle to approach and grapple large airships (or other vessels).  Equipped with dual fuel tanks, the City 
Lights was designed to allow one tank to be filled with Helium for mid-air replenishment of the Airships (this obviously reduced flight time). Because of 
their use in crowded airspaces the shuttles were over-equipped with large bright running lights. They are difficult to miss, especially at night. This can 
be disabled, but doing so sets off even more alarms and alerts.  

 
Some City Lights class shuttles found other uses assisting in orbit or near space stations as "tug boats" helping moor large freighters or military 

vessels, in particular for long storage, as well as helping disabled vessels.  
 

The Sawbones started out life as an Airship Tender on Persephone and was purchased and modified by Unified Reclamation after the 
Unification War to assist in salvage operations in the orbit of High Gate where debris from a massive ship battle were ripe for the taking. When the 
most valuable resources were salvaged Unified Reclamation ceased its operations, and sold the vessel to Jedediah Wheeler, who decided to 
continue the salvage of what was left. Wheeler added a small cutting laser torch to the tender arm to assist in salvage operations.  
 

Secret:  Wheeler also installed a new tech metal detector in the sensors package. The device uses special penetrating beams to "see through" 
the normal ceramic and metal hulls of ships and locate the densest materials. Wheeler, worried that his tool might be stolen by a hired hand or copied 
by a competitor, had the indicators work through the complex system of alarms and alerts. To the uninitiated, it seems like everything sets off an 
alarm, cold or hot, wet or dry, gravity, momentum, you name it. More than likely a new owner will disable the alarms shortly after they activate. With 
practice the pilot can determine the location and approximate density of goods inside ships. This can be useful for finding various salvageable, 
platinum or gold, or radioactive materials.  
 

Wheeler was a victim of his own greed. He 
was salvaging a wrecked Independent transport 
when he detected a large cache of coin, 
probably payroll never delivered. He cut through 
to the hidden vault and went EVA to retrieve the 
precious metals, he was dragging the heavy 
case back to the SawBones when he didn't 
realize how much momentum he had imparted 
onto the case. His puny mass was sent hurling 
in the opposite direction as the cash, and he 
drifted away from the ship until his air ran out 
and he died. The shuttle drifted into the debris 
field, its door open to the cold of space. The 
ship was modified to permit exposure to the 
Black, but it has been some time. Repairs will 
need to be made to the shuttle to make it fully 
functional again. As to the cash… 
 
Finding the Sawbones:  The shuttle is drifting 
in space in a debris field. Its grapple is still 
holding on to a large and jagged piece of ship 
hull. The PCs might be in the debris field 
looking for spare parts for their ship, or maybe 
they've heard rumour about the payroll box lost 
during the war. 
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Model: CHModel: CHModel: CHModel: CH----54A/CH54A/CH54A/CH54A/CH----54B Sky Hook54B Sky Hook54B Sky Hook54B Sky Hook    

by Darren by Darren by Darren by Darren     
 
nick name “work horse” 
 
 
Class: Light cargo container short range transport 
 
Agi  d12 Str  d2 Vit  d12 Ale  d4 Int d4 Wil  d12;  
Init  d12+d4; LP 16 
 
Traits: Nimble Atmosphere, Healthy, Tough as Nails, Dull senses, every one has one, gas guzzler, Short range, slow throttle. 
 
Skills:  Pilot D4, Athletics D4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    L75xB40xH30 
Tonnage   100 
Speed Class  1 
Crew     2 Pilot , Co-pilot. 
Crew Quarters   n/a 
Fuel Capacity    2 tons {10}  400 Hours 
Cargo Capacity  25 tons 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    none 
 
Gear    25 ton crane 
Complexity    High 
Price     1850 
Maintenance Costs   27 per month 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:     
 
[Ed note:  Life Points reduced to 16 from 26] 

 
Background/Information: 
 

The Sky Hook is as conman as fleas on a hound and as old as they get. Found though the verse anywhere that a standard cargo pod needs 
moving either from orbit to ground or from point to point planet side. Its as tough as they get , highly manoeuvrable and easy to fly.  The name 
workhorse has become a by word for reliability.  

 
with a crew of two but easily operated by one the Sky hook was designed for  internal or external lift of heavy bulk loads either is a single standard 

25 ton cargo pod or sling in cargo nets or lifting gear.  A in built 25 ton crane is provided to allow pickups and deliveries without landing.  
Soon after it was launched a vast number of modular pods become available  from third party companies for this highly versatility craft. 
Including but not limited to A lightweight van (universal pod), a mobile command post, a maintenance and repair shop, or as a Mobile Army Surgical 
Hospital (MASH), a fire fighter tank and water dump system. 

 
Just as many home made pod's  have been build by though out the verse by enterprising citizens with numerous uses such as  prospecting, a 

flying homestead and even a mobile shop.  
 

This ship is the verse version of and tribute to the amassing The Sikorsky CH-54 Tarhe 
 
 

 
 
 
Dimensions (): 
Tonnage:  
Speed Class:  
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Sparrow Class ShortSparrow Class ShortSparrow Class ShortSparrow Class Short----Range Range Range Range 

ShuttleShuttleShuttleShuttle    
by by by by SelekSelekSelekSelek    
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d2;  
Init  d10+d6; LP 4 
 
Traits: Short Range (minor), Nimble (minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    48 X 24 X 12 feet 
Tonnage   40 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/ 3 hard-burn (reaction thrusters only) 
Crew     Pilot (and co-pilot) 
Crew Quarters   seats 
Fuel Capacity    1 ton (850 hours) 25 man-days endurance 
Cargo Capacity  27 tons or up to 17 passengers on fold-out benches.  
Passenger Capacity   See above 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     160 credits new 
Maintenance Costs   32 credits per year 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
 
   The Sparrow Class shuttle was intended to be Kieran Yards first foray into large-scale production, and almost a thousand were ordered at the 
company yards on Beylix.  Unfortunately, construction delays and cost overruns made the operation extremely unprofitable, and forced Kieran to 
license the design for manufacture by others.  Of the twenty two thousand Sparrows officially manufactured, only about four hundred and seventy 
were produced by Kieran Yards.   
 
   Designed for use aboard bulk and mid-bulk transports, the Sparrow is a robust and dependable vessel, with good cargo capacity and range.  A 
major drawback to the design is that it comes in larger than a standard short shuttle (48 versus 25 feet in length), yet has only a modest increase in 
cargo capacity.  Still, owners and operators of the Sparrow tend to be quite loyal, remarking favourably on the vessel’s reliability and 
manoeuvrability.   
   Sparrow class shuttles lack the pulse drives and regenerative life support systems necessary for prolonged or deep-space voyages, but are more 
than able to travel from their base ship or homeport to nearby planets, vessels or moons and returning.   
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics:      The Sparrow Class are fitted with a variable-geometry wing system and a “fighter-style” cockpit (a Kieran 
trademark).  As a result, they are characterized as “sporty” and “a joy to fly “.  The Sparrow Class was used by the Independents as an “intermediate” 
trainer from 2505 to 2511 and the boats have found a home at a number of flight schools for the same reason. The “Red Sparrows”, a Rim-World 
aerobatics demonstration team uses distinctively painted Sparrow Class shuttles in their performances.  If you plan to use her in one of your games, 
I'd use the standard statistics for light shuttles found in the Serenity Rulebook. 
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Speedstar Shuttle: "The Drunken Pony"Speedstar Shuttle: "The Drunken Pony"Speedstar Shuttle: "The Drunken Pony"Speedstar Shuttle: "The Drunken Pony"    

by Renfield007by Renfield007by Renfield007by Renfield007 
 
Name:           The Drunken Pony 
Name:      Speed Star Courier 
Designation:   LSI-SC mk.ii 
Classification: Shuttle/Courier 
Manufacturer: Lanier Star Industries 
Year Built:      2489 
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d4  Wil  d4;  
Init  d10+d4; LP 6 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient (minor), Fast Throttle (minor), Nimble 
(minor), Seen Better Days (major), Short Range (minor), 
 
Skills:  Athletics d4, Perception d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    24x14x10 (With Main Wings folded) 
Tonnage   22tons 
Speed Class  6 (9) 
Crew     1 minimum, 2 optimum 
Crew Quarters   none 
Fuel Capacity    2tn tank, .40tn capacity 
 
Cargo Capacity  10tn 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Very Low 
Price     2,000 (new), 100cr as is 
Maintenance Costs   112/year, 10/day 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
[Ed notes:  Str reduced to d2, LP reduced to 6 instead of 10] 
 
Background: The Speedstar-series Shuttle by the long-defunct Lanier Star Industries is one of their lesser-known successes. Few people pay 
attention to short-distance shuttle craft, at least they rarely made headlines unless they were crash-prone, and the Speedstar was no exception to the 
rule. It was released with little to no fanfare but at its price-point proved to be one of the best in its class. Surprisingly fuel-efficient for its speed it 
quickly became the favourite shuttle of small companies for runs between Core Worlds, especially courier companies. Beyond its inherent efficiency 
there was little to recommend it in the way of durability or comfort. Indeed over time it became obvious the Speedstar was never intended for long-
term use as they became harder and harder to maintain. Once LSI finally shut its doors and replacements parts became more and more scarce 
Speedstars rapidly became less and less of a prominent presence in the Black. 
 
The Drunken Pony: Owned and Operated by a two-man crew, the Drunken Pony has become something of a Novelty in the Stock Shuttle racing 
circuit. Pilot and Co-Owner Phineas Black along with his 
partner and Navigator/Mechanic Eloise Darling managed to 
dredge up an old Speedstar from the depths of their own 
privately-operated boneyard and scrounge enough parts to 
get it up and running again. The Pony has won its fair share 
of purses and generally ends up in the top five, but it is also 
known for its sudden power losses at top-speed velocity. 
One resultant near-miss of a viewing shuttle almost got them 
banned form the circuit until an investigation determined the 
cause was sabotage though no one could ever be found to 
take the blame; many accuse the owners of faking the 
sabotage so they would not get banned but have since taken 
pains to make sure the Pont is triple-checked before launch 
by themselves and a race official. Since then they have 
suffered no disastrous power-losses.  
When asked if they would someday use their winnings to 
buy a newer shuttlecraft they said they would only scrap the 
Pony when they felt they could no longer maintain her and 
probably quit racing at that time as well. Given that both 
Phineas and Eloise aren’t exactly in their prime this isn’t 
exactly a surprise. Despite their age they always have the 
most fun during any race and no-one can fault them for their 
positive spirit even in the face of the worst of defeats; they 
will be missed when they do finally retire. Hopefully they will 
be able to retire and not go out in a ball of molten steel when 
the Pony finally collapses mid-race, then again its they way 
they would want to go 
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Type 276fc Type 276fc Type 276fc Type 276fc Class Fast CourierClass Fast CourierClass Fast CourierClass Fast Courier    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 
Agi  d10 Str  d2 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d6; LP 8 
 
Traits: Allure (Minor), Branded (Minor), Memorable (Minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d4, Mechanical Engineering d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    57 X 66 X 14 feet 
Tonnage   87 tons 
Speed Class  7 cruise/ 9 hard-burn 
Crew     2 
Crew Quarters   1 small double bunk cabin 
Fuel Capacity    1.75 tons (600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  10 tons or passengers 
Passenger Capacity   up to 6 passengers or cargo 
Armament    twin 1lb autocannon(276ac) & 
   200 rounds  
      six short range missiles 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Average 
Price     15,070 new, 6,028 at auction  
   (276ac -27000 credits) 
Maintenance Costs   14.5 credits per month 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
 
   The Type 276 was designed and built by the Kieran Yards 
under a rare government contract to fill the niche for a fast 
interplanetary (or more rarely, intersystem) courier.   The 
design was built in two variants- the “fc” fast courier, and the 
“ac” armed courier.  Roughly twice the size of a “standard-
short” shuttle, the Type 276 is only slightly smaller than the 
standard Alliance Short-Range Enforcement Vehicle (ASREV) 
and shares many common design traits with the larger vessel.     
 
   Unlike the ASREV, the Type 276fc is designed to transport a small number of priority passengers and cargo in speed and relative comfort.  It is, in 
essence, a small, fast executive transport, and is frequently used as a courier and private coach by certain members of Parliament.  Internal 
furnishings (not counting those of the flight crew) are modern and extremely comfortable, and depending upon the owner’s tastes, can border on the 
opulent.   
 
   The Type 276ac variant replaced most of the passenger accommodations with the fittings and magazines necessary for a twin 1-lb anti-vehicle 
cannon with 200 rounds and externally mounted missiles, turning the basic design into a fast, effective, but only lightly armoured short-range attack 
craft. 
 
   Approximately 800 Type 276fc variants were sold, with less than two hundred 276ac variants being authorized by the Alliance government.  After 
market- or unauthorized- conversion kits were available, leaving an unknown number of 276ac’s in private hands. 
   While the craft’s luxury, speed, and innate flexibility make it highly attractive to both government and private buyers, it suffered a number of 
drawbacks which cut into its market share.  First and foremost, the high initial and operating costs limited sales mostly to either the government or 
large corporations.  The Type 276fc’s unusual size- better than twice that of a standard shuttle- and layout (it could not standard shuttle nesting ports) 
meant that it could not be carried by most larger vessels without expensive retrofitting.  While the 276fc’s accommodations are plush, it’s still a very 
small vessel for prolonged cruises, and as a result, is largely restricted it to local (travel between nearby planets in the same system) rather than 
intersystem use, and the lack of a large cargo hatch meant that any cargo carried had to be able to fit through a standard personnel hatch, and 
essentially hand loaded.  The Type 276 does, in point of fact fill a very narrow niche in a larger economic verse- so long as one sticks to strictly legal 
operations, that is. 
 
   Much to the Alliance’s consternation, the Type 276 does fill one other niche exceedingly well- smuggler and blockade runner.  Stripped down to 
essentials, the high speed, agility, and small crew requirements make the 267fc ideal for those wishing to run high-value cargoes past Alliance tariff 
and customs personnel.  Few government vessels are swift enough to best the 276 in a stern-chase, it’s small enough to hide in any area with 
sufficient cover, agile enough that an insane pilot might attempt the most dangerous manoeuvres, and resilient enough to take a fair pounding before 
failing.   As a result, a sizeable force of Alliance personnel is required to thwart a determined smuggler operating a 276fc- whether the gains justify 
the effort is an ongoing debate among Alliance military commanders- many of whom are content to simply blow the offending vessel out of the Black 
than expend the force necessary to run her to ground. 
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics:    

 
   The Type 276 Class are the space borne equivalent of thoroughbred racers - expensive to keep, and maintain, but a thing of beauty in action.  In a 
straight-line run, the Type 276 gives her pilot a +1 bonus to Pilot tests to outdistance any pursuers/competitors.   The Type 276 hull form produces a 
glass-smooth ride in atmosphere, and an almost subliminal “whisper” of airflow over the passenger cabin.  Certain owner/operators have reported 
that their passengers find this “white noise” soothing, while others have reported that they can tell the operating status of their vessel- and impending 
trouble- simply by listening to her “singing” in atmo.   
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Type 7331 Class WorkboatType 7331 Class WorkboatType 7331 Class WorkboatType 7331 Class Workboat    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d2;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 4 
 
Traits: Short Range (minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Heavy Weapons d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    44 X 20 X 10 feet 
Tonnage   53 tons 
Speed Class  1 cruise/ 3 hard-burn (reaction 
   thrusters only) 
Crew     Pilot (provision for co-pilot) 
Crew Quarters   Life Support Capacity: 20 man-days  
Fuel Capacity    1 ton (600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  40 tons or up to 25 passengers on 
fold-out benches.  
Passenger Capacity   see above 
Passenger Quarters   see above 
Armament    See text 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very Low.  
Price     212 new 
Maintenance Costs   42.4 credits per year 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
Equipment:   
  Assault variants are fitted with a single, 1 ton-cutting rig costing 
2,500 credits.  The cutting rig reduces the standard passenger 
complement to 20.  Armoured troops take up the space of 1.5 un-
armoured passengers.  (Meaning an assault boat can carry up to 12 
troopers in armoured spacesuits or 20 un-armoured passengers).   
 
 
   The Higgins/Type 7331 workboats were built to cover the need for 
a large workboat aboard bulk and mid-bulk transports.  Conceived 
and designed by the Kieran Yards, many tens of thousands were 
built under license throughout the Verse. 
   A short-range vessel, the Higgins-class is equipped to move cargo 
and passengers from surface to orbit and back.  Short ranged 
vessels, the Higgins-class lack pulse drives and regenerative life 
support systems and are not fitted for prolonged or deep-space 
voyages in the Black. 
 
   With a relatively large volume, stern-ramp, and large, slide-away 
hatches on the side, the Higgins-class were well suited for moving 
troops and equipment, and when fitted with a plasma cutting rig, 
were ideal for use as boarding and assault craft.  At least a 
thousand were converted for this use by both the Alliance and 
Browncoat navies, as well as by less sanctioned operators.   
 
Quirks/Special Characteristics:   
   The Higgins-class workboat places the co-pilot station directly 
behind (and slightly above) the pilot station.  The plasma cutting rig 
(when installed) can be operated from either the co-pilot’s station or 
from either hatchway (port or starboard). 
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Black Mirage Shipyard’s MEBlack Mirage Shipyard’s MEBlack Mirage Shipyard’s MEBlack Mirage Shipyard’s ME----12 “Valkyrie”12 “Valkyrie”12 “Valkyrie”12 “Valkyrie”    

by bas975by bas975by bas975by bas975 

Art by Ruak@Deviantart.com 
 
Agi  d12 Str  d4 Vit  d6 Ale  d12 Int d2 Wil  d10;  
Init  d12+d12; LP 14 
 
Traits: Good Name (minor) 
 
Skills:  Autopilot: d2; Detection: d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   135 tons 
Speed Class  3/5 
Crew     9 total, pilot, co-pilot, plus 2 armed defenders, plus 5 medical staff 
Crew Quarters   seats 
Fuel Capacity    0.4 tons of liquid fuel (118.5 hrs)     
Cargo Capacity  none 
Passenger Capacity   5 total, 4 in hospital beds and 1 in operating theatre  
Passenger Quarters   Hospital ward  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    winch & operating theatre 
Complexity    Very High 
Price     12,555 (not including winch or operating theatre) 
Maintenance Costs   48/month 
Armour:     4w/2s 
Subcraft:    none 
 

Based on the medical evacuation choppers of the Vietnam War, the Valkyrie was designed to search, rescue, extract and treat wounded soldiers 
from even hostile territory. While it earned a good name from those it saved during the Unification War; the crews who actually served on them 
couldn’t wait to get back to the carriers and hospital ships that launched them due to the cramped conditions. While designed to hold up to 5 
wounded it was often only used for one. While larger ships like the modified Firefly and ALST would handle larger groups of wounded.  
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Wedge Wedge Wedge Wedge TailTailTailTail Short Range Scout  Short Range Scout  Short Range Scout  Short Range Scout     

by Romnipotentby Romnipotentby Romnipotentby Romnipotent 
 
Agi  d4 Str  d4 Vit  d6 Ale  d12 Int d2 Wil  d2;  
Init  d4+d2; LP 6 
 
Traits: Slow Throttle (minor), Hooked (wiring). 
 
Skills:  Aerial Transport Operations/Scout D2; Space Transport Operations/Scout D2; Sensors/Surveying D10. 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    96L x 54B x 19H 
Tonnage   56 Tons 
Speed Class  3 Cruise/4 Hard Burn 
Crew     Pilot, Surveyer/Comms 
Crew Quarters   2 cramp bunks 
Fuel Capacity    3 Tons (1200 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  2 Tons 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    Long range scanners and orbital surveying equipment. 
Complexity    High 
Price     ₡2688 
Maintenance Costs   ₡179.2 a year (₡14.93 a month 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 

The "Wedge Tail" Survey vessel is a modified early day ASREV (similar body, no military equipment, made by Illuskian), with its weapons 
removed, and weaker engines the vessel was often used by surveyors and prospectors to scout for usable mining sites. Because of the necessity to 
add more sensors the tail had an extended area added, and far enough away from the engines to work, were placed multiple sensors, radar devices, 
and density measurers. The survey vessel has all but disappeared due to its almost useless nature now days for prospectors. Terra-forming has 
proven itself not to guarantee the expected results from pre terra-forming surveying, and the mining corporation now uses larger and more efficient 
vessels for scanning.  

 
Of course, recalibrated these things make short work of scanning debris clouds.  

 
A side note is that some of these are more likely Reaver ships. With excellent sensors they serve well to find prey 
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Alliance Long Range Enforcement Vessel A.L.R.E.V.Alliance Long Range Enforcement Vessel A.L.R.E.V.Alliance Long Range Enforcement Vessel A.L.R.E.V.Alliance Long Range Enforcement Vessel A.L.R.E.V.    

by Anarchy (no pic)by Anarchy (no pic)by Anarchy (no pic)by Anarchy (no pic) 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d4;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient. 
 
Skills:  Athletics:d2, Perception: d4, Pilot: d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    200 x 100 x 70 feet. 
Tonnage   1000 tonnes 
Speed Class  6 Cruise/8 Hard-burn 
Crew     8 
Crew Quarters   8 Single Cabins. 
Fuel Capacity    250 Tonnes (1000hrs) 
Cargo Capacity  100 Tonnes 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    Two 1-pound autocannons (500 rounds each), Dmh:d6(w) (Vehicle Scale),  
   24x50lb Medium Range Missiles 
 
Gear     
Complexity    High 
Price     96,000 Credits. 
Maintenance Costs   3200 per year/ 267 per month 
Armour:     nil 
Subcraft:    12 Escape pods 
 

    

ALRPV:ALRPV:ALRPV:ALRPV: Alliance  Alliance  Alliance  Alliance LongLongLongLong Range Patrol Vessel. Range Patrol Vessel. Range Patrol Vessel. Range Patrol Vessel.        
by Romnipotent by Romnipotent by Romnipotent by Romnipotent     
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient, Fast Throttle (Minor), Healthy as a horse. 
 
Skills:  Aerial Transport Operations/ALRPV D6; Space Transport Operations/ALRPV D6; Automatic Targeting D6; Sensor Routine D10; Internal 
Security Checks D8; Stealth Programming D6; Collision Avoidance Systems D4; Autopilot D4. 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    106Lx98Bx51H 
Tonnage   1600 tons. 
Speed Class  6 cruise/9 Hard burn 
Crew     Captain, Pilot, Mechanic, 2 Marshals. Preferred setup includes a gunner, although Captains or a Marshal can fill this 
   role. 
Crew Quarters   2 Double Bunks, one Double 
Fuel Capacity    120 Tons (2400 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  15 ton in forward cargo area. 
Passenger Capacity   6-12 
Passenger Quarters   6 secure brig cells (12 people normal, 24 cramped).  
Armament    6 Medium Range 100lb Missiles,  
   2 EMP Cannons (D6S 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Extreme 
Price     ₡792,000 
Maintenance Costs   ₡14400 (₡1200 a month) + ₡6600 for missile restock (₡1100 per missile). 
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 

Recently going into production the Alliance has purchased 150 of these ships to meet the gap between ASREV and the Patrol Vessel. Some have 
already begun serving in the core planets and one or two sent out to valuable assets on the Border. The ALRPV has been fitted with two short range 
EMP cannons, on slight articulated turrets, allowing it to hit two shuttles or other craft fleeing the law, but the arc is only 20 degrees from centre. The 
adoption of controversial EMP weapons by the Alliance had some protestors in the parliament, but concern was displaced when Illuskian producers 
developed a failsafe for the cannons, coding them to the ship, removing these cannons makes them ineffectual as they melt themselves with a 
plasmo-thermic detonator.   This new "Dibby Van" has the increased comfort of a patrol vessel, the compact nature of the ASREV, but requires less 
staff and will be cheaper to maintain than expanding the Patrol vessel fleet.  
 

The ship has incorporated many new compact devices, and a rare few have been supplied without EMP cannons and more luxurious fittings as 
personal craft for heads of state. Such vessels instead have defensive 2lb cannons installed in place, while not as marvellous or grandiose weapons, 
they are effective for defence.  
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ALRPVALRPVALRPVALRPV----C:C:C:C: Civilian Issue Civilian Issue Civilian Issue Civilian Issue.  
 
Agi  d10 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d6; LP 12 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient, Fast Throttle (Minor), Healthy as a horse. 
 
Skills:  Aerial Transport Operations/Gunship D6; Space Transport Operations/Gunship D6; Sensor Routine D6; Internal Security Checks D6; Collision 
Avoidance Systems D4; Autopilot D4. 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    106Lx98Bx51H. 
Tonnage   1600 tons. 
Speed Class  6 cruise/9 Hard burn. 
Crew     Captain, Pilot, Mechanic 
Crew Quarters   2 Single Cabins , one Double 
Fuel Capacity    200 Tons (4000 hours 
Cargo Capacity  50 ton in forward cargo area. 
Passenger Capacity   2 
Passenger Quarters   2 Single Cabins  
Armament    none 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Extreme 
Price     ₡ 432,000 
Maintenance Costs   ₡14400 (₡1200 a month).  
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    none 
 
About 8 months after the first deployment of the ALRPV the -C version was released to selected clients. The craft has more stately appointments, 
less advanced scanners, and no weapons or stealth technology. These vessel have become the must have item for 2518! Selected individuals on 
Bellerophon have placed an order, as have many on the Core. One other modification has been slated for Osiris, the sports model. The pods on the 
sides have been gutted of the fuel tanks and larger engines installed, the speed for the vessel is increased to 8, and Fast burn to 12; such models 
cost ₡576000, but the 90 tons of fuel only last 1100 hours    
    
Alliance MultiAlliance MultiAlliance MultiAlliance Multi----Role Boat (MRB)Role Boat (MRB)Role Boat (MRB)Role Boat (MRB)    

by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn LeFeyLeFeyLeFeyLeFey    
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d4 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d6; LP 10 
 
Traits: Everybody Has One, Fast Throttle (Major) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d2, Heavy Weapons d4, Covert d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    120x70x30 
Tonnage   630 tons 
Speed Class  5 / 9 full burn 
Crew     6 
Crew Quarters   6 
Fuel Capacity    16 tons (600 hours of operation) 
Cargo Capacity  90 tons (2 standard 25-ton cargo containers, 10 ton weapon load out, 30 tons main cargo) 
Passenger Capacity   6 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    Optional Weapons Load out (see Text) 
 
Gear     
Complexity    High 
Price     50,400 credits new 
Maintenance Costs   2016 credits per year 
Armour:      
Subcraft:    4 standard 20-ton shuttles 
 

The MRB was the Alliance’s answer for the need of several small boats. With its forward swappable module, it was an ideal platform for multiple 
duties. In fact, many historians regard it as the Alliance’s most cost-effective and best-designed vessel. Unfortunately, the invention of the ASREV as 
the primary enforcement vehicle relegated the MRB to the scrap yard. However, so popular and well known was the design that when these hulls hit 
the auction yards, they sold swiftly. So much so that a few small companies make ships virtually identical to the original military specs. 
 

In its original form, the MRB was armed with 3 small-calibre high rate-of-fire anti-fighter guns in addition to its two missile rooms. Weapon systems 
varied greatly, mostly only limited by the 10 ton weight limit. In civilian version, the missile rooms are used as supplemental cargo space, machine 
shops, or recreational space for the somewhat cramped crew and passengers. 
 

The Original nose module was designed to be the same size as two standard cargo containers, allowing the ship to be quickly converted to a 
variety of roles, or used as a light transport as need be. Modules designed include additional missiles, rail guns, sensor palates, crew space for 
boarding actions or dropping troops, and more. 
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Some newer designs also forego the shuttle slips on deck two, strip the docking arms and use the space to mount two additional standard cargo 
containers. 
 
While the ship has a large number of positive features, it also has some serious drawbacks. Cargo handling, aside from the two cargo containers, is 
quite awkward and labour intensive. The cost of operation compared to cargo capacity also doesn’t make this the ideal economic freighter. She is 
something of a generalist, ready for any duty, but suffering from not being a specialist at any one task. 
 

    

Alliance Patrol Vessel Alliance Patrol Vessel Alliance Patrol Vessel Alliance Patrol Vessel ---- Retrofitted (APV Retrofitted (APV Retrofitted (APV Retrofitted (APV----R or APVR or APVR or APVR or APV----II)II)II)II)    

by Malfeasorby Malfeasorby Malfeasorby Malfeasor 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (major) & Fuel Efficient (minor), Branded (minor) & Memorable (minor) - Most folks recognize an Alliance Patrol Boat as soon as 
they lay eyes on it, and can tell a tale or two about a bad experience with one. 
 
Skills:   
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    175x80x35 
Tonnage   3955 tons 
Speed Class  6 cruise/10 hard-burn 
Crew     8 (1 Captain, 1 pilot, 2 engineering, 3 deckhands, 1 medical)  Minimum of 4 
Fuel Capacity    159 tons (1,600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  650 tons combined total (20 tons spread throughout lockers and storage compartments in the ship, 90 tons in the 
cargo hold & 270 ton capacity each vehicle/module bay.) 
Passenger Capacity   8 second class 
Armament    See Text 
 
Gear     
Complexity    High 
Price     267,000 new w/o ammunition 
Maintenance Costs   1,055 credits per month 
Armour:     3W & 1 Stun 
 
The APV-R is a product of Iskellian Technologies.  The first three proto-types were a result of stripping down old out of service Patrol Boats and 
making upgrades to the engines, sensors, communications, ship control and navigation systems which had become obsolete with age.  The most 
recent upgrade has been to install a reserve missile magazine with the capacity for one complete reload in each Missile Battery. 
   
UPPER DECK MODIFICATIONS:   
•   4 escape pods were removed and replaced with a new open compartment aft of the Air Locks which serves as a Rec-Room and Crew Lounge. 
•   Six (6) of the crew cabins (4 of the quad and 2 single cabins) were removed and the space was utilized for the new Galley and Crew 
Dining/Conference compartment located to the rear of the Restrooms and Showers. 
•   The Recovery Ward and Gurney Lift were removed and replaced with storage lockers, docking equipment and airlocks allowing  up to two shuttles 
or small craft (50 tons or smaller) to be carried "piggy back." 
•   A dorsal gun turret and access hatch ladder/tube was installed above the Upper Engineering Compartment.  The 20 lb and 1 lb auto-cannons in 
this turret can be operated from the bridge or preferably by one of the crew serving as a gunner sitting inside the turret seat. 
 
MID DECK MODIFICATIONS: 
•   The Forward Crew Lounge was removed and replaced with the Nose Missile Battery, Magnetic Grappler, as well as new upgraded sensors and 
communication equipment. 
•   The Mid Deck Conference Room was eliminated and replaced on the Upper deck using  the smaller  table recycled from the  Dining/Conference 
compartment.   
•   The Rec. Room, Weapon Lockers and Galley were removed and relocated to the Upper Deck.  This space was used to expand the Cargo Hold; 
new access ladders and an elevator between this deck and the lower Cargo Hold were also installed in this area. 
•   Both of the Hangars were reworked completely so that each became a 270 ton rated Modular Bay (50x28x19) with overhead cranes and cargo 
handling equipment so that a variety of payloads can be carried in each. 
 
The port and starboard Modular Bays measure 50x28x19 each (270 tons).  Each Modular Bay is accessible from the outside through either the bomb 
bay doors or rear hatches so that they can be configured to transport and deploy the following payloads: 
•   Warhammer Interceptor = 40x20x7  
•   Alliance Rescue & Research Vessel (ARRV) = 48Lx26Wx17H  
•   Short Range Shuttle = 25x13x10  
•   Chandra Observatory & Science Vessel = 48x12.5’ dia.  
•   HMT 337 Container = 35 long x 15 wide x 15 high (60 ton capacity) 
•   HMT 337 12 ton fuel module = 140 hours each 
 
LOWER DECK / CARGO HOLD MODIFICATIONS: 
•   A belly gun turret and access hatch ladder/tube was installed in the  forward portion of the Cargo Hold Access Compartment.  The 20 lb and 1 lb 
auto-cannons in this turret can be operated from the bridge or preferably by one of the crew serving as a gunner sitting inside the turret seat. 
•   Cargo Hold:  The Cargo Bay was extended upwards into the Mid Deck and configured to carry one HMT 337 container.  A HMT 337 container is 
35 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 15 feet high (displacing 78 tons) and up to 60 tons of cargo can fit within.  Besides the simple cargo version there are 
a variety of other container configurations available including:  medical (3 beds) & surgical suite, prisoner transport (3 high security cells), and 
passenger configurations capable of transporting between 6 and 42 persons.   
•   10 tons of the Cargo Hold are dedicated to a large rear facing airlock, belly hatch/airlock, elevator equipment, container clamps, bomb bay doors 
for the cargo area, and a  5' compartment on the front end with a forward facing man sized airlock, small control room with ladder access to the upper 
deck, and a 5x5 elevator.   
•   Cargo Bay - A forward facing Boarding/Docking Collar, Airlock and Plasma Cutter (d6) were installed in the forward section replacing the old Cargo 
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Hold Access Ramp.  The Boarding/Docking Collar and Plasma Cutter may be controlled from the Bridge or the gunner's station in the belly turret 
which has an exceptional up-close view of  any vessel being brought in for boarding by the Magnetic Grappler. 
 
Gear:   
•   The design adds two (2) dorsal airlocks /docking collars for piggyback docking and transport of small craft (small craft of 50 tons or less in each 
position) or shuttles in addition to what can be carried in the modular bays.   
•   The two old Hangar Bays have been modified into Modular Bays which can be configured for carrying a range of payloads including:  cargo, 
passengers, small craft and/or vehicles.  Each bay is equipped with overhead cranes and cargo moving equipment. 
•   4 Magnum escape pods (4 seats each) 
•   Infirmary with operating table, 2 beds & 4 cryo-stasis units 
•   Dorsal-Tail Auto-cannon Turret (providing coverage of forward, side and rear topside arcs) accessed from a hatch/ladder tube in the ceiling of the 
engine room. 
•   Belly Auto-cannon Turret (providing forward and side coverage of bottom arcs) accessed via the hatch/ladder tube in the central cargo hold. 
 
Armaments:  
Cargo Bay - Boarding Docking Collar & Airlocks:  Plasma Cutter (d6) 10 tons & 25,000 credits  
 
Top/Tail Gun Turret:  Total = 25,400 lbs 
Turret = 1 ton + 800 lbs 
One 20 lb autocannon (d2) =1 ton & 20,000 credits w/ 400 rounds (40lbs each = 8 tons)  
Twin (2) 1 lb autocannon (d6 veh) 300 lbs each = 600 lbs w/ 2,000 rounds (2lbs each = 2 tons) 
          
Nose Missile Battery -  Total = 46 tons 
Magnetic grappler (d6 rating) 50,000 credits = 40 tons 
8x 100lb short range missiles (500 lbs ea & d6 damage) = 2 tons 
Reload magazine w/ 8x 100lb short range missiles = 2 tons 
Missile launcher = 2 tons 
 
Port Missile Battery: Total = 6.75 tons 
8x 100lb short range missiles (500 lbs ea & d6 damage) = 2 tons 
10x 10 lb short range missiles (50 lbs ea) w/ (d0), decoy or jammer warheads = 500 lbs 
Reload magazine w/ 8x 100lb short range missiles & 10x 10lb short range missiles = 2.25 tons 
Missile launcher = 2,500 lbs 
 
Starboard Missile Battery: Total = 6.75 tons 
8x 100lb short range missiles (500 lbs ea & d6 damage) = 2 tons 
10x 10 lb short range missiles (50 lbs ea) w/ (d0), decoy or jammer warheads = 500 lbs 
Reload magazine w/ 8x 100lb short range missiles & 10x 10lb short range missiles = 2.25 tons 
Missile launcher = 2,500 lbs 
 
Bottom/Belly Gun Turret:  Total = 25,400 lbs 
Turret = 1 ton + 800 lbs 
One 20 lb autocannon (d2) =1 ton & 20,000 credits w/ 400 rounds (40lbs each = 8 tons)  
Twin (2) 1 lb autocannon (d6 veh) 300 lbs each = 600 lbs w/ 2,000 rounds (2lbs each = 2 tons) 
 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
  
Inexpensive: With a cost of 267,000 credits (this cost is calculated without ammunition which can be either salvaged/recycled from stores already 
stocked aboard Alliance Patrol Boats or requisitioned from existing ordinance stores of  the Alliance Quartermaster/Logistics Administration ), the 
APV-R  costs an estimated 49,400 credits less than the current Alliance Patrol Boat design (316,400 credits). 
 
Small crew: With a standard crew of 8, and requiring a minimum crew of only 4 persons,  it is possible to send as much as half (4) of the APV-R's  
crew as a boarding party or on operations away from the ship without adversely affecting performance.  The ship also has the capability and cabins to 
house up to 8 additional personnel or the crews of small craft without requiring the use of troop or personnel carrier modules.  The passenger cabins 
are also designed so that they can be put to alternate use as a secure brig for holding prisoners.    
 
Quick: The APV-R design is faster and carries more armaments than the old Patrol Boats and their ASREV, making the practice of carrying two 
ASREV unnecessary.  Though with this design it is possible to have an ASREV or other small craft hitch a ride by "piggy backing" onto one of the 
dorsal docking collars.  With  this new and improved design, when a Captain or other huen dahn's  are caught misbehaving  they may be tempted to 
"rabbit" not realizing this Patrol Boat is a might faster than the old ones.  Regular Speed of 6 will catch most other ships without having to surprise 
them engaging a burst of  full burn (speed of 10)  in pursuit that will overtake all but the fastest ships in the Verse.  If you come across one of those 
faster ships, things won't go so smooth for them and they'll have a bad day  if you have a couple of Warhammer Interceptors riding  piggyback or in 
the modular bays to run-'em to ground with. 
 
Tran atmospheric: Tran atmospheric operation is "not a problem,, this vessel performs equally well in the black or in atmosphere. 
 
Long Range: With more fuel efficient engines this vessel's standard range without refuelling  is 1,600 hours (an increase of 400 hours compared to 
the original Patrol Boat) This range may be extended  through the use of  up to three (3) 12 ton fuel containers stored  in the cargo and modular bays  
providing 140 hours each bringing the APV-R's long range cruise duration to in excess of 2,000 hours without re-fuelling. 
 
Representative: The APV-R  is an update of the Patrol Boats folks are accustomed to seeing and dealing with out in the black: just more efficient, 
more powerful and faster.  This vessel is built using the same infra-structure and basic tech levels,  and retains the looks and tonnage as the original 
Patrol Boat which is  recognized throughout the Verse.  Old patrol boats can be upgraded and retrofitted at an estimated  cost of 265,000 credits with 
few complications in a period of approximately 12 weeks before returning to service.  Obviously since it costs almost the same  to retrofit and upgrade 
an old Patrol Boat than build a new APV-R, it makes sense to replace the oldest vessels that have seen better days with brand new ones and 
schedule upgrades of the others.  Imagine the doubt created  in the mind of a Captain who's up to no good as they  try to figure out whether he/she is 
up against an old or a new Patrol Boat in reckon'n what to do next.  
 
Versatile: With the ability to transport a variety and mixture of HMT 337 container modules in the cargo hold and modular bays, as well as having the 
option of transporting "piggy back"  two(2) small craft (up to 50 tons each), this design can be configured for search and rescue, prisoner transfer, 
troop and vehicle transport, med-evac, long range patrols, forward observation, combat or escort duty, as well as serving  fast mini-carrier or mini-
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tanker duty.  The addition of the Magnetic Grappler and Plasma Cutter systems improve the rescue and boarding capabilities of these Patrol Boats. 
 
Force-Projection:  Besides being faster, APV-R's  have upgraded armour for increased survivability when hostilities ensue, and packs nearly  triple 
the offensive and defensive ordinance of the old Patrol Boats.  The addition of a belly turret and top/tail gun turret provide better firing arc coverage 
than the old Patrol Boat design which was equipped with nose mounted/forward firing cannons.  Having armour and being very fast the APV-R's are 
capable of performing roles similar to Earth-that-Was PT boats, racing in to close range where they deliver a volley of torpedo's (up to 24x 100lb short 
range missiles) intended to overwhelm enemy defensive capabilities and either cripple or destroy larger targets. 
 
Standardized: The types of weapons, docking collars and small craft such as shuttles and ASREV that may be carried by this design are identical to 
the original Patrol Boat design.  With the exception of the Magnetic Grappler and Plasma Cutter, parts for the upgraded engines, sensors, ship's 
computer, and the readily available mission configurable HMT 337 modules/containers, few or no new parts or system components beyond what are 
already available within the Alliance Quartermaster/Logistics inventory system are required to operate and maintain an APV-R. 
 

Alliance Patrol and Enforcement Cutter (APEC)Alliance Patrol and Enforcement Cutter (APEC)Alliance Patrol and Enforcement Cutter (APEC)Alliance Patrol and Enforcement Cutter (APEC)    

by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn LeFeyLeFeyLeFeyLeFey    
 
Agi  d10 Str  d4 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d6;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits: Fast Throttle (Major) 
 
Skills:  Perception d6, Covert d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    65Lx60Bx25H 
Tonnage   390 tons 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 10 Hard Burn 
Crew     2 
Crew Quarters   1 stateroom 
Fuel Capacity    8 tons (600 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  50 tons 
Passenger Capacity   2 (in brig) 
Passenger Quarters   Brig  
Armament    Nose gun .2-lb autocannon (d2 
vehicle    scale damage) 2000 round magazine 
   Missile Load: 20 tons, mission 
   specific. 
 
Gear     
Complexity    High 
Price     40,000 new 
Maintenance Costs   1248 credits per year 
Armour:     W8 (newtech x4, weighs half normal) 
Subcraft:    none 

 
Despite the friendly sounding moniker of ‘Cutter’, The APEC is in 
fact a gunship. It is made as a fast patrol vessel, with enough cargo 
capacity to confiscate illegal cargo. It is fast, heavily armed and 
armoured, and is almost always dispatched in groups of two or three. Any smart smuggler will heave to and prepare to be boarded in the presence of 
these craft. Like the ASREV, the APEC is capable of longer missions but its small crew space makes it somewhat uncomfortable for extended 
missions. Instead, it is most often based off of a Crete class carrier. 
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ArielArielArielAriel    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek 
Ex- Alliance Customs Cutter 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 12 
 
Traits:  
 
Skills:  Pilot d4, Perception d4, Mechanical Engineering d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    210 x 134 x 50 feet 
Tonnage   3127 tons 
Speed Class  5 cruise/ 7 hard-burn 
Crew     4 officers, 12 flight crew, 12  
   hands, 12 troopers 
Crew Quarters   2 single-bunk, 8 double-bunk, 
and 6 four-bunk cabins 
Fuel Capacity    63 ton (600 hours)    
Cargo Capacity  50 tons 
Passenger Capacity   8 
Passenger Quarters   1 four bunk cabin, 1 four-bunk 
   brig 
Armament    None 
 
Gear    Low-frequency Doppler radar  
   systems (grants a +1 step  
   bonus to Pilot rolls in asteroid  
   fields or high-traffic areas). 
Complexity    Average 
Price     156,350 credits (plus small craft 
   and equipment) 
Maintenance Costs   Costs:  521 credits/month 
Armour:     None 
Subcraft:    6- short range shuttles 
(currently 4 Morgan Class Pinnaces, 2 Higgins-type 
workboats). 
 
   The Ariel is one of the last survivors of the Ajax Class Custom 
Cutters which saw Alliance service from 2426 to 2500.   
   The Ajax class was envisioned as a long range patrol ship, 
which could serve as a base of operations for smaller patrol 
vessels, casting a wider net than a single vessel alone.  A 
favoured tactic of Ajax skippers was to use the smaller launches to 
spook smugglers and tariff dodgers into running- and then to use 
cooperative “wolf-pack” tactics to herd their prey into range of the 
cutter’s guns and missiles.  Under smart and competent 
commanders, the Ajax class cut a wide swath throughout the Core 
and Mid-Rim, enforcing the law and put an end to a great deal of 
illegal traffic. 
 
   Ariel was first commissioned in 2432, the 258th Ajax class 
completed, and like her sisters, packed considerable heavy 
firepower and six short-range launches.  She served for a number 
of years in the Red Sun system, performing customs enforcement 
and rescue duties before being assigned to the Kalidasa system, 
where she spent twenty-six months hunting down and eliminating 
the Black Star pirate group.  The final confrontation with the Black 
Star flagship took place over Tilottama in 2454.  Heavily outgunned and slightly outnumbered, Ariel emerged victorious.  The pirate flagship was destroyed, 
their leader killed, and the group’s power broken; but Ariel paid a heavy price as well- the cutter was severely damaged, her commander and a third of her crew 
killed outright.   Ariel spent two years in dry-dock rebuilding and refitting before being returned to service.   
 
   In 2483, Ariel participated in the hunt for the smuggler and pirate Jackdaw, but missed the battle in which that notorious renegade was run to ground, and in 
2485 was retired from front-line service, and became the station-vessel and training ship for the Alliance Fleet depot on Beaumonde.  She was finally retired 
from service in 2496, and placed in orbital storage over Defiance, until moved to a breaker’s yard in 2503.   
   The Ariel herself was rescued from the breaker’s yard by a private owner in 2512 and refitted on Persephone returning to active service in 2514.  The refit 
included reconditioning of all of the main bearing members, replacement of much of the hull, and the installation of newer, more modern avionics and 
electronics, as well as the removal of weapon hard-mounts and most of the military-grade hardware acquired during her service life.  A number of internal 
arrangements were altered to improve efficiency and crew habitability, and new engines were installed.  When the refit was completed, Ariel was essentially a 
new, top-of-the-line ship- equal in every way to her former splendour, save the current lack of anti-ship weaponry.   
 
Quirks/Characteristics: 
   Ariel can enter the atmosphere “right-side up” (or aligned with planetary gravity), but to save wear-and-tear on her embarked craft, Ariel’s commanders 
generally prefer to enter atmo topside-first (inverted with planetary gravity). 
   Although the crew may encounter Ariel under a variety of circumstances, the former cutter presents a relatively unique threat in that her main battery is not 
her guns, but her boats.  She currently carries a flight of Morgan-class pinnaces and Higgins-type workboats fitted for assault and boarding duties (they are 
equipped with flexible airlock seals and cutting rigs which allow them to burn through the airlocks or even hulls of target vessels. For short-term missions, Ariel 
can “hot bunk” her embarked troops, packing up to fifty troopers aboard, and allowing her to deploy near-overwhelming force against soft (non-military targets). 
   With minor refit, Ariel can also trade out her embarked craft on a one-for-one basis for a cannisterised missile battery, each packing up to 25 medium range 
missiles with 100 lb warheads (d6 W Spacecraft scale).  Missile load outs vary by number and weight, but missiles and refits are generally cost-prohibitive and 
are done only for the most lucrative a/o dangerous contracts. 
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Barracuda Patrol shipBarracuda Patrol shipBarracuda Patrol shipBarracuda Patrol ship    

Based on the Duchess Med Freighter HullBased on the Duchess Med Freighter HullBased on the Duchess Med Freighter HullBased on the Duchess Med Freighter Hull    
by Darrenby Darrenby Darrenby Darren    

    
Agi  d2 Str  d6 Vit  d4 Ale  d12 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d2+d12; LP 10 
 
Traits:  Fuel efficient  Minor, Memorable Minor ; Poor Flier Atmosphere Minor – 
while she can land on a planet it takes a good pilot to do it, Branded Major  – 
Alliance  lackey, Ugly as Sin Major -- Its a Box with big guns 
 
Skills:  Sensors   (Perception):   d6, Autopilot/Navigate   (Pilot):   d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    200ft x 60ft x 60ft 
Tonnage   3600 tons 
Speed Class  5/7  
Crew     1 Captain , 1 Chief Engineer, Gunner officer{also 
XO} and Sensors and comm. officer  Plus 6 other ranks 
Crew Quarters   10 
Fuel Capacity    500 tons (1600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  6 x 25 ton reconfigurable 40 feet by 10 feet by 10 
feet modules 
   200 additional ships stores 
Passenger Capacity   11 Auxiliary craft pilots 
   10 Marine Squad for boarding action 
   6 person Brig 
Armament    1 x Medium plasma Caster D6 ships scale 
damage 
   2 x Small Laser Cannons D2 ships scale damage 
{Flak screen} 
   24 100 pound missiles 
 
Gear    Modular Operating Theatre with 4 beds 
Complexity    average 
Price     ¢ 300,346 {not including secondary craft and 
Missiles} 
Maintenance Costs   ¢ 7,200 per annum ¢ 600 per month 
Armour:      
 
Doing the job for the Citizen of the Alliance 
 
Subcraft:     
1 Jolly Boat  
1 x ASREV 
6 x Hammerhead Fighters 
 
Requirements:Requirements:Requirements:Requirements: 
Inexpensive: Less than ¢ 316,400 
comes in as ¢ 300,346 or ¢ 16,054 under the max price 
 
Small crew: 10 crew max 
Spot on with 10 dedicated crew 
 
Quick: The vessel should be capable of intercept speeds allowing it to overtake the great majority of vessels suspected of illegal activities. 
As cruse 5 hard burn 7 she is faster than many Fraters and has many much faster secondary craft as well. 
 
Tran atmospheric: The vessel must be capable of entering and exiting atmosphere under its own power. 
Can land planet side but needs a good plot to do so as it is basically a flying box with aerodynamics of a brick. 
 
Long Range: The vessel must have a good tour duration, and be able to operate independently for extended periods. 
Has 1,800 hours endurance and 200 tons of ships store. 
 
Representative: The vessel must act as a beacon of order and civility. It must project a positive image of the Alliance's goals. 
She is large and obviously well armed. Among merchantman she is truly a Barracuda among the fish. A cat among the pigeons. Yet is also able to 
render assistance to those that need it. 
 
Versatile: The design must have a potential for flexibility, performing reasonably if pressed into other roles. Considerations should be made for search 
and rescue, medevac, planetary patrol, transport, forward observation, etc. 
Her modular bays enable her to be quickly reconfigured to any number of layouts and mission specs with nothing more than the needed modules and 
a container forklift. 
 
 
Force-Projection: The vessel must be able to counter reasonable levels of hostility as well as withstand hostile engagements. 
She is well armed and carry's considerable defensive weapons. In addition she carries a ½ squadron of good fighter craft and a  ARVA. 
 
Standardized: The vessel should use armaments, secondary craft, and couplings which conform to Alliance Standards. 
All armaments, electronics and boats are standardised to Alliance Naval Specifications. 
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Ship HistoryShip HistoryShip HistoryShip History 

The Barracuda Class patrol shipThe Barracuda Class patrol shipThe Barracuda Class patrol shipThe Barracuda Class patrol ship  
The Barracuda is base on Hanson Corps Duchess Mid bulk Freighter. A venerable and reliable craft of 4,000 tons that is large for its tonnage being 
built to haul bulk cargo.  
 
Research team conclude that as a patrol ship by its very nature cannot be ever were at once and that it must be of such a threat to the smugglers 
and pirates that it is meant to counter  that just the thought that one was patrolling in the sector will be enough to curtail they activities. Such a “shock 
and awe” tactic can not be archived with just fire power the enemy must be scared of just the though of an encounter. I short you must affect the 
enemy mind and will to fight.  With this in mind Hanson Corps included a psychologist at the heart of the design and build process. 
  
Ever the class name was picked for psychological reasons. If the battleships of the Navy are sharks and normal freighters are fish she must be a 
Barracuda, fast and deadly to fish.  
  
The Barracuda base hull is long and boxy with its bridge and accommodation set on top and to the back of the main hull. This gives it a classic war 
ship lines that can easily look much large in the black than it really is. 
  
The weaponry load out was selected as much for its look as for its effectiveness. So while missiles are arguable far more effective than a Gun 
emplacement. Nothing is more intimidating than looking down the barrel of a huge gun. As such placed in plain sight on the foredeck is a Medium 
sized Plasma caster which can early cut a firefly in half with one shot.  
  
In addition to the gun she has 24 100 lb missiles in a external box magazine on a rotating base missile launcher. Again in plain sight for the 
intimidation factor. 
  
Her secondary weapon system consists of   two radar or manually control small ship scale Gatling Laser cannons for use in direct attack or as a flak 
screen. 
  
  
Secondary craftSecondary craftSecondary craftSecondary craft....  
  
A Barracuda carries a large complement of secondary craft in addition to a standard 30 ton jolly boat for boarding parties.  
  
Six(6) Warhammer fighters interceptors again stored in plain sight in the deck. 
  
One (1) ARVA to provide heavy support for the fighters and to fly patrols around the mother ship to vastly increase its scanner coverage.  
  
  
However it is not possible to catch smugglers and Pirate if you cannot find them. As such the Barracuda has the best sensor arrays that money can 
buy and the software to utilize it. 
   
All of the Barracuda systems, secondary craft and weaponry have been confined to the upper accommodation deck, the forward 3rd of the hull and 
the rear engineering section. This leaves the centre cargo deck completely empty.  
  
This cargo deck is able to hold up to six(6) standard 25 ton cargo containers , fuel carrying containers or modular specialist units such as Laboratory , 
workshops , infirmaries and recover wards or even additional fighter bays. These Modules can be single container sized or multi container sized up to 
a maximum of six containers wide. These modules units are loaded via a full length pressure doors on the side of the Barracudas hull of the  cargo 
modules deck. While this door are not and air locks the door is divide into six(6) section bolted together to enable a section to be removed to enable 
modules that do have a air lock built into them to be installed.  
 
She also has an additional 200 ton Ships store capacity 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Celestial Galleon Celestial Galleon Celestial Galleon Celestial Galleon –––– class missile cruiser class missile cruiser class missile cruiser class missile cruiser    

by John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawk    

 
 
 
Agi  d4 Str  d8 Vit  d6 Ale  d6 Int d10 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 14 
 
Traits: Fast Throttle (m), Healthy (m), Tough as Nails (m), Nuthin' Fancy (m), Only in the Black (M) 
 
Skills:  Athletics 2, Hvy. Wps 6, Mech. Eng 4, Perception 4, Pilot 4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   10,000 tons 
Speed Class  5/8 
Crew     400 
Crew Quarters   unknown 
Fuel Capacity    1,500 tons (720hrs) 
Cargo Capacity  3,200 tons total before armaments 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    2 x Iskellian 754–series 12-cell missile launchers w/MA-46 “Supernova” long-range super-heavy missiles (d10)  
   (forward) 
   4 x Iskellian 519–series 12-cell missile launchers w/MA-37 Liehuǒ (“Inferno” [lit. “Raging fire”]) medium-range, heavy 
   missiles (d8) (forward) [3 reloads each] 
   8 x Huǒ Mao (“Firelance”) double-barrel medium-range, medium cannon (d6) (6 forward/port/starboard, 2  
   aft/port/starboard) 
   8 x Shi (“Sting”) double-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) 2 360°,3 port, 3 starboard) 
 
Gear    as required 
Complexity    High 
Price     various 
Maintenance Costs   various 
Armour:     4+4W 
Subcraft:    none stated 

 
One arguable mistake made by the Independent Navy in terms of ship modification was the Celestial Galleon – class guided missile ship. Built up 

from the platform of the Action – series transport, the design emphasized missiles as it's primary weapons system. The theory held that a smaller ship 
loaded with missiles could fight well above it's “weight class” in terms of effective combat power. Accordingly, the design was slotted into the Cruiser 
role in the IN TO&E.  

 
The stock transport was fitted with two massive Iskellian 754–series missile launchers on the port and starboard sides of the forward hull. Each 

held 12 MA-46 “Supernova” long-range heavy missiles, each one in it's own firing tube. These missiles were so large that it was not possible to carry 
reloads for the system. Four Iskellian 519–series 12-cell missile launchers were built into the forward holds that could be reloaded, but the large size 
of the MA-37 Liehuǒ (“Inferno” [lit. “Raging fire”]) medium-range, heavy missiles meant that each cell could only be reloaded 3 times.  Eight Huǒ Mao 
(“Firelance”) double-barrel medium-range cannons mounts were added as close in weapons, as well as 8 Shi (“Sting”) double-barrel short-range 
cannons for fighter and anti-missile defence. 

 
The end result was a modest ship that had a big punch, but comparatively little combat endurance. Furthermore, the hull configuration resulted in 

weapons placements for the short-range cannon that were considered less than optimal, as it left “blind spots” in the defensive fire zones that 
Alliance fighters and missiles could exploit.  
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Those short comings quickly led to the decision to end further Action conversions to the Celestial Galleon configuration. The 31 ships produced 
were normally assigned as part of the escort screen for the Larson – class command carriers that served as fleet flagships. Only once was a force of 
Galleons sent into the field as a dedicated task force. 

 
In 2509, 15 Galleons made up the heart of Task Force Highlander, which was sent to the orbit of Bernadette to lie in wait for the Alliance's 49th 

Combat Force which the Independents had intelligence would be passing through a certain shipping lane on it's way to reinforce the 55th and 72nd 
Combat Forces then operating in the Rim.  “Going dark”, except for passive sensors, Commodore Douglas Alan Roberts, on board the Stalwart 
Yeomanry spread the ships of his task force over an area of some 500 square miles directly in the projected path of the Alliance ships. After a tense 
44 hour wait, he was rewarded with the appearance of more than 170 Alliance capital ships, including the cruisers Progress, Sovereignty, and 
Sherman, the frigates Unity, Fidelity, Justice, Valour and Perseus as well as assorted destroyers and lesser vessels.  

Roberts allowed the oncoming ships to close to the extreme edge of medium-range in order to maximize his opportunity to unleash the full weight 
of his unit's missile barrage on the enemy. Nearly 60 were destroyed outright in the initial salvo, and 12 more crippled. The Independent ships 
reloaded their medium-range batteries and fired again hoping to take advantage of the confusion. Alliance anti-missile counter-fire proved better than 
anticipated, however, and only 24 additional kills were scored. 

 
As TF Highlander prepared it's third salvo, it came under return missile fire from the remaining Alliance ships, including the cruisers and frigates 

who had gone to hard-burn to close range while the smaller ships took the brunt of the first two attacks. Five Galleons and 27 supporting ships fell to 
the first Alliance counter-salvo. Roberts ordered his ships to break formation and attack at will, not wanting to waste the opportunity to take out more 
of the Alliance supporting vessels and potentially take out one or more of the major craft as well. 

 
A brawl ensued. Despite losing half it's numbers in the first two exchanges from surprise, the Alliance force showed it's technological advantage 

and twenty minutes into the battle saw TF Highlander down to 6 Galleons (including the Yeoman) and 10 supporting ships, and the Alliance force 
down 83 capable combatants, including the Progress, Sherman Justice and Valour, though nearly all of them were heavily damaged. 

Commodore Roberts ordered a fighting withdrawal and the launch of a last spread of medium-range missiles (indeed, every missile still available to 
his task force) to distract the Alliance's ships while his own turned and went hard-burn for the deep black. Independent Intelligence later learned that 
the last salvo finished off the Sherman and 4 other craft, which led the Alliance force commander to re-consider plans to pursue the retreating Brown 
coats. Commodore Roberts and the surviving crews were given the High Command's Medal of Valorous Distinction for their success. The cost of the 
victory, however, meant that no future task forces of that type would be assembled. 

 
The decision to halt production of the original Celestial Galleon at just over 30 hulls left the Independent Naval Command in a quandary: how to get 

the remaining ships allotted for the original program into service. The primary problem with the basic Galleon was its limited combat endurance based 
on storage limitations for reloads for the missile batteries. The obvious solution was to replace the missiles with guns. Arguments were made that any 
gun configuration that could be fitted into the available space would force the “Gun Galleon” into a combat posture more closely resembling a frigate 
or super-heavy destroyer. The argument had merit, but ultimately the need for line combatants prevailed, as circumstances forced it to do. “Better to 
“ask a frigate to do the job of a cruiser” than have no frigate at all” was the consensus. Several different configurations were proposed and debated. 
Each had merit and was put into the production pipeline: 

 
• the original MK-II retained the long-range heavy missile batteries, but removed all 4 medium-range/heavy missile batteries and one forward 

medium cannon turret and replaced them with 4 long-range/medium cannon turrets. While the turrets were bulkier than the missile batteries, much of 
the bulk was externalized into the turrets themselves, preserving the additional ammo storage desired. One forward arc medium turret was also 
removed. The short-range cannon coverage was reworked with different weapons, replacing two of the twin-mount turrets with four slightly more 
powerful single mount ones with better coverage for a total of 10 light turrets. 

 
• The MK-II-A saw a reconfiguration of the long-range turret layout. Two long/medium turrets were moved to the aft end of the ship (the two aft-

mounted medium/medium turrets were moved forward to accommodate them, retaining their firepower in the broadside arcs). A single long-range 
missile battery was returned to the bow, but the warhead size was reduced to medium to minimize the reduction in total ammo storage. The sacrifice 
in concentrated firepower in the forward arc was offset by the proportionate increase in range of the aft turrets, as well as better mass distribution 
along the y-axis.  

 
• The II-B had the same turret layout as the A model, but omitted the medium missile battery in favour of increased ammunition storage. 
• The II-C omitted all missile batteries and was classed as a “light” cruiser. This model was a popular choice for use as a heavy commerce raider. 
 

MK-II 
2 x Iskellian 754–series 12-cell missile launchers w/MA-46 “Supernova” long-range super-heavy missiles (d10) (forward) 
4 x Surestrike long-range medium cannon (d6) (forward, port, starboard)  
7 x Huǒ Mao (“Firelance”) double-barrel medium-range, medium cannon (d6) (4 forward/port/starboard, 2 port/starboard) 
4 x Shi (“Sting”) double-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2 port, 2 starboard) 
6 x Swift Knife single-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2x 360°, 4 forward/port/starboard) 
 
MK-II-A  
2 x Iskellian 754–series 12-cell missile launchers w/MA-46 “Supernova” long-range super-heavy missiles (d10) 
4 x Surestrike long-range medium cannon (d6) (2 forward/port/starboard, 2 aft/port/starboard) 
1 x missile launcher w/12 “Javelin” medium-range, medium missiles(d6) (forward) [5 reloads] 
7 x Huǒ Mao (“Firelance”) double-barrel medium-range, medium cannon (d6) (4 forward/port/starboard, 2 port/starboard) 
4 x Shi (“Sting”) double-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2 port, 2 starboard) 
6 x Swift Knife single-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2x 360°, 4 forward/port/starboard) 
 
MK-II-B  
2 x Iskellian 754–series 12-cell missile launchers w/MA-46 “Supernova” long-range super-heavy missiles (d10) 
4 x Surestrike long-range medium cannon (d6) (2 forward/port/starboard, 2 aft/port/starboard) 
7 x Huǒ Mao (“Firelance”) double-barrel medium-range, medium cannon (d6) 
(4 forward/port/starboard, 2 port/starboard) 
4 x Shi (“Sting”) double-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2 port, 2 starboard) 
6 x Swift Knife single-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2x 360°, 4 forward/port/starboard) 
 
MK-II-C  
4 x Surestrike long-range medium cannon (d6) (2 forward/port/starboard, 2 aft/port/starboard) 
7 x Huǒ Mao (“Firelance”) double-barrel medium-range, medium cannon (d6) (4 forward/port/starboard, 2 port/starboard) 
4 x Shi (“Sting”) double-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2 port, 2 starboard) 
6 x Swift Knife single-barrel CIWS (fighter/missile defence) (d2) (2x 360°, 4 forward/port/starboard)
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Cerberus:Cerberus:Cerberus:Cerberus: Firefly Series 3  Firefly Series 3  Firefly Series 3  Firefly Series 3 ––––    

Military VariantMilitary VariantMilitary VariantMilitary Variant    
StaStaStaStats by Lynn LeFeyts by Lynn LeFeyts by Lynn LeFeyts by Lynn LeFey    

Pics by TreyborPics by TreyborPics by TreyborPics by Treybor    
 
Agi  d10 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d10 Int d8 Wil  d10;  
Init  d10+d10; LP 16 
 
Traits: Healthy as a Horse, Gas Guzzler, Fast 
Throttle (Major) 
 
Skills:  Covert d6, Heavy Weapons d2, Perception 
d6, Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    L270xW170xH80 
Tonnage   7000 tons 
Speed Class  5 / 9 full burn 
Crew     4 officer, 18 enlisted 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    105 tons (300 hours 
   of operation) 
Cargo Capacity  2297 tons 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    Guns  
   1: Four waist turrets, Rail Guns (d0 Ship Scale damage, or d12 Vehicle Scale) w 200 rounds each 
   2: Two Ventral neck ball turrets and Turret under Bridge, (d0 Vehicle Scale, or d12 Personal Scale, Autofire), 1000 
   round magazine each 
   3: Two Forward Cargo Area Turrets. 155mm AGS (d2 Ship Scale) 100 round magazine each 
   Replaced with anti-personnel guns in troop transport variant.  
   4: Dorsal Turret: Packet Plasma Cannon, (d6 Ship Scale) - Unlimited Ammunition 
 
   Missiles:  4 hard points, each able to hold one of the following 
   Medium range missile with 500-lb warhead (d10 Ship Scale) 
   Long Range missile with 200 lb warhead (d8 Ship Scale) 
   50   10-lb decoy ‘Chaff’ warheads deployed from countermeasure launcher 
 
Complexity    Extreme 
Price     1,755,200 (not including munitions) 
Maintenance Costs   120 credits annually 
Armour:     W5     Subcraft: none 
 
 The Cerberus is one of the most famous Independent War craft used during the independence war.   Nearly all were destroyed at the battle of 
Sturges and the few remaining craft that survived to the wars end were taken over by Alliance forces.
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CometCometCometComet----Class Fast Class Fast Class Fast Class Fast ArmourArmourArmourArmoured Freightered Freightered Freightered Freighter    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d4 Vit  d8 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d8;  
Init  d6+d2; LP 16 
 
Traits: Seen Better Days (Minor), Slow Throttle (Major), Fuel Efficient, Tough as Nails 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    130x80x40 
Tonnage   960 tons 
Speed Class  8 (no full burn) 
Crew     4 
Crew Quarters   3 Cabins 
Fuel Capacity    24 tons (800 hours of operation) 
Cargo Capacity  98 tons 
Passenger Capacity   4  
Passenger Quarters   4 Cabins  
Armament    None 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Low 
Price     46,080 credits new (11,520 with minor ‘Seen Better Days’) 
Maintenance Costs   1152 credits per year (1728 with minor ‘Seen Better Days’) 
Armour:     w3 
Subcraft:    None 
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Crete class Alliance CarrierCrete class Alliance CarrierCrete class Alliance CarrierCrete class Alliance Carrier    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey  
 
Agi  d2 Str  d12 Vit  d6 Ale  d6 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d2+d6; LP 16 
 
Traits: Fuel Efficient 
 
Skills:  Heavy Weapons d4, Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    4800Lx735Bx1150H 
Tonnage   10,000,000 tons 
Speed Class  3 cruise/ 5 Hard Burn 
Crew     40 minimum 1200 normal 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    1,000,000 tons (3,200 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  1,600,000 tons 
Passenger Capacity   75,000 
Passenger Quarters     
Armament    200 .2-lb defensive guns (Each with 2000 round magazine) 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Average 
Price     300,000,000 
Maintenance Costs   20,000,000 per year 
Armour:     W4 
Subcraft:    1,200,000 tons of support vessels 
 
Usual Support Vessel Compliment:  250 40-ton ASREVs, 500 400-ton APEC cutters (see below), 250 light transports, 144 Warhammer 
Interceptors, 12 salvage vessels, 25 2000-ton search and rescue vessels, 50 LSTs (30 for troop landing, 20 med-evac) 
 
The Crete class carrier was designed as a replacement platform for the Tohoku cruiser. Its simplicity of design, greater speed, and longer tour 
duration make it a better answer for Alliance goals of law enforcement in the Rim. The greatest benefit over the Tohoku is construction time and 
simplicity, allowing more to be made quickly. 
 
It is designed as a mobile star port, with full repair facilities for vessels up to 4000 tons to dry dock. It has sufficient capacity to hold all the 
mechanized equipment and support vessels for planetary actions, as well as a large number of ground forces. The transports stationed aboard the 
carrier can move these forces swiftly, while the enforcement vessels and interceptors have the power to defend them. 
 
. 
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Cutter's GooseCutter's GooseCutter's GooseCutter's Goose, a custom small , a custom small , a custom small , a custom small 

transporttransporttransporttransport 

By Davy JonesBy Davy JonesBy Davy JonesBy Davy Jones    

Pic by Pic by Pic by Pic by Lynn LeFeyLynn LeFeyLynn LeFeyLynn LeFey 
 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d4 Vit  d4 Ale  d2 Int d2 Wil  d10;  
Init  d8+d2; LP 14 
 
Traits:  Good Name (minor), Loved (major), Seen Better Days (major), 
Ugly as Sin (minor).. 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Athletics d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    111 feet x 88.8 feet x 33.6 feet 
Tonnage   880 tons 
Speed Class  5 cruise/7 hard burn 
Crew     2 single (20-ton common area) 
Fuel Capacity    12 tons/60 ton tank (600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  160 tons 
Passenger Capacity   1 second-class, 1 second-class suite 
Armament    None 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Low 
Price     (if new) ₡26,496 (actual) ₡1,324.8 
Maintenance Costs   ₡147.2 per month 
Armour:     None 
 

The ship that would eventually come to be known as Cutter's Goose began its life as an armed courier nearly a century ago. She changed hands a 
number of times, and ended up in the hands of a smuggler who got her into more than a few scrapes. 
 

The ship was damaged trying to flee a Beaumonde military patrol, sold to pay for the smuggler's trial, and spent over 30 years in a boneyard, 
rusting away. But a charismatic hardened Alliance veteran of the Unification War saw potential in the old courier, purchased her remains for a "very 
reasonable" price, and, with the help of an old war buddy, got her flying with whatever parts he could beg, borrow or steal. 
 

John Jacob "Jake" Cutter gave her the name "Cutter's Goose" and set off into the black, hoping to find some peace after the horrors of war. 
 

The aged space frame and hodgepodge restoration lends some frailty to the Goose, but ingenious redundancy, automated repair assistance and a 
top-notch mechanic in the form of Corky, Jake's best friend, makes for a tough bird to bring down. The Goose and her two-man crew are known for 
somehow always getting the job done. 
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GladiusGladiusGladiusGladius    

by Dalflyby Dalflyby Dalflyby Dalfly 
 
 
 
Agi  d10 Str  d4 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d8;  
Init  d10+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (minor), Branded (Alliance; minor) 
 
Skills:  d2 Autopilot, d4 Heavy Weapons, d6 Perception 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    160Lx120Wx40H 
Tonnage   1000 tons 
Speed Class  7 cruise / 10 hard burn 
Crew     5 
Crew/Passenger Capacity :  6 rooms, 12 berths (minimum crew 
of 5) + brig  
Fuel Capacity    20 tons (600 hrs) 
Cargo Capacity  150 tons (including munitions) 
Passenger Capacity    
Armament    1 100-lb. EM cannon (d6S; 20-rnd mag),  
   3 1-lb. autocannon (d2W vehicle; 1000-rnd mag),  
   3 200-lb. missile tubes (d8) 
 
Gear     
Complexity    High 
Price     257000 (302500 with Stiletto fighters) 
Maintenance Costs   3200 per annum 
Armour:     4W, 4S 
Subcraft:    1 standard shuttle, 2 Stiletto fighters 

 
Description:  The Gladius, produced by Centurion Defence Systems, has been in service for several years as a corporate security boat.  The 

model shown here is an upgrade from previous versions, created in a failed bid to land a contract with the Alliance military for its new patrol boat.  But 
the extra publicity generated by the attempt has increased demand enough to justify full commercial production of the new model. 
 

Though it has 3 front-mounted tubes capable of launching 200-lb long range missiles (or anything smaller), and 3 turreted 1-lb. autocannon for 
point defence, the large EM cannon is the main armament, and the Gladius’s primary tactic is to use its superior speed and manoeuvrability to close 
within short range and disable the targets with the cannon (or use its fighters – see below). 
 
 

 
 

On the bridge, the stations other than the pilot and co-pilot are for weapons/sensor control.  The rooms aft of the shuttle bay on the starboard side 
are 2 holding cells (each with 4 fold-down cots and a fold-down toilet and sink unit), and an interrogation/meeting room.  The hallway aft of the crew 
quarters section has weapons and vac suit lockers.  The cross-shaped room aft of that provides direct access to the fighter cockpits (in the bay 
below). 
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The large "external door" in the floor of cargo bay swings down to provide a loading ramp when the boat is landed.  The EM cannon magazine (which runs through 
both decks) is loaded from the cargo bay, as is the missile tubes and the port and starboard auto cannons (the nose auto cannon is loaded via a floor hatch on the 
bridge). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The Gladius also comes with its own proprietary fighter – the Stiletto (see earlier entry) 
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Grapnel Class Grapnel Class Grapnel Class Grapnel Class IndependentIndependentIndependentIndependent Picket Corvette Picket Corvette Picket Corvette Picket Corvette    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d6 Int d4 Wil  d12;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 18 
 
Traits: Memorable , Fast Throttle (Minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Covert d4, Perception d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    Length 215'  x beam 110' x Height: 60' 
Tonnage   2,000 tons 
Speed Class  5 cruise/ 8 Hard burn 
Crew     15   
Crew Quarters   11 small cabins, 4 medium cabins 
Fuel Capacity    50 tons fuel - 600hrs flight time 
Cargo Capacity  240 tons 
Passenger Capacity   8 
Passenger Quarters   8 small cabins   
Armament    four .2 pound guns with 1000-round magazines;    
   24x500-lb medium range missiles 
   16 missiles, mixed between 100-lb medium range and 500-lb short range, usu. 12/4 mix.;  
   160 10-lb short range missiles, all either decoys or jammers.  
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    High 
Price     161,200 Credits    
Maintenance Costs   6,400 per year 
Armour:     W3 
Subcraft:    Two 20-ton shuttles 
 
 
Originally, this ship class was a fast freighter (known as the Tiwaz class), but the vessel was a favourite of the Independents, and a total of 28 were 
converted into Grapnel-Class picket corvettes. Shortly after, the Alliance banned the production of the hull design altogether, due to the ease with 
which she was converted to a fighting ship. 
 
The Grapnel was made as a picket ship, intended by the Independent Navy to travel ahead of the main fleet, extending sensor range, and 
theoretically keeping the larger ships well-defended. As such, she is a swift vessel, generally able to even outrun smaller patrol boats. She boasts 
reasonable sensors hardware and software, and is designed to fulfil a secondary role as a screening vessel in naval engagements. All of her guns 
are defensive, low-bore weapons with high rates of fire for intercepting incoming targets. Offensive power is supplied by her forward missile tubes 
and to a lesser degree by her medium ordinance.  
The ships of this class that survived the unification war were mostly used as targets in Alliance training manoeuvres. However, while there are 
officially no remaining ships of this class, a remarkable 14 of them are unaccounted for. At least one is supposedly in the hands of a pirate group 
operating in the Clarke Quadrant.  
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Grummen Patrol GunshipGrummen Patrol GunshipGrummen Patrol GunshipGrummen Patrol Gunship    

by ElectricBadgerby ElectricBadgerby ElectricBadgerby ElectricBadger    
plans by Darrenplans by Darrenplans by Darrenplans by Darren    
 
New Vienna Grummen 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d4 Wil  d8;  
Init  d8+d6; LP 14 
 
Traits: Atmospherical *Note: Phoenix, due to retrofitting and wear, 
gains Covert (2) and Malfunctioning (-2) 
 
Skills:  Autopilot d4, Perception d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    90' keel, 30' beam, 40' height (excluding wings and tails) 
Tonnage   1,200 
Speed Class  8 (10 hard burn) 
Crew     8 (Commander, Pilot, Gunner, Mechanic, 4 Marines) 
Crew Quarters   8 Minimal Quarters 
Fuel Capacity    24 tons of fuel, 250 Hours 
Cargo Capacity  200 tons 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    4 20-pound cannon (Paired) with 200 rounds,  
   8 200-pound missiles 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    High 
Price     €247,200 Total 
Maintenance Costs   €7,680 annually 
Armour:     6W 
Subcraft:    none 
 

The Grummen model was developed for the New Vienna Defence Forces as a patrol boat 
and gunship.  Design focused on speed, manoeuvrability and versatility without an astronomical price.  It was given a broad mission to act 
independently as police forces, stem piracy and stand by as a defence force.  Therefore it suffers from over-purposing that would be crippling for a 
larger navy - the Grummen is no match for a dedicated Alliance fighter or destroyer.  Still, it can handily defeat the lightly armed converted civilian 
craft used by outlaws, pirates, or reavers, and served the small moon well.   

 
Nearly every Grummen was destroyed during the Unification war; however, 

production resumed and several new versions have been built, marketed to 
rim police forces and mercenaries.  The small cargo capacity and overbuilt, 
inefficient engines, however, have made it unpopular with most civilians 
although at least one has found a niche as an armed fast courier.     

 
Phoenix, New Vienna Defence Forces boat NV-881, was made famous for 

its resistance against Alliance oppression on New Vienna during the War of 
Unification.  Although the moon refused to join the Alliance voluntarily there was never much chance of repelling a military takeover; instead, the 
governor hoped to organize a fierce resistance based around well trained and equipped cells that would make the moon too costly to keep.  Phoenix 
was equipped with an additional stealth suite for this purpose.   

 
This guerrilla war met with minimal success.  After a half year of fierce resistance and vicious attacks against Alliance personnel a week-long 

counter insurgency located and decimated nearly every cell, led by the collaborationist police under Terry Hawkins.  The crackdown culminated with 
the execution of the former governor.   

 
Phoenix and her crew were nearly the only ones to persist afterwards, especially once starvation set in and the moon's population began dying en 

masse.  By raiding supply convoys and depots the vigilantes managed to scrounge supplies to save thousands of citizens.   
 
Although many of their exploits are the stuff of local legend, the Last Flight of the Phoenix is the most retold.  Less than a week before the general 

surrender of Brown coats across the 'verse, the Alliance - knowing that they could never tame New Vienna while the Phoenix instilled hope - set a 
trap for the crew, surrounding a settlement and starving the residents.   

 
The renegades launched a nearly suicidal attack in response.  They came under heavy fire and the boat was destroyed over one of the few seas; of 
the dozen members of the crew, only Jim Jimenez managed to escape the destruction, hiding until he was pardoned in the general amnesty.  
 However, legend seems to be in error – the salvageable boat was recently discovered intact in a cave on Jim’s property.   
 
*See the PBP Outlaws for more details on Phoenix’s background and future. 
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GRYPHONGRYPHONGRYPHONGRYPHON    
This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan WolThis ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan WolThis ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan WolThis ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe. fe. fe. fe.     
Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow. Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow. Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow. Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow.     

    

Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey".Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey".Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey".Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey".    

 

 
 
Gryphon  
Agi  d8 Str  d6 Vit  d10 Ale  d8 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits:   
 
Skills:  Covert d4, Heavy Weapons d4, Perception d4, Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    115Wx175Lx35H 
Tonnage   2400 tons 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 8 Hard Burn 
Crew     6 
Fuel Capacity    144 tons (1800 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  160 tons, 11 additional tons in smuggling compartments,  
Passenger Capacity   2 
Armament    1-pound autocannon (d6 vehicle-scale 
   10 tons of ordinance in missile launchers 
Gear    Magnetic Grappler (d2 Str),  
   ,  
   Operating Theatre 
Complexity    Very High 
Price     361,746 
Maintenance Costs   11,520 annually  
Armour:     4W 
Subcraft:   Light 5-ton launch, 
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Hammerhead Hammerhead Hammerhead Hammerhead –––– class class class class    

(Independent Navy combat versions)(Independent Navy combat versions)(Independent Navy combat versions)(Independent Navy combat versions)    
by John Starhawk (additional stats by Limerickcot)by John Starhawk (additional stats by Limerickcot)by John Starhawk (additional stats by Limerickcot)by John Starhawk (additional stats by Limerickcot)    
 
Basic Statistics for Hammerhead Freighter:- 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d8 Vit  d4 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 16  
Traits: Tough as Nails[m]  
Skills:  Perception: d6, Pilot d6  
Specifications  
Dimensions:    815 x 136.5 x 98.25 
Tonnage   42,650 tons 
Speed Class  3/5 Crew  
   39 
Crew Quarters   3 double, 6 six-men bunk rooms 
Fuel Capacity    1,706 tons (960 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  12670 tons 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    None 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Average 
Price     1,279,500 
Maintenance Costs   85,300 per annum 
Armour:     1 W [+inherent 4W if using STB] 
Subcraft:    One 40 ton shuttle 
 
 

Purpose-built capital ships were few and far between for the independent Navy. Even before the war, the Alliance (and it's predecessors) frowned 
on anyone outside central governments having dedicated combat spacecraft. Thus such ships were in short supply, and prohibitively difficult to obtain 
unless you were both powerful and rich.  

Freighters and transports, however, were plentiful both in terms of designs and numbers, and easy to obtain. Furthermore, they possessed 
characteristics that a burgeoning navy with chronic manpower and logistics problems found extremely valuable: durability and simplicity of design. 
Even better, the powerful engines intended to push heavy loads of cargo often as not translated into respectable speeds when said bulk was not 
present, which was also a desirable trait. 

One of the ship classes converted en mass for Independent combat service was the Hammerhead-class freighter. The base design with it's 
enormous forward cargo bays was straightforward enough that little needed to be done except add armour plating over the freighter's exposed 
engines, install weapons, and convert the cargo space into crew/passenger quarters and other needed facilities. 

Hammerheads came in four basic configurations after conversion: 
• 6- or 8-turret Destroyers, where all main turrets carried twin medium-range, medium yield cannons 
• 8-turret Cruisers, where 2 of the forward turrets carried medium-range heavy cannons 
• Troop Transport/Escort Carriers that removed all but 3 of the large turrets and installed large small vehicle bays (the carrier was capable of 

holding a fighting complement of up to three 16-plane squadrons). 
• 7-turreted Battlecruisers where the forward dorsal centre-line turret was enlarged to accommodate long-range heavy cannons. The ventral 

centre-line turret was omitted to conserve weight. The general lack of long-range heavy ordinance in the Independent naval arsenal restricted 
the availability of this type. Also, the height of the enlarged “main” turret partially restricted the view directly ahead of the ship, making close-
quarters manoeuvring without instruments difficult than on the other types. 

Secondary armament for the first three types consisted of 20 twin-barrelled short range light cannon emplacements for close-defence and anti-
fighter/anti-missile work.  

In accordance with the rules of war, Hospital ships were unarmed, and clearly marked. 
 
 

Champion subChampion subChampion subChampion sub----class Destroyerclass Destroyerclass Destroyerclass Destroyer    
 
Speed:  5/8 
Traits:  Fuel Efficient, Fast Throttle [m] 
Crew –   250 
Passengers –  none 
Armaments –  6 or 8 x twin-mount med-range (d6 ship damage) cannon,  
  20 x twin-mount short-range (d4 
  ship damage) cannon 
Cargo –   4,140 tons 
Armour:  3W, 1S [+4Wif using STB] 
Ships in Type –  Champion, Courageous, Defiant, 
  Fearless, Lancer, Resolute,  
  Spartan, 
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Longstreet SubLongstreet SubLongstreet SubLongstreet Sub----Class CruiserClass CruiserClass CruiserClass Cruiser    
 

Speed:  5/8 
Traits:  Fuel Efficient, Fast Throttle [m] 
 
Crew –   300 
Passengers – none 
Armaments –  6 x twin- med-range (d6 ship damage) cannon, 
  2 x twin-mount med-range heavy cannon (d10 ship 
  damage), 
  20 x twin-mount short-range (d4 ship damage) cannon 
Cargo –   3,900 tons 
Armour:  3W, 1S [+4Wif using STB] 
Ships in Type –  Crusader, Campaigner, Dragon, Lei-Gong, Longstreet, 
  Masada, Schwartzkopf, Tian-Mu 
 

    

    

Lionheart subLionheart subLionheart subLionheart sub----class Battlecruiserclass Battlecruiserclass Battlecruiserclass Battlecruiser    
 
Speed:  5/7 
Traits:  Fuel Efficient, Tough [M] 
Life Points: 18 
Crew –   300 
Passengers –  0 
Armaments –  1 x twin-mount long-range heavy  
  cannon (d10 ship damage),  
  6 x twin- med-range (d6 ship damage)  
  cannon, 
  20 x twin-mount short-range (d4 ship  
  damage) cannon 
Cargo –   3,500 tons 
Armour:  4W, 2S [+4Wif using STB] 
Ships in Type –  El Cid, Lionheart, Guan-Yu, Gun, Sun Tzu, Zeus, Zhong-Liquan 
 

    

Hornet subHornet subHornet subHornet sub----class Escort Carrier/Troop Shipclass Escort Carrier/Troop Shipclass Escort Carrier/Troop Shipclass Escort Carrier/Troop Ship    
 
Speed:  5/7 
Traits:  as basic only 
Crew –   100 
Passengers –  (carrier) 305 (air wing, maximum planes),  
  (troop) 1800 soldiers 
Armaments –  3 x twin- med-range (d6 ship damage)  
  cannon, 
  20 x twin-mount short-range (d4 ship  
  damage) cannon 
Subcraft:  16, 32 or 49 fighters of various types 
Cargo –   4,150 tons (carrier), 4,770 tons (Troop) 
Ships in Type –  (carrier) Concord, Enterprise, Fei-Lian,  

             Hornet, Kirov, Lexington, Midway, Tai-Yi, 
             Wasp, Yu-Qiang 
 

    

    

Barton subBarton subBarton subBarton sub----class Hospital Shipclass Hospital Shipclass Hospital Shipclass Hospital Ship    
 
Speed:  6/9 
Traits:  Fuel Efficient, Fast Throttle 
Crew -   100 
Passengers –  600 medical staff + 1200 patients (hospital) 
Armaments –  none 
Cargo –   4,480 tons + 300 bunk infirmary 
Subcraft:  20 med-evac shuttles 
Ships in Type: Aesculapius, Allheal, Apollo, Clara, Barton, 
  Guan-Yin, Hippocrates, Hygieia, Panacea, 
  Shen-Nong, 
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Heimdall Class Patrol BoatHeimdall Class Patrol BoatHeimdall Class Patrol BoatHeimdall Class Patrol Boat    

by by by by KoerenKoerenKoerenKoeren    
 
Model: PD-P.B.-01-04-92 
Class: Heimdall 

Agi  d8/d4 in atmo Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d12 Wil  d10;  
Init  d8/d4+d8; LP 16 
 
Traits:  Covert [m]: Fast Throttle [M]: Fuel Efficient [m]: Heavy Lifter [m]: 
Memorable [M]: Nuthin' Fancy [M]: Shaky Flier [m]: Ugly as Sin [m]: 
 
Skills:  Athletics d6, Heavy Weapons d6, Perception d6, Pilot d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage 4,000 tons 
Speed Class 6/10 
Crew   2 Officers, 6 Space Hands.  8 Personnel for secondary craft. 
Crew  Quarters 2 Single Cabins (6 tons each), 6 Double Cabins (5 tons per cabin). 
Fuel Capacity    1080 tons (1442 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  85 ton volume, 425 ton mass. 
Passenger Capacity   4 Double Cabins (5 ton per cabin), 4 cells (capable of duel occupancy) (4 ton per cell). 
Armament   3 x Iskellian 90mm EM Cannons (d4W Ship Scale) 20 rounds -Mounted on a Powered Rail System which  
 circumnavigates the Heimdall's Hull, 
 3 x Multi-Tube launchers (d6W Ship Scale) 2 x 100 lb. LRM, 3 x 100 lb. MRM, 4 x 100 lb. SRM. (4.5 ton magazine) 
 3 x 20mm Vulcan Cannon (d6W Vehicle Scale),  1,000 rounds 
 6 x Decoy Launchers 10 x 10 lb. SRM. 10 Decoys. 
 
Gear    None 
Complexity    Very High 
Price     700,400 Credits (excluding munitions and secondary craft). 
Maintenance Costs    2,400 Credits per Month 
Armour:     3W 
Secondary Craft:  3 x Hrafn  
 1 x Bifrost Shuttle  
 20 x Escape Pods 
  

  
Background/Information: The Heimdall Security Package is intended to expand the Alliances security across the 'Verse in a safe and cost effective 
manner.  As the Heimdall Security Package is so effective it will take less craft to match the current level of Security.  As such, with less craft, and 
less personnel per craft, the roll-over time to the new system should be swift.  The Heimdall Security Package is intended to complement the Alliance 
Navy's capabilities, indeed, by using the highly advanced Hrafn Heavy Assault Craft, it could even be considered an extension of the Navy.  Of 
course such controls will only take effect in times of war, the Heimdall Security Package will be assigned to the Federal Marshals, and not the 
Alliance Navy.  However, should war break out, the Heimdall Security Package will be easily integrated into the Navy's operations. 

  
REQUIREMENTS 
  
Inexpensive: You get what you pay for.  While the Heimdall is more than double the cost of the current patrol boat, costs will be saved.  The 
Heimdall will have a significantly larger sphere of influence than the current Patrol Boat, thus requiring less Craft to maintain the same level of 
security.  Additionally the Heimdall Class has a significantly reduced crew, when compared to the current Patrol Boat, thus saving significant costs on 
payroll.  Also, thanks to the use of older and more reliable parts, routine maintenance will take significantly less time, thus allowing the Heimdall to be 
active for more of it's operational life.  Why pay for a Ship that's going to be stuck in the docks for months at a time just to facilitate routine 
maintenance?.  Additionally, once the infrastructure and industrial support are in place, maintenance and construction costs will shrink. 
 
Small crew: The primary crew for the Heimdall is half that of the current Patrol boat at 8.  There is however additional crew required for the 
secondary craft, numbering an additional 8 personnel.  Which still comes in at 16 personnel total, less than half that required of the current, fully 
manned, Patrol Boat! 
 
Quick: The Heimdall Class is capable of incredible speeds, rivalled by few military vessels, and even fewer civilian vessels.  As such she'll be 
capable of pursuing all but the most well equipped targets.  In the event that the Heimdall herself cannot give chase, her Secondary craft can 
maintain the pursuit.  Additionally, her fuel efficient engines and good cruise speed will allow her to cover great distances when not actively pursuing 
targets. 
 
Tran atmospheric: The Heimdall Class is capable of Tran atmospheric flight.  It has been said that it's flight in atmo is a little shaky.  Which is an 
unfortunate side effect of her otherwise very efficient hull design.  Such issues are easily overcome by the capabilities of her secondary craft. 
The Heimdall would also make for a highly effective drop ship, with little reconfiguration or effort. 
Long Range: Capable of sailing constantly for a full 60 days, the Heimdall can operate for 10 days longer than the current Patrol Boat (Assuming 
constant sailing).  And with the addition of capable and effective support craft it's sphere of influence will be significantly larger than the current patrol 
boat. 
The extremely high overall effectiveness of the whole Heimdall Security package will allow for a significant amount operational independence. 
 
Representative: The Heimdall has a very unique hull design allowing it to immediately be recognised.  Given the expectation that targets will 
surrender promptly in the event of any engagement the Heimdall projects a great deal of good will.  With the intention of promoting Alliance Law, and 
not the Law of the Gun. 
 
Versatile: This is where the Heimdall Security package comes into it's own.  With the addition of the 3 Hrafn Assault Craft and 1 Bifrost Shuttle, the 
Heimdall can be pressed into nearly any situation with little to no reconfiguration.  The easiest way to adjust the Heimdalls focus is to adjust the ratio 
of Muninn and Huginn, Hrafn variants according to the situation.  This can be done while on operations, in as little as a few hours per craft (Though 
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it's much faster within proper dry-dock facilities). The additional cargo space allows for the inclusion of Medical facilities, passenger transport facilities, 
cargo transport facilities or anything else that may be desired.  And as has previously been mentioned, the Heimdall has characteristics that give it 
excellent DropShip capabilities. 
Such is the quality of the design the Heimdall class could even be pressed into military operations with little to no modification. 
 
Force-Projection: The Heimdall Class is very well armed.  On her own she's expected to be capable of engaging multiple targets simultaneously, 
and win decisively.  Additionally her stealth characteristics allow her to initiate an engagement on her terms.  And if worse comes to worse, the 
Heimdall Class has the speed to escape from any overwhelming situations.  All that, and without going into the details of the extended effectiveness 
of her secondary craft! 
Such is the effectiveness of the whole Heimdall security package that most engagements are expected to end with the targets surrender before the 
commencement of any hostilities. 
 
Standardized: While the Heimdall does have several prototype designs incorporated, all such designs are projections towards the future.  And once 
adopted are likely to become the standard throughout the 'verse.  As such not only will the Heimdall have completely standardised features, she'll 
maintain those long into the future.  In the event that the Prototypes (the EM cannon Hrafn assault craft) are not adopted, the Heimdall can still be 
equipped with current standard weapon systems and secondary craft, such as Warhammer Interceptors. 
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Helix Class GHelix Class GHelix Class GHelix Class Gunboat unboat unboat unboat –––– The Phoenix The Phoenix The Phoenix The Phoenix    

by Tensen01by Tensen01by Tensen01by Tensen01    
 
Stats by Limerickcot (best guess) 
 
Agi  d4 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d4;  
Init  d4+d8; LP 10 
 
Traits:  Loved (Major), Gas Guzzler, Seen Better Days (Major), Slow Throttle 
 
Skills:   
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    185x80x40 
Tonnage   2960 tons 
Speed Class  6/7 
Crew     5 plus 3 ordnance 
Crew Staterooms  4 quad capacity; 3 x six man berths 
Fuel Capacity    59.2 tons (300 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  407 
Passenger Capacity   No dedicated space 
Armament    Single Turret mounting dual 50lb  
   guns (d4) with 1000 rounds 
   50 100lb Medium range missiles (d6) 
 
Gear    Operating Theatre with dedicated 
   recovery room 
Complexity    Low 
Price     209,977 when new(doesn’t include 
cost of missiles)  
   10,498 current price (half that price if 
guns not included) 
Maintenance Costs   7104 credits per annum 
Armour:     2W 
 
 
 
I posted this way back on Waves but thought I'd throw it out on here 
too. 
 
The Phoenix, a very old Alliance Gunboat/Infantry Transport that 
was saved from the scrapheap and heavily modified by the crew. 
 
I don't have any stats because the GM never actually gave us the 
stats. Though I doubt they'd be hard to work up. 
 
Also never got a 3D going as I never drew the exterior and the 
person I know who did 3D for me vanished off the face of the earth. 
 
[Ed Note:  I’ve stated this out from the comments made about her.  
Her high cost is driven primarily by the cost of her guns which are 
100,000). 
 
Crew Dorms #2 are quad occupancy (remember that this was a 
military transport once upon a time) and Crew Dorms #5 are six man 
berths. 
 
She’s 60 years old and was an old infantry transport/gun boat. 
 
There is a tether-ball on the upper hull where the crew play against 
one another.] 
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Huntsman class Littoral Patrol Vessel Huntsman class Littoral Patrol Vessel Huntsman class Littoral Patrol Vessel Huntsman class Littoral Patrol Vessel     

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey    
 
Agi  d8 Str  d4 Vit  d6 Ale  d12 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d12; LP 10 
 
Traits:  Dull Sense (Communication), Memorable, Fast Throttle (m 
 
Skills:  Covert d6, Heavy Weapons d2, Perception d2, Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions   140W (80 with wings folded)x145Lx25H 
Tonnage:    700 tons  
Speed Class:    5 cruise/ 8 hard-burn  
Crew:     6 + 2 Warhammer Pilots 
Fuel Capacity:     14 tons (600 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity:    60 tons (plus 20 tons of munitions) 
Passengers:    4 (second class), or up to 8 steerage) 
Armament:  2 1-lb autocannon on retractable turrets  
   400 jammer/decoy 10-lb warheads (chaff) 
   10 Short-range missiles with 200-lb warhead 
   10 Medium-range missiles with 100-lb warheads 
   8 Long-range missiles with 100-lb warheads 
 
Gear    2 Warhammer Interceptors 
Complexity    High 
Price     58,100 (excluding munitions and secondary craft 
Maintenance Costs   2240 
Armour:     2 
 

From the Research and Design Bureau of Talfa Yards: The Huntsman is designed to be as small and cost-effective as possible, aiming for near-
planetary use. This design philosophy led to the aerodynamic shape, more like an oversized atmospheric fighter than a star craft. The folding wings 
add stability and manoeuvrability in atmosphere, and act to mask the ships energy signature from the engines when folded. The speed of the craft, 
while reasonable, is not on par with many top-end vessels. This is intentional. The ship is designed as an ‘ambush predator’, using its low energy 
signature to get close to its prey before engaging with surprise. In the rare events when more speed is needed, the ship is designed to carry two 
state-of-the-art Warhammer Interceptors. Any vessel capable of engaging two interceptors is very likely more than a match for ships of this size class 
anyway. 
 

Minimum crew requirement is 3; pilot, co-pilot/weapons officer, and engineer, although the ship may also carry 2 dedicated gunners and one 
additional crewman (usually a loadmaster). And, of course, quarters are supplied for two pilots of the Warhammer Interceptors. 
 

The four passenger rooms are usually secured and used as holding cells, although they are the same size as second-class passenger rooms. 
 

The ship can carry 50 tons of cargo on the lower cargo deck and an additional 15 tons on the upper deck in several supply rooms. When used for 
patrol, the vessel can leave the lower deck open for seizing contraband. If performing ground missions, the main cargo area can be used to hold 
supplies or vehicles for ground forces. 
 

The ship does not boast a particularly long tour duration. The design philosophy is that it is a ‘blue space’ patrol vessel, meaning most of its time 
would be in or near planetary envelopes, presumably not too far from supply stations. It is still capable of nearly month-long cruises, but this is 
standard for full-fledged spacecraft, not extraordinary. 
 

Versatility: The ship’s passenger area has a wide array of configurations, allowing smaller rooms to be joined. This could allow the inclusion of a 
modular operating theatre, transportation of dignitaries, or simply use as cargo space. While the vessel is normally equipped with docking slips for 
two Interceptors, many other vessels could be substituted for med-
evac, ground-support, or planetary patrol. Sensor suite is good and 
allows for a wide range of functions from its intended patrol to search 
and rescue, surveillance, scientific research, etc. The ship’s sturdy hull 
allows it to perform well in hazardous areas, such as debris fields. 
Replacement of turret guns with light hard-point grapplers would make 
the ship useful in light salvage operations. 
 

Combat capability: With a strong hull, good manoeuvrability, and 
potent array of armaments, the ship will perform well against all but the 
most serious combatants. In addition, with its sensor suite, low energy 
signature and Warhammer interceptors, it is likely to be able to select 
whether to begin an engagement, take enemies by surprise, and chase 
down anything that comes within its impressive sensor range. 
 

Low Manpower requirement: 
The ship’s automated firing systems allow it to run without gunners. 
Minimum crew plus Interceptor Pilots would be 5, a very efficient 
combat group. 
 

Possible ship improvements: It should be noted that the 
specifications as given use standard commercially available hull plating 
for armour. Using restricted military composites (which our designers 
requested and were denied), The vessel might be capable of carrying 
an additional 35 tons of cargo or munitions, while not substantially 
affecting the estimated price. 
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Impetus Class IImpetus Class IImpetus Class IImpetus Class Interdictornterdictornterdictornterdictor    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey    
 
Agi  d8 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d8; LP 12 
 
Traits  Fast Throttle (M), Poor Atmo Flier, Nimble (in Space), Gas Guzzler 
 
Skills  Perception d4, Pilot d4, Covert d4 
 
Specifications  
Tonnage   4000 tons  
Speed Class  4/8 hard-burn 
Crew     14 
Fuel Capacity    160 Tons (800 hours)  
Cargo Capacity  220 tons 
Passenger Capacity   26 second-class, 38 steerage 
Armament    Three 20-pound guns (ROF 1, d2W) with 50 round magazines, linked to them are three .2 pound anti-vehicle guns 
(ROF 3, d2W vehicle scale), Hard point grappler (Str d6), EMP Cannon (d4S), Plasma Cutters (d2). 30 tons of missiles. Armour W4 
Gear    Modular Operating Theatre  
Complexity    High  
Price     349,950  
Maintenance Costs   12,000 per year 
 

Out in the Rim, there are some very bad men. To counter the threat of piracy, and of course, to insure there is no illegal smuggling going on, the 
Impetus was developed for private security firms. It was intended to be fast enough to catch all but the swiftest ships, and capable of forcing its prey 
to heave to. And, just in case the quarry didn't feel obliged to 
allow a search, the ship was armed with boarding gantries. 
 

The ship boasts an unusually high amount of armament; 
First and foremost is the ability to carry 30 tons of mission-
specific missiles. Two main guns in forward-arc turrets are 
linked to smaller vehicle-scale weapons, allowing the gunner to 
select the most appropriate level of force. Another gun pairing 
of this sort is installed on a starboard side articulated arm. The 
port side articulated arm has an Electromagnetic Pulse cannon, 
for capturing ships without serious injury to vessel or crew. 
Once the ship has closed, it is armed with a hard point grappler 
at the centreline of the ship. Finally, the ship is equipped with 
two retractable boarding gantries, armed with Plasma Cutters 
for breaching into opposing vessels. Along with it’s arsenal of 
weapons, the ship is armoured to resist some degree of 
opposition, though not really a war ship by any stretch of the 
imagination. 
 

The ship normally carries 20 marines for boarding actions, 
and a crew of 14, 4 of which are gunners. The ship has cells for 
holding up to 38 detainees.  
In many minds, this ship is considered wildly successful, if 
somewhat expensive. In a particular case, it has shown a 
serious flaw. The vessel is designed to draw in an opponent, 
and allow its contingent of marines to board the enemy. 
However, in responding to reports in the space around Miranda, this tactic proved the undoing of several of these ships, causing some of these 
vessels to fall into the hands of Reavers, for whom the ships seem almost custom-made. 

 
Virtually no one calls this ship 'Impetus'. 

Those that fear it call it the 'Imp'. Those that 
deride it call it 'Impotent'.  
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JOJOJOJO----LYNNLYNNLYNNLYNN    
 
This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe. This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe. This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe. This ship is part of the Future Armada line by Ryan Wolfe.     

Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow. Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow. Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow. Deckplans & d20 stats are available for sale at RPGNow.     

    

Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey". Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey". Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey". Serenity RPG stats created by "Lynn LeFey".     
 
 
Jo Lynn 
Agi  d8 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d6 Wil  d12;  
Init  d8+d4; LP 18 
 
Traits:  Branded/Good Name (recognizable as an Independent gunship, 
so depending on which side of the war you were on...), Fast Throttle 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2; Perception d4; Heavy Weapons d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    135Lx100Bx35H 
Tonnage   1,100 tons. 
Speed Class  5 cruise/ 8 Hard burn 
Crew     4 (as transport), 5 (as gunship) 
Fuel Capacity    27.5 Tons (600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  275 tons 
Passenger Capacity   Two 1st class births, or four 2nd class births (transport version only) 
Armament    (Only as gunship. The vessel is unarmed as a civilian transport)  
Turret guns (One dorsal, one ventral); 0.2 lb projectile (d2 vehicle scale damage), 1000 round magazine  
Standard missile load (32 tons allocated): 16 medium-range 100-lb missiles (d6 starship scale), 16 long-range 50-lb missiles (d4 starship scale) 
 
Gear     
Complexity    High 
Price     89,100 (89500 for gunship); munitions cost for gunship:19,600 
Maintenance Costs   3520 a year 
Armour:     W2 
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LarsonLarsonLarsonLarson    –––– class command carrier class command carrier class command carrier class command carrier    

by John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawkby John Starhawk    
 
Agi  d2 Str  d10 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d2+d6; LP 18 
 
Traits: Healthy as a Horse, Heavy Lifter, Tough as Nails, Nuthin' 
Fancy, Only in the Black 
 
Skills:  Heavy Weapons d6, Mechanical Engineering d4, Perception 
d4, Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   50,000 
Speed Class  5/7  
Crew     300 
Crew Quarters   150 
Fuel Capacity    1,200 hours 
Cargo Capacity  8,266 
Passenger Capacity   914 
Passenger Quarters   914 
Armament    see text 
 
Gear    Infirmary 
Complexity    Average 
Price     4,363,710.00 
Maintenance Costs   20,000.00 per month 
Armour:     5W [add 5 inherent if using STB] 
Subcraft:    1,100 escape pods 
   4,540 tons of hanger space (i.e. 2,270  
   tons of craft) 
 
 

As with most of the Independent Navy, the six ship's of the Larson 
class began life as civilian vessels. Shortly before the war, the nascent 
Independent High Command acquired six Universal-class heavy 
freighters and had them moved to a secret ship facility that had been 
assembled out on the Rim for refitting.  

As the ship was already very sturdy, simple to maintain, and reliable, 
only modest changes were needed for the Engineering spaces. More 
extensive upgrades were made to the computer system to 
accommodate fire-control software. Thick armour plating was also 
added to give protection for the hull and pods. 

 
The Universal class was known for it's high cargo capacity, both within it's main body and expanded by two boom mounted cargo modules that 

could be attached and detached at a port of call to save part of the loading and unloading time. The three ships obtained had most of their interior 
cargo holds converted into living and working spaces, and the cargo modules were converted into functional flight decks and hangar facilities. Upon 
completion of the modifications, each pod held sufficient space for up to 64 heavy fighters and 8 shuttlecraft or drop ships for a total small craft 
complement of 144. 

 
The ship housed 300 crew, 150 troops, and a combined air-wing complement of 914. It depended on it's fighter-craft for long range engagement, 

but was fitted with formidable medium and short-range armaments for closer in fighting. It's main offensive battery consisted of 18 medium range 
spacecraft-scale cannons emplaced around the hull backed by 4 heavy, short-range spacecraft scale cannons all mounted forward. 6 medium range 
heavy missile batteries were also emplaced. 48 short-range light spacecraft-scale cannons provided anti-missile and fighter defence when the 
squadrons were otherwise engaged. 

 
The finished vessels, the Larson, RD Moore, Greene, Hatch, Olmos and Bamber (named after famous military figures from the early decades of 

colonizing the system) were slotted to become the command ships for the 6 Main Battle Fleets the Naval High Command envisioned. Obtaining the 
vessels prior to the formal breakout of hostilities allowed the construction crews to have all 6 operational by the end of the first full year of the war. 
Each would go on to distinguish itself in combat both as command and control for the fleets and as individual combatants. 

 
Their size and firepower came surprised their Alliance counterparts and allowed the IN to obtain and hold space superiority over sizable portions of 

the system for the next two and a half years. Only after the Alliance build up of large combat vessels took hold did the tide begin to turn.  
 
The Larson, Olmos and Bamber were lost in separate encounters between their respective fleets and superior Alliance forces. The Greene was 

lost in orbit of Hera during the aerospace portion of the engagement that ended with the Battle of Serenity Valley, and the Hatch was lost in the 
disastrous Battle of Sturgis. The RD Moore survived to the end of the war, but was scuttled by her crew who programmed her to fly into Huang Long 
(Georgia) before surrendering. 
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Merchant Aerospace Carrier (MAC)Merchant Aerospace Carrier (MAC)Merchant Aerospace Carrier (MAC)Merchant Aerospace Carrier (MAC)    

by Corby Corby Corby Cortex Ghosttex Ghosttex Ghosttex Ghost 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d10 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d8;  
Init  d6+d8; LP 16 
 
Traits: Healthy as a Horse (major), Tough as Nails, Memorable, Nuthin’ 
Fancy (major) 
 
Skills:  Perception d4,Heavy Weapons d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    475 ft x 75 ft x 60 ft 
Tonnage   3200 tons 
Speed Class  5 (7 hard burn) 
Crew     12 
Crew Quarters   6 crew cabins 
   (in carrier configuration (12 fighters), cargo area is used for mechanics, pilots' cabins, etc) 
Fuel Capacity    320 tons fuel (480 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  850 tons (includes two 120 ton external liquid storage tanks that can be reconfigured into additional fuel tanks) 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    3 1lb autocannon turrets (210 rounds) (d6W Vehicle damage) 
   Standard (wartime) armament:  
   7 1lb autocannon turrets (700 rounds) (14 tons) (d6W) 
   4 500lb torpedo tubes (30 rounds)  
     (this setup reduces  
   cargo to 798 tons) 
Complexity    High 
Price     268,800.00 cr new 
Maintenance Costs   1280 monthly 
upkeep 
Armour:     4W 
Subcraft:    Can carry standard 
40x8 cargo containers or 12 Lockblade fighters or 
8 fighters/4 bombers or some  combination 
thereof, plus 2 external liquid storage/fuel tanks (in 
red) 
 

Background: 
 

Everyone knew that the war was coming, and it 
was only a matter of time.  Course, most folk on the Rim figured that the Alliance would leave them alone long enough to get their act together and 
put together something to fight with…cept, course, didn’t quite work out that way… 
 

Anyways, some young feller by the handle Jiao-Long Macavoy kept thinking that the Brown coats ain’t got nothing for fighters or carriers, that could 
protect convoys and suchlike, or be effective ‘gainst a Mjolnir or Trebuchet…and the Alliance certainly wasn’t about to sign off on something that 
could be converted to one quickly. 
 

So, long story short, he came up with the idea of marketing a small carrier to the Alliance Merchant Marines…something to take the sting out pirate 
attacks, you could say.  And, he pointed out, her setup made for quick turnarounds as far dropping off cargo and whatnot.  Add in decent speed, and 
a touch of armour, and you’ve got one Wei Shian Dohn Wu. And, that being said, the fact that a whole slew of the Free Traders and Merchant 
Mariners were itching to bloody the Core’s nose a bit didn’t hurt. 
 

Within a year the first Merchant Aerospace Carrier MacAuley (“Danger is Sweet”) was leaving her berth off Beylix.  Each one was named after an 
Earth-that-Was Scots clan, and usually the crew put up the clan motto somewhere on the ship.  Her “civil defence and escort” role (as it was publicly 
announced) meant that the three autocannon turrets were just within the scope of what the Alliance would allow…but the hard points for the missile 
tubes and other turrets?  Well, those were considered…”on the floor modifications”, you could say. 
 

By the time the war really started, the Merchant Marines and Free Traders had 16 MACs in service and three more under construction.  Several of 
them of them immediately switched flags to the Independents, with two others following shortly after.  The others remained in Alliance control, though 
remained as strictly as cargo haulers and civil defence boats. 
 

The most famous of the MACs was the MacFarlane (motto: “This I’ll Defend”) for her defence of Silverhold.  She took several direct hits, including 
diving in front of a city-killer to prevent it hitting atmo, and still managed to limp back to orbit, standing guard with a single working autocannon against 
an equally damaged Trebuchet…whose captain decided that maybe it was time to withdraw.   
 

After the war, the MacFarlane was converted into a museum ship, but there are those who say they can still hear the screams of the crew that was 
spaced… 
 

There are several MACs still in use as escort 
carriers by some of the larger corporations, and 
some of the larger settlements on the Border have 
them as part of their Planetary Guard forces, but 
all have been reduced from their wartime 
armament. 
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Nausicaa Class Nausicaa Class Nausicaa Class Nausicaa Class 

CorvetteCorvetteCorvetteCorvette    
by Wydrazby Wydrazby Wydrazby Wydraz 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 16 
 
Traits: Everybody has one, Tough as Nails 
(M), Gas Guzzler, Seen Better Days (m) 
 
Skills:  Athletics d4, Heavy Weapons d6, 
Pilot d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    197x 37x56 
Tonnage   2400 tons 
Speed Class  4/6 
Crew     9 
Crew Quarters   3 Single, 2 
Triple 
Fuel Capacity    125 tons 
Cargo Capacity  450 tons  
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    Two Quad 20lb pods 
   Two Missiles bays (5 tons each) 
 
Gear    5 Cryo Pods 
Complexity    Average 
Price     256,000 new, 24000 (seen better days & w/o guns) 
Maintenance Costs   7200 cr per year (seen better days) 
Armour:     2W 
Subcraft:    2 x 30 ton shuttles 
   Detachable Upper Deck (see plans for further details) 
 
[Ed Note:  Stats, armament, traits & skills derived from description] 

 
The Nausicaa Corvette is a creation of necessity. It is a multi-purpose vehicle designed to carry cargo, explore, and fight when necessary. It has a 

fair number of redundant systems within its three decks. The upper deck can detach from the main ship to act as a separate attack ship to allow the 
rest of the ship (and cargo) to escape harm. It carries a crew of nine, plus up to five others which can use the Cryo pods (in the upper deck) as 
additional sleeping quarters. It has two shuttles docked to its' mid deck.  
 

All of its interior chambers are reinforced in case of depressurization, and in case of emergency, all connections between decks are automatically 
sealed. There are many redundant stations on the ship which may be manned in certain situations to increase effectiveness, such as additional 
navigation, engine, and communications relays. It is equipped with two manned quad blaster pods on the upper deck, which can be an effective 
deterrent against pirates or other attackers.  
 

It can carry 300 tons of cargo, plus another 100 in the forward cargo hold on the mid deck. This is less than most cargo transport ships, but the 
Nausicaa can handle more valuable cargo (and passengers) with the assurance of its redundant systems and defensive weapons. The ship is 
commonly used as an exploration vehicle on the edge of colonized space, with the diverse abilities required for exploration, cargo transport, and self-
defence.  
 
The Nausicaa is so versatile that the upper deck alone has been used as a cheap scout vessel, while the lower two decks have been used as an 
entirely separate transport vessel. Indeed, several ship captains have only one half of the ship, preferring not to bother with the other half, or its 
shuttles. 
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Ocula Class Electronics Warfare CorOcula Class Electronics Warfare CorOcula Class Electronics Warfare CorOcula Class Electronics Warfare Corvettevettevettevette    

by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn by Lynn LeFeyLeFeyLeFeyLeFey 
 
 
Agi  d4 Str  d8 Vit  d6 Ale  d12 Int d12 Wil  d8;  
Init  d4+d12; LP 16 
 
Traits: Memorable, Hooked (needs electronic components) 
 
Skills:  Athletics d4, Perception d6, Pilot d6, Heavy Weapons d4, Covert d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    600Lx250Bx120H 
Tonnage   48,000 tons 
Speed Class  5 cruise/ 7 Hard Burn 
Crew     80 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    2400 tons (1200 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  7200 tons 
Passenger Capacity   160 
Passenger Quarters     
Armament    Defensive Autoguns (4); 10 lb projectile, 1000 round magazine 
   Interceptor Guns (6); 1-lb autocannons, 1000 round magazine 
   Standard Missile Load: 800 short-range 10-lb missiles (jammers and Decoys), 160 medium-range 1000-lb. missiles. 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very High 
Price     5,859,200 
Maintenance Costs   230,400 per year 
Armour:     W4 (Newtech, weighs half normal tonnage), 
Subcraft:    2 20-ton shuttles 
 

The Ocula is a light screening vessel for heavier warships. It is a fairly new design, with state-of-the-art sensors and programming, meant to detect 
trouble at long range. It is not intended to be a front-line fighter, relying on its sensors to alert the fleet of trouble well in advance, allowing fighters to 
be sent out. 
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Pride of RomePride of RomePride of RomePride of Rome Class Corvette Class Corvette Class Corvette Class Corvette    

by Selekby Selekby Selekby Selek    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d10 Int d4 Wil  d4;  
Init  d6+d10; LP 10 
 
Traits: Branded (Major), Fast Throttle (Minor), Fuel Efficient (Minor) 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d2, Mechanical Engineering d2, Heavy 
Weapons d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    290 x 138 x 41 feet 
Tonnage   3774 tons 
Speed Class  6 cruise/ 9 hard-burn    
Crew     29 
Crew Quarters   1 single-bunk, 8 double-bunk, 3 four-
   bunk cabins 
Fuel Capacity    114 tons (1200 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  290 tons 
Passenger Capacity   6 + 6 Prisoners 
Passenger Quarters   three double-bunk cabins and one 6-
   person brig  
Armament    3- 50 lb twin gun turrets (d6 damage), 
   900 rounds total.   
   16- medium range missiles w/ 100lb 
   warheads (d6) 
   3 Cry-baby decoys (booster rigged) 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Average 
Price     226,440 credits (bare hull), 574,160 
   inc wpns, ammo & support craft. 
Maintenance Costs   7548 credits per year.  
Armour:     none 
Subcraft:    1 internal bay for 2 short-range 
   shuttles 
 

Like many earlier conflicts, the Unification War was largely an exercise in 
logistics- for all the talk of tactics, it is the side that can organize, marshal, and 
deploy its forces most effectively that wins. 

 
Knowing that it would be hard-pressed to stand toe-to-toe with the Alliance 

Fleet, the Independent High Command studied the lessons of history and 
determined that commerce raiders could exert influence over the outcome of 
the war well out of proportion to their size or number.  They could serve the 
Independent cause by disrupting enemy commerce, acquiring vitally needed 
supplies, and diverting Alliance forces to safeguard vulnerable convoys. With 
this in mind, the Independents accepted the proposal of a former Alliance 
naval officer named Edward Thatch, and allowed him to outfit three small 
corvettes for duty as commerce raiders. 

 
   The Concord, Caroline, and Adventure were originally laid down by Kieran Industries as long-range patrol craft and made an excellent starting point for small commerce 
raiders. (Unconfirmed rumours persist that Aric Kieran himself had a hand in their initial design and re-tasking).  

 
The ships were small, fast, and agile, needed only a small crew (skeleton crew of five) to operate, yet carried enough fuel and munitions for extended cruises and had 

sufficient cargo room remaining to move goods or prisoners seized during raids.  Captain Thatch spearheaded the redesign project, adding additional guns, expanded 
missile batteries, and a pair of small assault shuttles.   

 
   When the project was completed the three ships were entrusted to Captain Thatch, two hand-picked commanders, (also former Alliance officers) and their crews.  That 
decision could not have been more ill-fated.  Once in deep space, Thatch and the other two captains (his half-brothers Christopher Blackwood and Benjamin Horngold) 
turned pirate and attacked both Alliance and Independent shipping at will.   

 
   Under Thatch’s command, Concord was renamed Queen Anne’s Revenge, and Blackwood re-christened the Adventure as the Pride of Rome. Caroline kept her name- 
rumour was it was the name of Horngold’s childhood sweetheart.  All three ships would spill blood in the coming days. 

 
   As the ships were intended to operate largely outside the direct control of the Independent High Command, it took the Browncoat leaders a bit of time to determine that 
Thatch and his cronies had gone off the reservation- time Thatch needed to commit atrocities which would adorn Alliance propaganda waves for years to come. 

 
   Heading deep into the Core, Queen Anne’s Revenge attacked and destroyed the liner Parsifal essentially within sight of Osiris (at the cost of over a thousand lives) and 
then fled the response.  In a carefully coordinated follow-up, Pride of Rome struck hours later, sacking and destroying a trio of skyplexes over Santo, killing hundreds 
more.   These carefully timed and cunningly crafted raids served to create both confusion and disinformation- making it appear as though a single ship had carried out both 
raids, and creating the illusion that the newcomer was faster than anything in the Alliance inventory by a considerable margin.  Thatch was very cautious in his planning- 
ensuring that his two (and three) part raids were carried out far enough apart to make it plausible (if unlikely) that they were carried out by a single, extremely fast ship.   
   As the initial reports began filtering in to the Independent High Command, Browncoat leaders were initially pleased by his audacity and daring, but were surprised, 
dismayed, and then outraged by the bloody-mindedness and disregard for human life Thatch and his crews were demonstrating.  As Thatch took care to leave no 
survivors, it took six months and a botched attack by Pride of Rome for the Independent High Command to realize that Thatch and his men had begun attacking 
Browncoat shipping.   

 
   The destruction of the hospital ship Repose, caused an uproar in both Alliance and Independent military leadership circles, and led to a recall order for the three raiders- 
and provided a considerable propaganda coup for the Alliance. When the recall orders went unheeded, the Independents issued shoot-on-sight orders for Thatch and his 
men.     Independent forces under Captain Stede Bonnet caught Caroline on the ground at Alberich in the Zhu Que (Red Sun) system and smashed her.  Queen Anne’s 
Revenge died in an Alliance ambush orchestrated by at least three Tohuku class cruisers, a light carrier, and over a hundred gunships.   The fate of Pride of Rome 
remains unknown- though the last raid attributed to her took place in 2513.   
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Prowler Prowler Prowler Prowler Class Police VesselClass Police VesselClass Police VesselClass Police Vessel    

by Yellowjacketby Yellowjacketby Yellowjacketby Yellowjacket    
 

 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d8 Int d4 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d8; LP 16 
 
Traits: Branded d4, Tough as Nails d4 
 
Skills:  Heavy Weapons d4, Perception d4 
 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   100 tons 
Speed Class  6/8 
Crew     2 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    5 tons of fuel - 200 hrs 
Cargo Capacity   
Passenger Capacity   2 holding cells  
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    Two external 6 slot missile pods, mission specific, but generally EMP warheads (d6S) 
   Two d4W vehicle scale autocannons (400 rounds) 
   Two d2W Ship scale cannons (20 rounds) 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    Average 
Price     56,100 credits inc guns but not missiles or ammo 
Maintenance Costs   200 credits per year 
Armour:     2W 
Subcraft:    None 
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Quánfù Patrol Boat Quánfù Patrol Boat Quánfù Patrol Boat Quánfù Patrol Boat –––– Winner of the New Alliance Patrol Winner of the New Alliance Patrol Winner of the New Alliance Patrol Winner of the New Alliance Patrol Vessel Tender Vessel Tender Vessel Tender Vessel Tender    

By LimerickcotBy LimerickcotBy LimerickcotBy Limerickcot        

    

QuánfùQuánfùQuánfùQuánfù [fathers fist] Class Class Class Class  

 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d6 Ale  d4 Int d6 Wil  d4;  
Init  d6+d4; LP 10 
 
Traits: Fast Throttle, Branded (Official Alliance Craft) 
 
Skills:  Hvy Wpns  d2, Perception d6,  Pilot d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    340xx87x45 ft 
Tonnage   2525 tons 
Speed Class  6/9 
Crew     7 (Captain, Pilot, Engineer, Communications Engineer, 3 Gunners/space hands) 
Crew Quarters   1 Captains Cabin/Conference Room, 6 cabins 
Fuel Capacity    620 tons (1200 hours) 
Cargo Capacity  239 tons 
Passenger Capacity   8 
Passenger Quarters   4 double cabins 
Armament    1 100 lb Gun (forward mounted) with 100 rounds of ammunition 
   4 1000lb Medium Range Missiles (Dorsal launcher) 
   24 100 lb Long Range Missiles (Port launcher) 
   24 100 lb Short Range Missiles (Starboard launcher) 
   40 10lb Short Range Missiles (20 decoy, 20 jammers) 2 launchers (1 fore, 1 aft) 
   4 20 lb cannon (2 dorsal, fore and aft, and 2 ventral below thrusters) w 400 rounds of ammunition 
 
Gear    Modular Operating Theatre with 4 beds 
Complexity    Low 
Price     ¢290,900 
Maintenance Costs   ¢3,030 per annum 
Armour:     None 
Subcraft:    2 x 20 ton Short Range Shuttles 
        2 x 40 ASREV 
         8 x 3 man Life pods 
Ship History  
 
The standard Patrol Boats (APB’s) in Alliance service, whatever their class, was designed in a time when most of the merchants they were tackling 
were slower than they were.    Trade in the ‘verse, following the end of the Unification War, has seen a steady increase in the use of faster and more 
capable vessels than those used before the war.   In addition to this, many of those craft on the borders and rim worlds retain some capacity for 
armament.    This has led to a new design requirement for a more modern Patrol Boat that can keep up with the bulk of the merchant fleet, has a 
better ability to engage hostile targets but without losing any of the edge of the original patrol boats. 
 
Delphinium Yards of Boros have produced a number of both civilian and military vessels for the Alliance, both large and small.     When tenders were 
asked for a design, all Delphinium had to do was to turn to its design bureau who hurriedly unearthed plans it had made during the war, refined them 
to meet the new criteria and produced a prototype in under three months. 
 
The Quánfù (or Fathers Fist) is designed to keep all of the major factors of the standard Patrol Boat.   It retains the ASREV, the shuttles, increases 
speed, armament, retains duration and reduces crew levels.   At the same time, Delphinium used its expertise to produce a relatively cheap and 
simple craft.   One that could be maintained out on the Rim. 
 
Requirements:  
Inexpensive:   This design comes in at 86% of the price of the current Patrol Boat, savings made principally by reducing the tonnage and complexity 
of the vessel.   The only reason for the cost of the Quánfù being so high at present is due to the cost of its heavy main gun.   Originally the war-time 
design of the ship included a second main gun but this has been removed from this version simply to reduce costs.   Where this model truly shines is 
in her reduced and simplified maintenance costs, reducing these down to less than 30% of the current APB’s.     
 
Small crew:   Reduction in size and complexity has allowed reduction of the crew to only seven personnel, including the Captain.   Fire control is all 
handled from the Bridge positions.    In addition to the normal ships crew, the Quánfù has quarters enough for the crews of the two ASREV it carries 
and these crew members are expected to help with crewing the main vessel when not deployed elsewhere.    
 
Quick: Although not the fastest vessel, its normal operating speed is above the average of most  current smuggling vessels and its engines are 
capable of bursts of speeds that allow it catch up to all but the fastest of hostile vessels. 
 
Tran atmospheric:   Quánfù is capable of atmospheric operations, although the original plans for it to have submersible qualities were withdrawn to 
keep maintenance down to current levels.    The Quánfù relies on VTOL and VSTOL thrusters to land and takeoff.   It is capable of using runways, 
where available, in order to save on fuel consumption. 
 
Long Range: Quánfù uses two fuel tanks to allow it stay on station for long periods of time.  In addition to this it carries an extensive cargo hold to 
allow it to carry stocks of food and supplies for extended duration.   Finally, its ammunition supplies are double that of current APB’s allowing it to 
engage and chase targets for longer. 
 
Representative:   By providing a cheaper and smaller ship that can go anywhere, the Quánfù will be seen throughout the Alliance and will quickly be 
recognised as an ‘official’ ship of the Alliance.   If the Quánfù is selected for production then Delphinium will recognise a ‘Single-Trade’ agreement 
with the Alliance Navy preventing sales to any other buyers, guaranteeing this vessel will be only be used by the Alliance. 
 
Versatile:  The extensive cargo hold allows Quánfù to be redeployed for civil defence and emergency and rescue roles.  In addition, the crew's 
cabins, although principally designed for spacious single occupancy, can be converted to double occupancy with ease, effectively doubling the cabin 
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space.    Life support requirements have already been incorporated into the ship to allow both this conversion and for allowing full facilities to be 
installed in the cargo hold. 
 
Force-Projection:  Although not armoured (neither is the current vessel type in service), Quánfù carries a larger and more varied set of armament 
than her predecessor.   She carries long and short range missiles with 100 lb warheads and carries four medium range 1000lb missiles for larger 
targets.   Principal armament though is a spinal 200lb gun for engaging hardened targets and 4 turreted 20 lb guns for point defence purposes.    She 
carries redundant electronics and hard point anchors to allow her to update specifications for future projects. 
 
Standardized:  All armaments, electronics and boats are standardised to Alliance Naval Specifications. 
 
Variants:  
Delphinium has realised the following variants on the Quánfù: 
Assault Ship:    Lightly armoured (none on the engines but 10% armour on the nose and fore hull) and with two 200 lb cannons mounted in the nose 
instead of the current 100 lb cannon.   16 one-pound cannon to be added for additional point defence and to allow the vessel to control Landing 
Zones for supporting ships.   
Marine Lander:    Minor changes to current vessel include two extra gunnery crew and addition of 16 one-pound cannon, ability to carry up to 10 
10ton combat vehicles. 
Pursuit Ship:    The last variant uses many of the same components of the Quánfù but is much lighter and faster, retaining only one shuttle and 
ASREV, a reduced crew complement and only a tiny cargo hold.    
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Quánfù Class Patrol Boat 
Deckplans 
 
Top Deck  
 
1.   Bridge – containing positions for helm, co-pilot, Captain and fire-control.  
 All guns/missiles are directly controlled from here, with subsystems 
available at each turret/launch system. 
2.   Wardroom and Galley – capable of serving all members of the crew.  
 Stores are wheeled up from the central passageway as needed. 
3.   Arms locker. 
4.   Officers Wardroom/Interview Room  
5.   Captains Cabin and Conference Room. 
6.   Gun Turret and ready magazine 
7.   Lift and Store 
8.   Airlock and Store 
9.   Hanger for Shuttle 
10.   Central Passageway – stores are contained in movable cages.  Four, 
three-man lifeboats can be accessed from here. 
11.   Airlock 
12.   Store 
13.   EVA suit & recharge room 
14.   Upper airlock 
15.   Hanger Access & control.   Also contains turret mechanism for upper 
turret, incinerator, laundry and recycling. 
16.   Hanger for ASREV 
 
Mid Deck  
 
1.   Forward gun magazine and mechanism – the rounds feed via a vertical 
belt to the gun below. 
2.   Crew Quarters.   Larger quarters for the permanent crew of the Quánfù 
can be expanded into double berths without effecting crew efficiency.  The 
smaller double cabins house the ASREV crews who rotate on a regular 
frequency. 
3.   Missile Room  
4.   Missile Room – loading the missiles into this room is done on an angle 
through the available doors and takes practice and care. 
5.   Brig – two double bunks with limited access. 
6.   Mid-deck cargo (normal environment) – tie downs and racking for 
securing cargo.  Lift to all decks. 
7.   Operating Theatre.    Drugs and instruments contained in surrounding 
wall units. 
8.   Ward – containing beds and equipment for four people, complete with a 
self-enclosed sanitary unit and scrub room for the OR. 
9.   Engine Room 
10.   Turret Mechanism and ready magazine 
11.   Thruster controls and engines 
 
 
Lower Deck  
 
1.   Gun Control and maintenance – this room (usually unmanned) allows 
checking and access to the main gun.   The magazine feed is also 
accessible from here. 
2.   Main Gun and recoil buffers. 
3.   Decoy launchers (a similar,  remote area exists under the ASREV 
hanger) – the decoys are ready prepped in their tubes. 
4.   Forward Cargo.   This area is temperature controlled and is ready to be 
used for emergency accommodation.   A small sanitary unit and cooking 
facilities are installed to ensure that use of crew facilities is not 
compromised.   Mobile sanitation units can be carried in store. 
5.   Cargo.   
6.   Store room and lift to all floors. 
7.   Store & airlock to hanger 
8.   Hanger for Shuttle 
9.   Airlock for Shuttle 
10.   Three man Lifepod  
11.   Airlock 
12.   EVA prep room 
13.   Lower Central passageway, with mobile store cages. 
14.   Boat Control – workshop area with spares for ASREV and Shuttles 
15.   Hanger for ASREV 
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Macavoy Ship SystemsMacavoy Ship SystemsMacavoy Ship SystemsMacavoy Ship Systems    

SalamanderSalamanderSalamanderSalamander Class  Class  Class  Class 
Patrol CutterPatrol CutterPatrol CutterPatrol Cutter    

By By By By CortexCortexCortexCortex Ghost Ghost Ghost Ghost 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d8 Ale  d6 Int d8 Wil  d8;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 14 
 
Traits:    Branded (major): Nuthin Fancy 
(major): Fast Throttle (major): Healthy as a 
Horse (major) 
 
Skills:  Heavy Weapons d2 Pilot d2, 
Athletics d4 Perception d4 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:   320 x 180 ft x 40 ft 
Tonnage  2,200 tons 
Speed Class 6/10 Hard Burn 
Crew    4 min, 6 typical(CO, 
XO, Chief Engineer, Quartermaster, 2 
Gunners) 
Fuel Capacity   300 tons (600 hours) 
Cargo Capacity 150 tons 
Crew Quarters:   4 single, 2 double 
Passenger Berths:  10 doubles, 4 of 
which are designated cells. 
Passenger Capacity   20 
Armament    One dual 20lb autocannon turret, chin mounted (100 rounds, d4 ship scale) 
   Four medium range 100lb missile tubes, forward facing (160 rounds, d6 ship scale) 
   Two long range 200lb missile tubes, forward facing (10 rounds, d8 ship scale) 
   Four point-defence dual autocannon turrets (d0 ship scale, 1000 rounds) 
 
Gear    Infirmary (2 beds) 
Complexity     
Price     215,000c(cost does not include auxiliary craft or munitions) 
Maintenance Costs   720c 
Armour:     4w 
Auxiliary craft::  Two Warhammer Interceptors 
   One ASREV 
 
Variants:  
Medship:   
• Removal of missile equipment 
• Replace Warhammers with ambulance ships 
• Replace ASREV hangar with medical ward 
• Convert cargo area to recovery ward 

 
 

Search and Rescue: 
• Replacement of chin mounted autocannon with magnetic grapples and salvage laser. 
• Replacement of missile equipment with sensor booms and probe launchers 
• Increase sensor capabilities 
• Replacement of Warhammers with Waterstrider S&R variants 
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The ASREV hangar/Cargo area is beneath the crew areas in the 'head' of the Salamander, which is where the Bridge 
and other control systems are. 
 
The Galley, Infirmary and passenger berths are located in the 'body', along the central axis. 
 
The Warhammer hangars/additional cargo areas/fuel tanks etc. are located in the 'body' off of the central axis. 
 
Engineering is at the end of the 'body' right next to the engine manifolds. 
 
Note:  Following the failure of Macavoy to secure the tender to produce new Patrol Ships for the Alliance, two of the 
initial run of craft were ‘lost’ near Beylix.   At least one of these vessels had slightly different ships systems to the 
tendered design.  *Dropped Branded (M) for Memorable (M), altered Fast Throttle (M) to Fast Throttle (m) and Covert 
(m). 
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Sentinel class patrol cruiserSentinel class patrol cruiserSentinel class patrol cruiserSentinel class patrol cruiser    

by Frightened Freddieby Frightened Freddieby Frightened Freddieby Frightened Freddie    
 
Agi  d6 Str  d6 Vit  d4 Ale  d6 Int d6 Wil  d6;  
Init  d6+d6; LP 12 
 
Traits:  Fast Throttle (Major Asset), Fuel Efficient (minor asset), Memorable (minor), Soft (Electronics vulnerable to damage)       
 
Skills:  Athletics  d2, Heavy Weapons   d4, Perception d4, Pilot d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    213 x 175 x 35 feet  
Tonnage   3047 tons 
Speed Class  5 cruise/9 hard-burn 
Crew     8 (four officers, four space hands) not counting support crew for vehicles 
Crew Quarters   2 large cabins, 4 double bunk cabins.  
Fuel Capacity    250 ton (1,600 hours cruise) 
Cargo Capacity  900 tons cargo space 
Passenger Capacity   None 
Armament    Eight 100lb medium range explosive missiles.   
   Ten 100lb short range EMP missiles.   
   Twenty 10lb short range decoy and jammer missiles.   
   One 20lb cannon with 300 kinetic rounds.   
   Two 1lb autocannons with 1000 canister rounds per weapon. 
 
Gear    Infirmary with 4 beds 
Complexity    Low 
Price     151,250 credits, plus 49,000 credits for ammunition  
Maintenance Costs    5,000 credits per year, or 417 credits per month 
Armour:     1W armour and 1S armour  
Subcraft:    Two short range shuttles 
   two ASREV 
   twenty four escape pods  
 
Description: 
 
   The primary fuselage is a large saucer shape with a large cowling for the reaction drives at the rear to cope with heat exchange.  The command 
section is tapered from the front of the saucer with the defensive autocannons in dorsal and ventral positions behind the command section.  The main 
cannon is turret mounted on the central dorsal position.  The two shuttles are line abreast, forward of the cannon with the ASREVs mounted just 
forward of the reaction drives.  The decoy and jammer missiles are mounted in vertical positions following the outer ring of the saucer.  The heavy 
missiles are forward firing on either side of the command centre. 
 
   Speed and fuel efficiency are the key points in the Watchman’s design.  The main reactor is housed in the very centre of the ship, surrounded by 
heavy heat shielding.  The heat from the reactor is used to maintain ship temperature and also as an auxiliary supply of power and thrust, primarily 
for the reaction drives. 
 
   The unique power and heat systems of the Watchman make the ship harder to maintain without special training for engineering crews, and are also 
vulnerable to enemy fire.  It has also been noticed in testing that the power system is subject to server power surges if the heat exchange system 
suffers any malfunctions or damage in combat.   This has led to the need for additional safety systems, including emergency vents for the heat 
exchange system and hardening of electronic systems, which also protects from EMP weapons. 
 
   All the weapons systems use conventional warheads and weaponry currently in use by the Alliance Stockpile.  The EMP warheads allow the 
Watchman to deal with ships suspected of illegal activities without resorting to lethal force.    
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Black Mirage Shipyard’s EW/EWBlack Mirage Shipyard’s EW/EWBlack Mirage Shipyard’s EW/EWBlack Mirage Shipyard’s EW/EW----LRRPBLRRPBLRRPBLRRPB----44 "Squ44 "Squ44 "Squ44 "Squared Sentry"ared Sentry"ared Sentry"ared Sentry"    

by bas975by bas975by bas975by bas975 
 
 
Agi  d6 Str  d8 Vit  d6 Ale  d12 Int d10 Wil  d6;  
Init  d12+d6; LP 14 
 
Traits: Ugly as Sin (minor), Born-to-the-Black (Major), Memorable (minor), Seen Better Days (Major) 
 
Skills:  Detection: d6, Targeting: d6, Autopilot: d6, Database: d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   10,150 tons 
Speed Class  5/7 
Crew     20 – Captain, Executive Officer, Senior Medical Officer, 9 skilled crewmen, 8 space/farm hands 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    858.86 liquid tons // 2,326.96 hours // 96.96 days // 3.23 months 
Cargo Capacity  650 tons total – 200 tons misc, 200tons plant farm, 50 tons for goats & chickens, 200 tons extra water storage,  
   recycling, and extraction 
Passenger Capacity   20 (flight crews of carried ships) 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    4– Twin 1-lbs Cannon Automated Turrets (+4 steps 
   targeting) 1,000 rounds per gun / 2,000 per turret 
   100,000-lbs. of missiles in ready to fire missile bays 
 
Gear    1– Medbay / Operating Theatre 
Complexity    Average 
Price     523,500 (33,375 Seen Better Days) 
Maintenance Costs   2,537.5 (5,075 Seen Better Days) 
Armour:     4W 2S  
Subcraft:    840 tons volume 
   4 – “Bionic Ear” R/EW-3.3b boats 
   4 – Warhammer Interceptors 
   40- Escape Pods 
 
 

First imagined to protect the edges of known space around the ‘Verse, the Squared Sentry never fulfilled that mission-role as no one believed an 
alien attack from outside the ‘Verse was a realistic threat. However, The Squared Sentry eventually saw service during the Unification War as an 
Electronics Warfare/Early Warning-Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol Boat. Designed for long missions away from resupply ships, the Squared 
Sentry not only increased cruise duration with extra fuel but also with its own small farm.  
 

The Squared Sentry continued to serve until the first Ocular Class Electronics Warfare Corvette came into service at which time the last of the 
Squared Sentry Patrol Boats was decommissioned. Rumour has it that the Squared Sentry hull was last seen being destroyed in target practice 
during the training of Thunderbolt X pilots.  
 

Black Mirage Shipyard’s R/EWBlack Mirage Shipyard’s R/EWBlack Mirage Shipyard’s R/EWBlack Mirage Shipyard’s R/EW----3.3b “Bionic Ear”3.3b “Bionic Ear”3.3b “Bionic Ear”3.3b “Bionic Ear”    

by bas975by bas975by bas975by bas975 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d2 Vit  d6 Ale  d12 Int d8 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d12; LP 8 
 
Traits: Good Name (minor) 
 
Skills:  Autopilot: d4; Detection: d6; Targeting: d6 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:     
Tonnage   90 tons 
Speed Class  5/7 
Crew     3 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    1.5 tons 247.5 hrs // 10.3 days  
Cargo Capacity   
Passenger Capacity   None 
Passenger Quarters   None  
Armament    1-lb Autocannon w/ 300 rounds,  
   10,000lbs of missiles 
 
Gear    none 
Complexity    avg 
Price     8,635 
Maintenance Costs   22.5/month 
Armour:     5W  3S 
Subcraft:    none 

 
R/EW-3.3b “Bionic Ear” was designed as an enemy detection unit to extend the sensor range of the larger ships it was launched from with some 
ability to defend itself.  
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Trebuchet Alliance BattlecruiserTrebuchet Alliance BattlecruiserTrebuchet Alliance BattlecruiserTrebuchet Alliance Battlecruiser    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey    
 
 
Agi  d4 Str  d10 Vit  d10 Ale  d6 Int d8 Wil  d12;  
Init  d4+d6; LP 22 
 
Traits: Memorable 
 
Skills:  Pilot d2, Perception d6, Heavy Weapons d6, Mechanical Engineering d2 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    800Lx420Bx275H 
Tonnage   190,000 tons 
Speed Class  3 cruise/ 5 Hard Burn 
Crew     200 
Crew Quarters   4750 tons (600 Hours) 
Fuel Capacity     
Cargo Capacity  10,000 tons 
Passenger Capacity   800 
Passenger Quarters     
Armament    Dual-Guns (4, 8 barrels total); 200-lb projectiles (d8), 1000 round magazine per barrel. (800k ea) 
   Forward Main Guns; 200-lb projectiles (d8), 1000 round magazine per gun. (400k ea.) 
   Defensive Autoguns (4); 10 lb projectile, 1000 round magazine 
   Standard Missile Load (12,000 tons allocated): 320 long-range 1000-lb missiles, 4,000 long-range 100-lb missiles, 640 
   medium-range 1000-lb missiles, 8000 short-range 10-lb missiles (Jammers and Decoys) 
Gear     
Complexity    Very High 
Price     17,890,000 not including support craft 
Maintenance Costs    
Armour:     W2 
Subcraft:    4 craft of 50 tons or less each 
 

While this ship is an older design, it has proven a solid escort vessel, sturdy and easy to maintain. It is in the midst of phase-out, however, due to 
its short tour duration. Regardless of its status, the Trebuchet carries an impressive arsenal of weapons, and performs its job as an escort vessel very 
well, able to deliver a great deal of damage in a very short amount of time. Its low number of support craft make it less than ideal for independent 
patrols, which has been a contributing factor in it falling out of favour with Alliance Military Command. 
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 Victoria class Alliance Special Operations CorvetteVictoria class Alliance Special Operations CorvetteVictoria class Alliance Special Operations CorvetteVictoria class Alliance Special Operations Corvette    

by Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFeyby Lynn LeFey  
 
 
Agi  d8 Str  d8 Vit  d6 Ale  d10 Int d19 Wil  d6;  
Init  d8+d10; LP 14 
 
Traits:  
 
Skills:  Athletics d4, Perception d6, Covert d4 (Stealth d10) 
 
Specifications  
Dimensions:    800Lx400Bx160H 
Tonnage   80,000 tons 
Speed Class  5 cruise/ 9 Hard Burn 
Crew     50 
Crew Quarters    
Fuel Capacity    1600 tons (600 Hours) 
Cargo Capacity  16,000 tons 
Passenger Capacity   320 
Passenger Quarters    
Armament    Main Guns (2): 50-lb (d4 ship-scale), 500 rounds 
   Missile Load: 1600 tons. Missile load is mission specific. 
 
Gear     
Complexity    Very High 
Price     10,120,000 
Maintenance Costs   384,000 per year 
Armour:     W4 (Newtech, weighs half normal tonnage 
Subcraft:     
 
 
The Victoria class corvette was designed to allow insertion of special forces and their equipment into areas unnoticed. Due to its ability to move 
undetected, and its relatively high amount of firepower, these vessels are often put under the command of Parliament Operatives who need a fast 
ship with sufficient firepower to resolve any likely armed conflict. 
 
Notes:  This is intended to be the “Operative’s Ship” from the Serenity movie. It steps outside normal rules by allowing a Stealth skill over the 
standard d6. Game masters may want to decide whether this is a fitting inclusion in their game. 
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